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Industry Argues Main Studio Rules Satellite
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON One of the radio issues
that new FCC commissioners will have to
tackle is the pending rulemaking to relax the
main studio and public file rules.
Broadcasters have been prolific in comments to the FCC on the subject. Here is a
sampling of the latest comments from stations and citizen groups, other than NAB, on
which RW has previously reported.
Several broadcasters said their listeners
communicate with them by telephone, fax
mail or over the Internet and rarely visit the
main studio. Therefore, they said the current
restrictions are archaic and expensive.
"By permitting licensees with multiple
stations in the same market to co-locate their
main studio, the commission could eliminate
unnecessary travel time for those residents
of astation's county who first visit acentrally located studio, only to find that, in order
to visit asister station's main studio, they
must tray& to its separate location within

that particular station's greater contour,"
stated Jim
Hooker,
CEO,
Pride
Communications, a five- station group in
Illinois.
Permitting licensees with multiple stations in amarket to co-locate their main studios would also "eliminate trips that Pride
employees must make at least once aday to
maintain asister station's main facility."
Combining the main studios of Indiana
stations WXCH(FM) and WSCH(FM)
would eliminate the cost of maintaining two
main studios and save about $20,000 ayear,
which could be used for either adding another newsperson or upgrading equipment,
wrote President/General Manager John
Schuler.
Of the proposal to allow amain studio
location to be anywhere within the principal
community contour of any station licensed
to the same community, this proposal
wouldn't be fair to stations that are the only
ones licensed to their community,
stated Cornerstone Community Radio.

DAB Makes European
Commercial Debut
by Marguerite Clark
BERLIN DAB receivers are ready.
Well, sort of.
Manufacturers unveiled consumer
digital audio radio receivers at the
Internaiionale Funkausstellung ( IFA)
consumer electronics show in Berlin
in late summer. But questions about
consumer
acceptance
remain.
Meanwhile, participants in the DAB
debate in the United States are
watching
foreign
developments closely, for some indication of how audiences and manufacturers
would
respond to DAB.
By Ian. 1, 1998,
more than 100 million people in Europe
will be within reach
of DAB broadcasts,
according
to the
WorldDAB forum,
which
represents
more than 100 members and organizations from 25
different countries.
Furthermore, DAB services will
be on the air in Canada and tests will
be taking place in Australia, India,
China and Singapore.
According to WorldDAB President

David Witherow, in-depth market
research conducted by the organization in France, Germany, Italy and
the Netherlands indicates that consumers would be willing to pay more
for the quality promised by DAB.
The survey found that consumers
would be prepared to pay 30 to 50
percent more for DAB- capable car
radios, and as much as 80 to 100 percent more for portable DAB
receivers.

More than one-third of those interviewed said they were regular car
drivers who would be very interested
in a DAB car radio if it provided
interference- free reception and CDquality sound.
See DAB, page 6

Cornerstone and other commenters suggested amain studio be allowed anywhere within afixed radius.
Several commenters agreed that afixed
mileage standard would be the easiest rule to
understand and administer. Most stations
suggested arange of between 40 to 50 miles.
"Fifty miles can be reached in under an
hour and most residents are used to traveling
such distances," wrote both the North
Carolina and Virginia Association of
Broadcasters. The associations favored the
mileage standard over the current principal
community contour rule.
"Whether astation is located in astation's
principal community contour has no bearing
on whether that studio is accessible to community residents."
Not so fast ...
But, maintaining an "accessible studio ...
is an inherent cost of doing business," stated
opponents.
Opposing the mileage standard were the:
United Church of Christ, Media Access
Project, Center for Media Education and the
Minority Media and Telecommunications
Council in ajoint filing opposing elimination of the rule. " Existing rules may be
needlessly rigid, but new rules must not
impose stringent deterrents to personal visits
by listeners .... (The main studio) must be

Radio
Proceeds

by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON Despite objections
about foreign ownership and potential
coverage problems, both companies
that won afederal auction to provide
satellite-delivered digital audio radio
services (DARS) now have FCC documentation in-hand that says they can
move forward.
American Mobile Radio Corp. and
Satellite CD Radio each paid for their
licenses in three installments. The last
payments were due Oct. 16; shortly
afterwards, the FCC authorized both
companies to build, launch and operate
satellites to provide DARS services.
CD Radio
CD Radio has been waiting since
1990 far alicense. The firm plans to
have its system up by late 1999.
In filings to the FCC and SEC, CD
Radio detailed changes in its ownership structure. In May, the FCC
See DARS, page 3

See MAIN, page 7

It's the ' 90s: You have more to do
with less time to do it. Days are
hectic. You juggle so many tasks in
the studio, you feel like you're a
ringmaster in acircus— not aDJ on a
live radio show. You wonder if the
madness will ever end. Then you
think, " There's gotta be abetter way."
Well, there is. Let Harris introduce
you to the best assistant you can
hire, AirTimem by Orban.
Get all the work done in afraction
of the time with the touch of afew
buttons. Better yet, AirTimene will

never take along lunch, compla,n,
call in sick, or tell you about its bad
weekends. It works all the time
nonstop— even when you don't! Call
your exclusive Airlime Tmplacement
source and hire an assis-tant today:
Harris Broadcast DiViSi011
U.S.: 1-800-622-0022
FAX: 765-966-0623
http:/íwww.broadcas..harris.com
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NEWSWATCH
Kline, OmniAmerica
Join in Tower Biz
COLUMBIA, S.C. Kline Iron & Steel
has sold one-third of its business to
OmniAmerica Wireless. OmniAmerica was
formed by Carl Hirsch and Anthony
Ocepek, along with group station operator
Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst, to build,
acquire and manage broadcast and telecommunications towers (
RW, Oct. 1).
The Kline-OmniAmerica deal was
expected to close in October. The purchase
price was not disclosed.
The deal included Kline Towers, which
designs and fabricates tall broadcast towers; Kline Structural, which fabricates and

erects structural steel for industrial and
commercial buildings; and Kline Coatings,
which applies high-performance coatings
to structural steel.
"The alliance with Kline fits neatly with
OmniAmerica's strategy to create avertically- integrated company that not only
designs, fabricates and erects steel towers,
but also owns towers that lease tenant space
to broadcasters and telecommunications
companies," said Hirsch. " Outstanding
opportunities exist in what is currently a
fragmented industry with very few qualified players."
The deal, said Hirsch, " positions
OmniAmerica to accelerate the build-out
and infrastructure conversion to

digital television in the U.S. and abroad."
Kline will continue doing business under
its current name, with Jerome Kline retaining his position as chairman/CEO.
NAB: Ease Drug Ad Regs
WASHINGTON The NAB supports a
Federal Drug Administration proposal for
disclosing information in radio and TV prescription drug ads. In comments filed with
the FDA, NAB said the guidelines would
provide "greater efficiency and clarity" for
broadcasters and advertisers who seek to
comply with FDA ad rules.
Currently, such ads must include astatement of major risks and either abrief sum-

mary of contraindications or "an ' adequate
provision' for the dissemination of the
approved or permitted package labeling in
connection with the broadcast ad."
NAB said "adequate provision" is not
defined, forcing advertisers to use abrief
summary or resort to a less effective
"reminder advertisement." A reminder ad
doesn't have to list adrug's major risks and
side effects, but it can only call attention to
the name of the product, without dosage
recommendations.
If adopted, the FDA proposal would let
radio and TV spots meet regulations by
offering consumers atoll- free number,
brochure locations and an Internet address
where they can access label packaging
information.
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Then look at our competition.

OF COURSE

many stations are cost-conscious

these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place: to UPGRADE.
The R-60 has what's needed, with all the right features:
our SIMPLE PHONE ® module for easy error-free talk segments;
twin six bank preselectors, so you won't run out of input
capacity; onboard machine control panel, clock, timer, awelldesigned cue system, and a truly effective control room and
studio monitor interface. And because it's totally modular,
service is easy— even while you're on- the-air! Documentation:
this can determine whether you have an installation day or
an installation week. We've done it right to guide you through.
And PERFORMANCE? Of course we've handled that; simply
compare our specs.
DON'T MISS your opportunity to upgrade. Choose
the R-60 radio console from AUDIOARTS.

7305 Performance Drive. Syracuse, NY 13212
tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160
E-mail . Whealstoneeaol.corn
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Library Adds Godfrey Collection
by Leslie Stimson
COLLEGE
PARK,
Md.
The
Broadcast Pioneers Library of
American Broadcasting has scored a
coup, acquiring the personal mementos of the late Arthur Godfrey.
The collection, consisting of about
800 linear feet of material, includes at
least 250 kinescopes, plus wire recordings, musical scores and business
papers that belonged to the radio and
TV entertainer. It is the largest single
collection obtained to date by the
institution.
"We should have the Godfrey colection on- site by mid- November, and
hen it will be accessible to the public
few months later," Mike Mashon,

project curator for the library, said.
Godfrey left the collection to
WNET-TV in New York when he died.
WNET and the library have agreed to
co-own the collection, because the
library has the space to display the
material at its site on the University of
Maryland campus.
Since moving its headquarters from
the National Association of Broadcasters
building to the university campus in
1994, curator Mashon and other employees have been cataloging and adding to
the collection. Unlike other broadcasting
collections, this one focuses on paper
items, such as business records, audio
collections, photos, books, magazines
and scrapbooks of former radio and TV
industry employees.

AMRC, CD DARS Plans
Good to Go, Says FCC
DARS, continued from page
granted CD Radio an exemption from the
commission's cut-off rule, allowing CD
to issue additional stock. In August, CD
obtained financing from its satellite vendor, Loral, which then bought stock in
CD's corporate parent, CD Radio Inc. In
September, CD said it expected to implement apublic stock offering and share
conversion soon.
According to its latest filing, about 32
percent of CD Radio Inc. is owned by
non-U.S. citizens. CD Radio said the percentage of foreign ownership will decline
to about 15.5 percent after it completes its
public offering and conversion of preferred shares to common stock, below the
25 percent limit for foreign ownership
spelled out in the Communications Act.
The FCC found that giving CD Radio
the license, even before CD reduced its
foreign ownership, was in the public
interest, and rejected opposition from several parties, including Primosphere, a
failed bidder for aDARS license.
"Most of CD Radio's foreign ownership is divided between Loral (roughly
15 percent) and Chairman/CEO David
Margolese, aCanadian citizen, ( 12.7
percent)," stated the FCC. The commission found the other foreign minority
interests to be widely dispersed; that
factor, and the presence on the board of
amajority of U.S. citizens, convinced
the FCC that the company has a "dominant U.S. presence."
In asking the FCC to deny CD Radio
alicense, NAB argued that CD Radio
would be "unable to provide service to
urban areas and will only be able to provide service to rural areas and suburban
areas with south- facing windows
because its proposed link margin will not
provide high quality service." The FCC
said NAB didn't prove its case and stated
that CD would use "spatial diversity and
time diversity to avoid outages from
blockage, multipath and tree foliage. ...
In core urban areas and tunnels, CD
intends to augment its DARS transmissions implementing terrestrial repeaters."
AMRC also intends to use terrestrial
repeaters; the FCC plans to decide how
to regulate those later.
On its website, a message from

Margolese stated, "CD Radio will not
operate as acommon carrier of programming, but will in fact originate most of its
programming itself" The company plans
to offer 50 subscription channels: 30
commercial-free music and 20 talk.
AMRC
AMRC first filed for aDARS license
in 1992. The principal shareholders of
AMRC Holdings are American Mobile
Satellite Corp. (AMSC) and WorldSpace.
Majority shareholder AMSC is aU.S.
licensee in the Mobile Satellite Service,
and its affiliates are Hughes
Telecommunications & Space Co. and
Delco Electronics Corp. AMSC is publicly traded and has established an
alliance with WorldSpace.
Primosphere also opposed alicense to
AMRC, alleging that AMRC appeared to
be "fronting for WorldSpace or some
other foreign investor." The FCC said
Primosphere's sole proof was aBusiness
Week article, and added that "sources
such as magazine articles are insufficient" to deny the license.
The commission also rejected CD
Radio's complaint that AMRC's system
"would severely interfere with receiving facilities in Canada." The FCC stated that cooperation with "foreign systems is unavoidable but achievable."
AMRC plans to launch its satellite
by the end of 1999 and have its service
operable in 2000.
AMRC also plans to offer 50 channels and "is actively working with a
number of programmers," said
President Lon Levin.
As to whether DARS would compete with terrestrial, over- the- air
broadcasters, Levin said: "With all the
consolidation, (stations) are thinking
about their next quarter. Even though
NAB has amandate to stop this, they
did their best. They raised the issue ..."
But, he said, "The licenses are here."
Levin does expect some competition with radio stations, but not for the
local audience. "With CD players and
cassette players in their cars, people
like to have achoice. ... This is just
another choice, not the death of local
broadcasters."

Visitors to the library will find more
than documents, though. The library
also holds audio recordings of ads,
programming, newsgathering and the
personal recollections of hundreds
of broadcasters. The largest element
of this collection is several thousand transcription disks of vintage
commercials donated by the Radio
Advertising Bureau.
To preserve the original recordings, library employees play them
just once, recording them onto a
reel-to-reel master, submaster and a
DAT copy, all stored separately.
"Many times, broadcasters turn
to us for promotional material or
when they're putting together ahistory book to mark astation anniversary," Mashon said.
There is some vintage radio equipment at the library, but gear takes up a
lot of space, so library employees
often refer potential equipment donors
to local radio collectors.
Broadcasters and the public can
use the library by phone, the Internet
or a visit to the library in College
Park. Approximately 500 people came
through the library's doors last year, and
three times that sent e- mails. The
library's
website
(www.lib.umd.
edu/UMCP/LAB) sees about 5,000 "hits"
amonth, according to Mashon.
An on-going project is the digitizing
of old
photos
to
make
them

accessible on the library's website.
All library information is free for
those who plan to use the material for a
non-commercial project. A schedule of
nominal fees applies for commercial
uses.
The Broadcast Pioneers organization
began collecting materials for the

Library of American Broadcasting, Univ. of Md.
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library in 1964, well before the
library's capitalization in 1971. In
1991, Mashon said, the library was in
financial straits. The Taishoff family
established a $ 1million trust fund to
re- capitalize the library, which now
operates off the interest.
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Neural Network.
Neural networks are the next step beyond
digital. They are anew technology emerging
from university laboratories across the country.
Now, neural networks power the most advanced,
on-air audio processor you can buy. For under a
thousand dollars, you can plug this new technology into your existing Optimod 8100*.

o
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If you need more power and you
need it now, call ( 800)806-5498. We'll
do the rest.

COMMUNICATIONS
208 West Hamilton Avenue - P.O. Box 20
State College, PA 16804-0020 - Phone: ( 800) 806-5498
Optirnod is atrademark of AKG Acoustics, San Leandro, CA.
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Harris Expo Targeted Radio, TV
WASHINGTON

The small town of

go squarely to Dave Bums, Studio Product

Richmond, Ind., once again played host to
the Harris Broadcast Expo, last month.

Manager for Harris Broadcast Division.
The event did focus on radio, with digital

IBOC DAB

And this year, my fourth straight year to
attend, undoubtedly was the strongest Expo

Glynn Walden, the director of engineering for CBS Radio Stations, gave afantastic
presentation on the shape of the IBOC AM

yet. A combination of trade show, seminars
and networking forum, the event this year
had parallel television and radio tracks, and
drew roughly 350 attendees from as far
away as Virginia!

and FM systems that Westinghouse Wifeless
Solutions is working on. As you know,
Glynn Walden has been one of the anchors
of the U.S. efforts to bring terrestrial DAB to
both AM and FM broadcasters.

The historic Clarion Leland Hotel once

John Battison led off this year's nuts
and bolts session with his topic on the
"Digital Roadway." Battison is aconsulting engineer, founder and first president of

again provided the backdrop to 40 vendors
and the aforementioned attendees. A
Richmond landmark, the hotel is beautiful
and centrally located. Ithink, however, that
the crowd lured hv the technical advice and

the Society of Broadcast Engineers.
Joining Battison were John Delay, Don

Glynn Walden explained IBOC
DAB to attendees.

by- LUCIA Coo
And I wanted to extend a personal
thanks to Gene Schulz, who (many of you
may remember) retired acouple of years
ago as the marketing manager at the then
Harris Allied. Gene was kind enough to
help find areliable and honest mechanic to
work on my car, which conveniently died
as Ipulled into town (not six blocks from
the Leland). It turned out to be adead alternator. Gene steered me in the right direction
and Iwas able to get back on the road in
time to come back here and write this column! Thanks again, Gene.
Richmond Expo Exhibitors

radio in the forefront. Broadcasters were
treated to five well-known speakers, prominent in broadcast.

360 Systems
ADC

Also, Gary Burbank, a17-year veteran of
''The Gary Burbank Show" and aself-made

AirCorp
Andrew

Arrakis' Rod Graham and RW's Sandy
Harvey talked shop on the floor.

Harris drew more than
300 to its Expo.

nuts and bolts sessions as well as the free
lunch, dinner and exhibit floor, maxxed out
the Leland this year. If the Harris show

Markley,
Marvin
Born
and
Workbench columnist John Bisset.

grows by a single person, it will have to
move to the small convention center in
Richmond.

TV too

Pitfalls of growth

comic legend, broadcast live from the hotel
aJon Young or Roderic Graham of Arrakis
lobby using a Wheatstone console.
or aLynn Distler of Comrex and receive un- Described as across between Gary Owens,
rushed answers to their questions — someMonty Python and Quasimodo, he has

you
understand
what
I'm
saying.
Kudos for the success of the Harris Expo

Auditronics
RW

As mentioned, this year's Expo was the
first with emphasis on television technology, featuring several hours of information
and education for television engineers.
There were presentations on technical

Gary Burbank broadcast his
show from the lobby.

What sets this expo aside from the larger
trade shows is the "smallness" of it. Here,
engineers and managers can spend time with

thing few vendors can offer at atrade show
like the spring NAB show or an IBC or, well

Aphex System
Arrakis
AT!

become something of acult hero. He won
the Marconi Award for radio personality of
the year two years running and has received
several other awards in the course of his
career.

issues of ATSC startup, including scanning
formats, compatibility during the transition
years, standard definition vs. high definition, the multi-channel vs. single channel
debate, and signal transport standards.
All in all, Harris did agreat job pulling it
all together, and the weather cooperated
this year. (Last year, the Expo was held in
December and it snowed pretty hard!).

Auralex Acoustics
AV Marketing
Belar
Belden
Bob White Associates
Burk Technology
Cablewave
Comrex
Comsat RSI, Mark Antennas
ElectroVoice
ENCO
Gentner
Gepco
Intraplex
Marti
McFadden
Monfort
Moseley
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TECHNOLOGY
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Phone 508-486-0086 • Fax 508-486-0081
email: control@burk.com
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at (
800)336-3045 or send a letter to Readers Forum

(Radio World, RO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or e-mail 74103.2435@compuserve.com or
MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at
our dil.cretion and as space permits.

GUEST COMMENTARY

There Was More to
Operator Licensing
by Ken Blake
STOCKTON, Calif. An RW article by Troy Pennington (
RW, June 11)
outlined a less- than- complete version
of the history of broadcast operator
licensing. He volunteers a look at the
"long" history of the SBE, beginning
"way back" in 1977 at the time of its
first certification test.
Pennington is either not aware of, or
has not checked past licensing procedures of the FCC. His history of the
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genre merely begins with the testing
format prevalent in the ' 50s, ' 60s and
'70s, which consisted of multiple
choice answers. A "first" was obtained
by starting with a test for a minor
license and working up through a
series of additional license designations.
When taking the First Class exam,
for example, if aportion was too difficult one had only to retake that section, not the complete exam. It wasn't
necessary to be able to write; you simple chose answer A, B or C. Itook the
multiple-choice exam in Davenport,
Iowa, in 1957 and passed it easily; the
answers are on the page, in plain sight.

. Assistant Editor

Trust but verify
Mr. Pennington apparently was
dwelling on the FCC "relaxed" licensing period, when he stated that one
need not have worked at ajob requiring a license to obtain a renewal. The
facts show that prior to that period,
when a license was due for renewal,
the operator had the service record
verified by the immediate superior or
station manager. A place for the record
was printed on the back of each
license.
Iremember that when one was leaving
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and
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guru advised me to answer each question
with adetailed delineation of all Iknew
on every subject. The FCC rules required
a score of at least 75 to qualify for a
license.
Depression era
During the Great Depression, an
announcer's salary for aseven-day week
and no vacations was $7. So, to get to the
FCC test location, it was necessary to

All of us should agree that an
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an employer, especially if going to the
competition, the employer would threaten not to sign the service record, thus
assuming power to control the licensee's
job potential. These retaliating actions
occurred, but recent historians do not
probe far enough in the past to catch the
grim realities of broadcast technicians'
problems in those uncertain times.
In 1935, I was employed as an
announcer at a station in central Iowa.
The engineer had an EE degree from
Iowa State College. He designed and
built the station transmitter and had
tutored several license aspirants.
Iengaged this man's services and,
after weeks of concentrated study sessions, he felt that Iwas prepared to try
for a "ticket." At that time there were no
books describing the specifics of the
exams that were not multiple choice, so
one had to be well-prepared with complete and cogent answers.
The exam was the essay type, so my
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Minority ownership of radio stations is in asorry state.
There is little reason to believe, in this era of deregulation
and consolidation, that the outlook will improve for
blacks, Hispanics and other minorities.
The National Association of Black- Owned
Broadcasters plans alobbying campaign to reverse what
it sees as agovernment retreat on affirmative action for
broadcast ownership. NABOB has been trying to get the
federal government to increase minority ownership programs for six years. "Most of our efforts have fallen on deaf ears, but we can't stop
because of that," Executive Director Jim Winston said. "Political winds blow hot
and cold. We're waiting for those winds to change, and in the interim, cause the
winds to change."
NABOB chances with the post-Hundt FCC remain to be seen. The battle is likely
to be uphill.
According to the Census Bureau, about 28 percent of the U.S. population are
minorities. According to NABOB, blacks own only 1.7 percent of commercial
broadcast stations; total minority ownership has been stuck at about 3percent for six
years. NABOB said minorities still lack access to capital, and also blames government actions to relax ownership caps and eliminate the minority tax certificate program, and aSupreme Court decision on government affirmative action programs.
A report from the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
encouraged minorities to take advantage of two programs. RW has reported about
one: the Telecommunications Development Fund. It plans to provide loans and capital to small communications businesses. The other is amanagement training seminar called "ComTrain," run by the NTIA Minority Telecommunications
Development Program. The program, however, is tiny, able to help only ahandful
of qualified applicants each year.
We do not believe the government should mandate acertain level of broadcast
ownership by any group or demographic. On the other hand, it's hard to believe that
blacks, for example, who constitute asignificant portion of our population, are well
served by such poor representation in the ownership ranks. Does this serve the
public interest?
—RW
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hitchhike to Kansas City and stay with
family and friends while there.
Those who preceded me in the try for
alicense had plenty of advice for ensuring that the examiners would accept my
paper. One said it was arequirement to
diagram acomplete broadcast transmitter
using aruler; neatness would result in a
better grade.
Indeed, the diagram was arequirement
and, in addition, one was asked to specify
all parameters as well as the plate, filament and bias for each stage. As Ilaboriously diagrammed a 1kW transmitter
and made the lines just so, the inspector,
strolling among the nervous test-takers,
told me that it wasn't necessary to be that
meticulous.
The exam began at 9 a.m. on a
Thursday and recessed at 5p.m. It reconvened at 9a.m. on Friday and concluded
Friday at noon. The testing began with a
set of five questions to be answered in
writing, followed by another set of ques-

tions, and so on until the test was concluded.
The examiners made sure you could
not leave the examining room until you
finished answering all the questions.
After aday-and- a-half of concentrated
pondering and writing, Ifinished the test
and hitchhiked back to Iowa.
Special delivery
The following Tuesday my license
arrived by mail. The First Class
Radiotelephone Operator License was
dated Oct. 8, 1935.
It is commendable that the SBE promotes aseries of questionnaires to qualify certain individuals, but after more than
60 years of being 100 percent involved in
all facets of the radio and TV business,
one may feel that additional qualifying
SBE adjudication is abit redundant.
It is little wonder that the SBE is in a
state of panic about those in the business
whose "strength" lies in having passed
the poorly constructed test with which
Mr. Pennington is familiar. All of us
should agree that an ominous day for former "First" ticket holders was the day we
were forced to trade in our credentials for
a "General Class License."
Ken Blake is a 62-year veteran of the
radio industry. He is abroadcast consultant for Broadcast Electronics. RW welcomes other points of view.
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DAB Receiver Models Shown
BERLIN Digital audio broadcasting is not
yet areality in the United States. Abroad,
however, DAB has reached sufficient mass
to allow receiver makers to begin showing
DAB radios.
The 1997 Internationale Funkausstellung (IFA) was billed as the official
launch of DAB to consumers. Receiver
manufacturers followed through. Some 15
companies, including leading names in the
portable audio and auto electronics sectors,
introduced consumer DAB receivers at this
show in Germany.
What was left unsaid was when consumers could expect to see DAB receivers
on store shelves or in car dashboards.
Multiple features
The receivers on display did combine a
wide range of features, including RDS
and PAD capabilities, as well as cassette
and CD options.
U.S.-based Delco, for example,
showed the prototype DAB 100 automobile receiver. According to the company,
the unit will receive all the frequency
bands planned for use in Europe and
Canada, will decode the complete Eureka147 ensemble and will harmonize RDS
and DAB functions.
In addition, the Delco DAB 100 is
designed to switch automatically between
FM and DAB signals for the best possible
reception. However, this feature is not yet
supported by broadcasters.
Philips Car Systems exhibited its new
DAB receiver. A small, trunk-mounted
tuner box is required for the system, but,
according to the company, asingle in-dash
tuner unit is planned for the year 2000.
The Philips tuner receives both VHF
band III and L-band DAB broadcasts. It
can also display program-associated data
(PAD) on atwo-line, 16-character LCD
display. Philips is prepared to add additional multimedia capabilities to the receiver,
once standards are set.
Scheduled to be on the market in 1998,
one of Philips' main goals is to convince

automobile manufacturers to include the
new receiver in their cars.
To help sell the product, Philips will
emphasize value-added services such as
GSM and navigation systems, said Frans
Westra, senior product manager for Philips
Car Systems.
Three front-ends
Blaupunkt displayed its DAB receiver
box, which can be combined with one of
three different DAB car radio front ends:
the Stockholm RCM 128, Sydney RCM
128 cassette radios and the Toronto RDM
128 CD tuner.

Pioneer plans to launch a DAB tuner
module for Intelligent Pionner ( IP) bus
systems in spring 1998. The compact
DAB tuner module can be controlled by
any IP-bus in-dash unit with RDS, avoiding the need to replace the complete
sound system.
"We are targeting innovators, those who
are willing to spend alittle extra for superior quality," said Geert Verhoeven of the
product planning department, car electronics division for Pioneer.
The DAB 9475 digital and FM receiver
was the new Clarion entry. The car audio
receiver, which fits into astandard mounting frame, features ahigh resolution dotmatrix display and a connector for an
external data service decoder.

Sul2aziolatoadealter,oducti
Quality FM Transmitters at Reasonable Prices
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal
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2,500 watt
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5,000 watt
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FM Translator Frequency Agile 2,500.00
Contact
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17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 Dallas, Texas 75248
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Available in 1998, the tuner requires no
receiver box in the trunk and is easy to
install and use. The DAB 9475 system also
permits selection of preferred program
types (PTY) and is equipped with aPTY
search function.
The Kenwood KRC-358 DAB head
unit can receive DAB signals, as well as
FM, AM and longwave broadcasts. The
head unit also features, RDS, CD control and acompact, theft-deterrent faceplate (TDF).
The KRC-358 works with a DAB
antenna and tuner that can be installed
in acar trunk or under the driver's seat.
The system is will be available sometime in 1998.
Also on show was the Panasonic
mobile receiver test unit, which is currently in use in aDAB pilot project in
collaboration with Deutsche Telekom
in the German state of Hessen.
Due to be on the market in 1998, the
receiver will support both DAB and
FM programs and will feature
automatic tuning.
Prototype tuner
The Panasonic Technics had aprototype
tuner on display, but is scheduled to have
aproduction model ready by summertime.
The prototype supported audio bitrates
from 32 kbps to 384 kbps ( ISO/MPEG
Layer H) and VHF band III broadcasts, as
well as data services.
JVC also showed atrunk-mount DAB
receiver unit The prototype front-end system includes atwo-line, 16-character display and is capable of receiving AM, FM
and DAB programs.
Robert Bosch Multimedia-Systeme presented the DAB MOS module, which is
based on the Bosch D-FIRE (DAB fully
integrated receiver engine) chip concept,
which allows manufacturers to implement
DAB features in DAB/FM automobile
radios, DAB PC cards and portable DAB
radios.
Bosch also showed the Hannover 106
receiver, which can be integrated with a
decoder and a4-inch or 5-inch color display for additional data display.
Grundig showed its DCR 1000 DAB
receiver, along with two new data terminals — the DAB-T 1002, with acolor dis-
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play and the DAT-T 1001, with aremovable monochrome display.
The DAB-T 1002 data terminal makes
it possible to display data broadcasting services independent of the program.
Therefore, color images such as weather
and traffic maps can be displayed in a
JPEG format while comprehensive texts
could be reproduced in HTML, the computer programming language used to create World Wide Web pages.
Home gear
And Sony presented the new XES incar entertainment system, which is
expected to be launched on the European
market in the spring of 1998. The XES
was designed to allow for full compatibility with DAB.
Other DAB receivers on display at IFA
included the Alpine Electronics DAB
Autoradio and aFujitsu DAB receiver,
expected to be available on the market in
spring 1998.
Roke Manor highlighted its Gold Pack
DAB development kit, which includes
apassive antenna for both L-band and
VHF band III DAB.
In-home units being exhibited included
the Sharp MD-X8H MiniDisc stereo system, which featured an integrated DAB
tuner. According to the company, the
MD-X8H is compatible with all current
digital audio signals, such as those found
in CDs, DAT-recorders, DAB and the
Internet.
Bang & Olufsen displayed its DAB
test receiver for the home. The company
has delivered 500 DAB test receivers
with advanced display and user interface
features for pilot tests being conducted
with Danmarks Radio.
Although the focus of IFA is on consumer electronics, afew DAB transmission manufacturers were also present.
Rohde & Schwarz introduced aservice
transport interface (STI) for the DM001
DAB Multiplexer. STI, which in the
future will be known as ETS 300797, has
been developed within the framework of
Eureka 147. According to Rohde &
Schwarz, STI can be used to transport
service provider contributions to an
ensemble multiplexer or to ahigher-order
service multiplexer.
Italian transmitter manufacturer CTE
was also present at IFA with its new line
of DAB products, including DAB transmitters for both VHF band III and Lband.

DAB Radios Roll Out
11> DAB, continued from page 1

Other features of interest to listeners were information services and
news data. Business people and other special interest groups were interested in receiving DAB services on a
computer via aPC plug- in-card.
More Information please
But despite Witherow's contention
that "We are now entering the third
age of broadcasting — the digital
age," not everyone is convinced that
DAB will be as successful as its proponents hope.
According to Thomas Rohde of
Fujitsu Ten Europe, one of the
manufacturers with a DAB receiver
on display at IFA, amajor concern is
consumer information.
Although manufacturers were
quick to point to an initial positive

response from the public at the
show, some remarked that consumers are not well informed about
DAB.
"I am not convinced that DAB
will be a success," said Ingo
Wagner, marketing planning manager for Alpine Electronics, which also
showed anew DAB receiver. "It is a
question of customer acceptance;
they are not asking the consumers
what they want."
Rohde said many consumers are
not familiar with the latest radio
technologies. He said this makes it
almost impossible to sell such products.
"We need to find an easy way to
market and explain the product so
that the consumer is not intimidated
and seeks more information," Rohde
said.
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Mileage Standard Debated
MAIN, continued from page I
reasonable to listeners, not just to advertisers or licensees themselves."
These groups supported the mileage
standard only if it was set at 25 miles.
Morality in Media also opposed the
50- mile mileage standard.
Most broadcasters supported keeping
the public file at its main studio, "wherever that is because that's where the listeners come," wrote a commenter who

Black Radio
Ownership
Declines

said she had managed or owned stations
for 50 years.
Public file records
Several commenters objected to the
proposal to require stations to keep email messages in their public file. "(The
proposal) would effectively compel astation to monitor all of its staff e-mail
accounts as well as increase the risk of
harassing or frivolous e-mail jamming a
station public file," wrote Odyssey
Communications. Even if only certain email messages had to be kept, continued
Odyssey, " a cautious station may feel
compelled not to dispose of any of the email it receives, in order not to risk the

possibility of sanction because of the
actions of one careless or confused
employee, who deletes amessage by mistake or because he or she believes it is not
necessary to save ( it)."
The North Carolina and Virginia
Association of Broadcasters noted that
keeping e-mails would be "time-consuming and costly." They opposed mandating
that stations have to sort, prioritize and
keep e-mails in the public file.
Noting that broadcasters can't have it
both ways, opponents said e-mails are just
as valid as regular printed messages.
Broadcasters supported reducing the
number of documents necessary to be kept
in the public file ( not having to replace

documents left out by a previous owner), and reducing how long they should
be kept.
Opponents resisted any relaxation.
"Since broadcasting is increasingly dominated by ever larger group owners with
stations changing hands quickly, relaxing
this requirement would enable group owners to evade detection of violations of the
FCC multiple ownership, programming
and EEO rules."
Claiming that "broadcasters have wildly
exaggerated the costs" of maintaining
ownership documents such as articles of
incorporation, bylaws, loans and management information, opponents urged they be
maintained. "These documents are often
the only evidence the public has to determine questions of whether aparty has an
attributable interest in astation, or whether
there is another real party in control."

by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The government
has retreated from affirmative action
for broadcast ownership, in the opinion
of the National Association of BlackOwned Broadcasters, and NABOB
wants to turn that around.
The group is planning an aggressive
campaign of lobbying the FCC,
Congress and the Clinton Administration. "While no none has suggested minority (broadcast) ownership is
no longer a needed public policy,"
NABOB Executive Director Jim
Winston said, "we see aretreat from
fostering minority ownership."
Winston cited a survey by the
Commerce Department's National
Telecommunications & Information
Administration that showed minority
ownership of radio and TV stations
remained about 3percent for the sixth
year in arow.
"Our research indicates that minorities still lack access to the capital
necessary to develop broadcast businesses," the report stated.
Minorities owned 322 of 11,475
commercial broadcast stations, representing 2.8 percent of commercial
ownership, down from 3 percent in
1996, according to the report.
Of this total, black ownership winesents 1.7 percent, Hispanic ownership
represents 1.05 percent, Asian ownership represents .03 percent and Native
American ownership .04 percent.
Black ownership dropped from
1996 by 30 stations, to 165 radio and
28 TV The decline was due, in part, to
the sale of U.S. Radio, the largest
black-owned broadcast company, to
Clear Channel Communications.
Also cited for the drop in minority
ownership was the federal government
actions to relax station ownership caps
and eliminate the minority tax certificate program in 1995, and the Supreme
Court decision that year that applied a
stricter standard for government affirmative action programs.
The FCC has been studying a
mechanism to increase minority ownership; that research is continuing.
Minorities can take advantage of the
Telecommunications Development
Fund, designed to overcome minorities' traditional lack of access to capital. The fund is expected to be operating by January.
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any ISDN codec, POTS codec,
RPU, cellphone or telephone
line— and even has a built-in
frequency extender.
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Kuralt's Station on the Block
ELY, Minn. Some refer to it as across
between "Northern Exposure" and "A
Prairie Home Companion." Whatever you
call it, this tiny radio station 260 miles north
of Minneapolis is finding itself in atight spot
with the death of Charles Kuralt The retired
CBS news reporter
rescued the business
from bankruptcy
two years ago.
"How many other
stations can boast a
listening audience
of hundreds of
, 1
moose,
North
America's largest
population of timber
Charles Kuralt
wolves — and a
heck of alot of hearty Iron Rangers to
boot?' asked WELY's web page.
WELY-AM-FM, on the border of the
Boundary Waters wilderness, touts itself as
"end of the road" radio. Unfortunately, this
catchy nickname may be asign of things to
come.
"We cannot afford to buy the station,"
said Mike Hillman, now co-general manager
with his wife Julie, whom he called the
"brains of the operation."
"I'm just another pretty face," he said
with alaugh.
Kuralt purchased WELY in May, 1995,
about a year after tuning in to one of
Hillman's Sunday morning shows.
"At the end of my shift the phone rang
and it was Charles Kuralt," said Hillinan.
"He was up doing research on Ely for his
'Charles Kuralt's America' book, and he
said, ' Mr. Hillman, you sound like you
know alot about Ely. Ihaven't enjoyed a
Sunday morning radio program like yours
for years."
Hillman, anorthern Minnesota historian,
remembered the call as one of the thrills of
his life.
"I can still vividly remember hearing that
beautiful baritone voice on the other end of
the phone line," he said. "We set atime to
talk and got together for blueberry pie and
coffee ... one of the things Charles said to us
was, if there was anything he could ever do
to help us or the station, to call."
Julie Hilhnan took Kuralt up on his offer
when the owners of WELY were forced into
receivership in April of 1995. The station
was dark when Kuralt bought it
"He told us if both of us were willing to
run (the station) for an absentee owner, he
would buy it," she said. "On May 31, 1995,
the court put their stamp of approval on his
purchase ... beginning Boundary Waters
Broadcasters Inc."
The new WELY began broadcasting on
July 1, 1995 (Canada's national holiday),

31

with atotal of 32 classical CD's and Mike
Hillman's personal rendition of "0 Canada"
to honor "all of our maybe six Canadian listeners."
"The day before we went on the air ... we
went to Duluth with athousand dollars and
bought some music," said Julie Hillman.
"We did not have an enormous budget so
one of the first things Idid was to contact the
National Association of Independent Labels,
which opened to the door to free music.
"The only direction we ever received
from Charles was: 'A radio station without a
heart and soul is nothing but abox of wires,
so no satellite feeds! Everything must be
locally produced. Iwant the talk to be about
Ely and the wilderness area. —
WELY's programming ranges from
folk, Celtic, new age, rock, and blues to jazz,
Cajun, country and classical.
"Our motto is, 'If it sounds good, it is
good, so play it!" Julie Hillman said.

"I knew he was dying. The last thing
he said to me was that he had to buy
the tower for WELY. It's the last thing
he had to do. We had been leasing
space on the tower."
On June 12, Kuralt bought the
tower. On July 4, he died.
"We are looking for a buyer that
will honor Mr. Kuralt's vision of
the integrity of journalism and

NPR Heads for Borders
In Public Awareness Bid
by S. D. Yana Davis
WASHINGTON NPR and Borders
Books & Music inked deals to exploit
their commonalities and superserve
their shared audiences.
"The psychographic profile of the
NPR core listener and the Borders
shopper are the same. Basically, it is
the
same
person,"
said
Rob
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Mike and Julie Hillman
"We don't have aprogram director,"
explained Mike Hillman. "We play everything from the Grateful Dead to afour-hour
polka show on Saturday mornings. The host,
Don Micklich, does the weather reports in
Finnish and starts out every show with,
'Hello polka pals and polka gals and all the
little polka dots, this is Polka Pal Don. —
The Hillmans decided to drop ABC's
Paul Harvey when Kuralt came on board.
"It really didn't matter to Charles what
(network) affiliation we had," said Mike
Hillman. "But Isaid, ' For heaven's sake,
Charles, you worked for CBS for 37 years.
According to Hillman, while the Paul
Harvey switch was "traumatic" for listeners,
it was the right thing to do.
"The last conversation Ihad with Charles
was June 1lth, 1997," said Julie Hillman

McKnight, NPR national representative for corporate marketing. Which
makes the parallel deals NPR and
Borders have concluded perfect sense
from both company perspectives.
McKnight initiated an agreement
whereby Borders became one of the
biggest underwriters of NPR last
June. Borders is sponsoring "Weekend
Edition Saturday with Scott Simon,"
"Car Talk," "Performance Today" and
"Talk of the Nation."
McKnight said he began discussions
about program sponsorship with Borders
in January 1996. A year ago, Borders
management indicated they wanted to
have an in-store presence for NPR as
well. At that point, McKnight called in
the NPR entrepreneurial division.
Town Square'
Borders then developed an " NPR
Town Square" kiosk, rolled out at a
D.C.-area Borders stores on Sept. 30.
The kiosks, which will be part of all
180 Borders stores by the end of
October, allow the giant bookseller to
cater to book-hungry NPR listeners by
stocking authors and titles recently heard
or reviewed on NPR programs. Such
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broadcasting, and honor the fact that
he thought my wife and Iwere the
people that should be doing this," said
Mike Hillman. "And while Imay not
be able to say I'm in a winning situation, Ican't lose because we've done
well here. We've tripled the best year
that the old station ever had and that
was in our second year."
"There are various interested parties
that we have been talking to about the
sale of the station," said Julie Hillman.
The asking price for the station,
including the tower, is $500,000.

(QUAD METERS)
Call or write
for free
detailed
brochure

•Bright, multiple color, ten segment
LED bar graph displays
•Balanced bridging inputs, quick
release connectors, desktop and rack
mounting kits

reviews and interviews are a staple of
many NPR programs, including NPR
news magazines "Fresh Air" and "Talk
of the Nation."
"We constantly have customers coming in and saying, ' Iwas listening to
NPR the other day and they were talking
about this book," said Judy Kohn, director of public relations at Borders. This
experience helped prompt Borders to
develop the kiosk concept, as well as the
plan to instantly gratify NPR listeners in
search of the books mentioned on-air.
Kohn says that Borders will restock the
kiosks daily based on NPR- provided
rundowns of the programs, so that books
reviewed or the subject of author interviews will be available no later than 48
hours after broadcasts.
Additionally, the kiosks will feature
CDs reviewed or played on NPR programs, and a limited number of
NPR- branded products, such as
"Performance Today" classical discs.
Is it legal?
Because NPR is anon-profit corporation, how can they legally provide NPRbranded products for sale on the Borders
kiosks?
"Non- profits can raise a certain
amount of ` UBI,' unrelated business
income, legally," said Carol LeBlanc,
head of NPR's entrepreneurial division.
"We track it separately from other
sources of income. If it became large
enough, we'd have to spin that off into a
separate entity, but we are nowhere near
doing that now."
Should commercial radio stations be
concerned about the NPR/Borders
deals?
"Books whose authors are heard on
commercial stations are already featured
at Borders," LeBlanc responded. "Our
kiosks will feature books by authors
reviewed or interviewed on NPR, sales
of which don't provide NPR with any
financial benefit."
McKnight said Borders already has
substantial advertising in other media,
and that its efforts to sponsor NPR programs and develop the in-store kiosks
came from understanding the profiles of
its customers and how this matches its
audience.
Audience studies indicate that as many
as three-fifths of NPR listeners buy and
read books regularly, far exceeding other
broadcast media.
Both the underwriting sponsorship and
in-store kiosk arrangements between
NPR and Borders will run for three
years.
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If you haven't already
taken these out for atest drive,
here's your chance.
Short/cut is your next tape recorder,
edit block and digital delivery system.
It's UnReel.

Short/cut Editor
The perfect replacement for generations of
reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers
hard-disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform
editing. Add an optional Ziirdrive and get low-cost
copies. This editor is fast enough for on-air use, and
tough enough for the road. So take Short/cut out
for atest drive and watch it perform.
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Instant Replay®
Instant Replay puts athousand audio clips right at
your fingertips. Sound effects, music, station ID's - up
to 24 hours of your greatest material. And with
50 Hot-Keys, you can make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like. With everything titled, timed and ready
to play you'll find Instant Replay fast, fun and easy
to use. So take us up on our offer to go for atest drive.
It's on us.

iCari/ II Plus
The new DigiCart/II Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio
on hard disk, and now includes the popular Ziirdrive for
low-cost storage. As always, it's your choice of linear or
Dolbyc)AC-2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful
playlisting capabilities. The new "Plus" model delivers all
the reliability that has made DigiCart abroadcast standard,
and it's now available at agreat new price. Ask for a
test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.

Test drive theirs then test drive
our DigiCart/II Plus. We've got
more under the hood.
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Audience 98 Peers Into Future
by S. D. Yana Davis
WASHINGTON Commercial radio
always is searching for ways to attract the
advertisers. For public radio, however, each
listener plays the role of the ad agency or
business.
Public stations want ratings information
translated into "information that apublic
broadcaster can use." Audience research
needs to find the relationships between programming, listening habits and individual
contributions to public stations.
Enter Audience 98, asystem-wide study
of public radio listeners who kept ratings
diaries during the Arbitron survey in the fall
of 1996. Of approximately 33,000 listeners
nationally who reported apublic station in
their diaries, about 15,000 were recontacted
and asked aseries of questions to determine
more than 200 characteristics. Better than
half — about 8,000 — responded.
Arbitron administered the mail survey;
the ratings firm does not release information
about diary keepers. The survey questionnaire was designed by public radio audience
researcher David Giovannoni along with
Thomas J. Thomas and Theresa R. Clifford
of Thomas & Clifford, and George Bailey
of Walrus Research, with extensive consultation of the public radio system.
The study was funded in part by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, but
also by 91 "piggyback stations" that paid
for individual Audience 98 analyses of their
own listeners. The nationwide survey was
done without reference to individual stations, using the scientific random-selection
method to get astatistically valid cross-section.
Findings of Audience 98 won't be
known in full until anumber of interpretive
reports are written over the next two years.
But the study promises to be valuable to
public radio station managers, programmers
and fund raisers.
Besides providing asocio-economic picture of listeners, Audience 98 profiles public
radio audience members in ways uniquely
interesting to non-commercial broadcasters.
The data can provide not only listening
information but also listeners' perceptions
of the station, the value they attach to network and local programming, and their
motivation for giving money, or not giving
it, when stations make their fund-raising
appeals.
Detailed info
Roger Johnson, program director at
KPLU(FM), Seattle, said that while
Audience 98 so far offers few surprises for
programmers, the information is valuable.
Johnson said ICPLU depends on listeners
for "about 60 percent" of its budget, making
the study an invaluable tool in fine-tuning
programming and on-air fund raising.
"The survey found out alot about listeners' lifestyles and values, and asked specific
questions about their use of public radio and
whether they are members (contributors)
and why or why not," said John Berky, vice
president at Connecticut Public Television
and Radio. "This allows us to segment
givers vs. non-givers, to find out what (programming and fundraising techniques)
appeals to people who subscribe."
"We're seeing some things we can finetune," Berky said. "Particularly during our
fund drives — what is it that we're saying
to listeners, the approach we take in discussing funding issues on the air, how to hit
the hot buttons to encourage listeners to call

in and pledge support."
Berky said of Bailey's " Program
Economics Report," taken from
Audience 98 raw data: "It shows you
which programs are actually bringing the
money in. Sometimes we get caught and
put our money in programs that don't pay
us back."
What works?
In the past, public radio programmers
assumed that listeners called to contribute during fund drives when their
favorite programs were on the air. But,
Berky said, audience analysis provided
principally by Giovannoni and ahandful
of others shows that listeners typically

call "when it's convenient, when they're
near aphone."
Many stations find that NPR's flagship
daily news magazines, " Morning
Edition" and "All Things Considered,"
are the programs that motivate most listener contributions during fund drives.
The survey also supported one of the
most basic characteristics of the typical
public radio listener. "Education is the
distinguishing characteristic of apublic
radio listener, not income," Giovannoni
said. "Who are the most educated people
in our nation's history? Baby-boomers."
And while baby-boomers represent a
significant pool of disposable personal
income, public radio tends to attract the

David Giovannoni
better educated, regardless of economic
group. Other characteristics of public
radio listeners will be analyzed and
cross-referenced as the reports based on
Audience 98 continue to be written over
the next two years.
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Known throughout the world as the best
performing, most reliable FM transmitters
available, Continental's 816R Series
combines superior design and audio quality
with exceptional workmanship to give
broadcasters an unmatched, field-proven
record.
The 816R Series comes in power levels from
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tracks trends, stores data and provides an
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control panel.
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Resource for Radio Production and Recording

East-West is one of those companies you
wish you knew about last month when you
really needed some strange and unusual
music or effect for apiece of production.
East-West is not aproduction music company or ajingle house, but this Californiabased
division
of
East-West
Communications is adistributor of sampled
sounds on CD and CD-ROM.
Only afew years ago, samplers were in
vogue in radio production rooms for the
classic electronic stutter effect. But with
Max Headroom now dead and buried, the
once-mighty keyboard now sits idly in the
comer of the studio, lonely and neglected.
To many production people, sampling has
somehow become the ugly cousin of audiofor-radio, the "easy way out," Ihave heard.
Grab some music, truncate it, loop it and
you have an instant production music bed;
who can't do that? Where is the creativity?
Some producers turn up their noses,
claiming current uses such as Puff Daddy's
looping of "Every Breath You Take" by The
Police to be mere laziness. Whatever your
feelings about sampling, East-West has
made an industry out of it Selections offered
in the catalog were created for the sole purpose of grabbing and using in other compositions. These may inspire you to new
heights of sound manipulation and may help
you rediscover what ahoot it is to use the
sampler.
And if you are one who feels slighted by
Puff Daddy's success, all Ican suggest is
that you don't sample The Police.
Great titles
It is hard to dislike acatalog filled with
titles such as "Smoov Grooves," "Kritical
Massive," "Diffusion of Useful Noise" and
— dare Isay it — "Funky Ass Loops." Each
disc is filled with dozens of drum beds, electronic effects, wild and interesting processed

sounds and vocal effects. By no means is
this the limit of the CD selections offered by
East-West, and there are plenty of strange
elements available for whatever work you
need to do.

Wrap-up
See Page 21
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East-West Revives Sampling Fun
Alan R. Peterson

Product

Adventures" is that samples are licensed for
music production only. Nowhere in the
copyright notice is there agrant for radio
broadcast-specific use.
Isuppose it may be possible to cobble up

DIGITA_ DOMAIN

Technical
Considerations
Of DVD
Mel Lambert

If you are asampling novice, it is well
worth your time to dump several samples
into your keyboard and try your hand at
dance and hip-hop production. Before you
scoff at this, remember: Men and women
who have shown they can do this well are
driving around in limousines right now. The
worst that can happen is that you become
absolutely brilliant and hire your own driver.
East-West recently began placing samples
on the World Wide Web to download and uy
out It does cost acertain amount per sample, but you select only what you want and
not pay for adisc filled with material you
would not use. Check availability and price
at www.eastwestsounds.com
East-West sent RW two CDs for review:
"Symphonic Adventures" and "F.A.S.T.
Animation." One is acollection of symphonic passages, the other aseries of electronic effects, produced in Germany and
heavily processed using Roland Sound
Space technology.
The crippling limitation on "Symphonic

amusic bed of some sort, then fly in asample from "Symphonic Adventures," call the
entire thing "My Music, Part One," then go
ahead and use it behind aspot while crediting your sample source. Just be aware that
the composer and performers have rights to
their performances, so don't do anything that
may get you in trouble (such as claiming the
sample as your own work).
That aside, this CD is filled with those little orchestral tidbits you have always wished
you had. There are musical cues that sound
as if they belong in movie soundtracks, TV
"medical" shows and larger symphonic
movements. This sample CD evokes many
moods, including tension, suspense and the
classic "chase."
Note these are not full orchestral pieces,
but rather anumber of short selections that
you would normally hear punctuating dramatic moments in movies. Use them as just
that: punctuators. Remember, the initial purpose of this CD was as asample source of
See SAMPLING, page 14

A little over ayear ago, Ispotlighted several multi-channel audio applications for DVD, the much-vaunted
consumer video playback format that
has been attracting agreat deal of
press during recent months. Hopefully
this format can be made easily recordcapable before too long.
Aside from what Iconsider to be a
questionable decision to utiliw- conflicting data compression techniques
for Europe and North America/Japan
— MPE,G for PAL-compatible markets and Dolby Digital for NTSCbased territories — in addition to
region-specific software to help control the staggered release of different
titles throughout the world, it would
seem as if DVD is here to stay.
This is not to say that it has been an
easy birth. Iam reliably informed that
the initial rollout of DVD in selected
test U.S. markets was less than stellar
compared to its predicted reaction.
Heavyweights throughout the film
community, whose approval was
essential for the format to secure sufficient offerings and ensure favorable
public reaction, were ready to bail
during early months.
How about audio?
Video technologies aside, there are
anumber of audio and related datastorage applications for Digital
Versatile Disk, possibly utilizing dualdensity encoding for the double-sided
format.
See DVD, page 13

Audio Solutions

Audio testing requires specialized solutions. Audio Precision offers three
lines of audio analyzers for engineering and production testing.

AIS -1
*Analog audio test system - 2channel
with advanced front panel operation
& GPIB interface
* High performance: System THD+N
0.0025%+30V
*Cost effective

!:-_;

System Two
*A new standard for today's digital and analog
audio systems
*PC Multimedia & Digital interface testing
*Reduced bit- rate codec testing for audio & telecom
*Analog residual THD+N ≤ 0.0004% (- 108dB)
*Digital analyzer residual ≤ - 140dBFS, wideband

System One
*The Recognized Standard for analog &
digital audio testing
*Windows 95im software or GPIB interface
*High speed FASTTRIG synchronous
multitone testing on DSP versions
*Digital I/O on Dual Domain ,mversion

P.O. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075-3070
(503) 627-0832, 800-231-7350
FAX: ( 503) 641-8905

Thousands of customers worldwide choose Audio Precision analyzers because we offer a complete family of audio testing solutions.
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DVD, continued from page 12

The main attraction for DVD in anumber
of peripheral but related markets, is its truly
staggering storage capacity: up to 17 GB.
DVD-Video's specification includes variable bit-rate MPEG-2 video, eight streams
of data-compressed or PCM audio, 32 subtitle streams, interactive menus, plus other
user-friendly femurs. For the benefit of the
technically curious, the higher data-packing
density stems from the use of smaller pit
dimensions than those found on conventional audio CDs, courtesy of ared-leading laser
that incorporates ashorter optical wavelength.
Also for the technically inquisitive, the
development of aDVD recorder is not a
trivial matter. Recall that, like CDs, DVD
playback media are currently manufactured
utilizing high-capacity techniques from a
glass stamper that is produced at relatively
high cost.
Obviously, economy of scale dictates that
we need to commit to areasonable number
of copies once the DVD "presses" have
been activated. New generations of blue
lasers are being developed to accommodate
the short wavelengths of light necessary to
form the erasable pits within the DVD's substrate layer, much like today's generation of
magneto-optical drives, but with

The movement towards authoring DVD has already begun in
earnest. In addition to Pioneer's
announcement of the DVR-S101,
Sonic Solutions recently unveiled
its SonicStudio DVD.
Heralded as the industry's first
pre -mastering workstation for
DVD-based audio, SonicStudio
DVD is capable of authoring current- generation DVD-Video and
will provide content for the upcoming DVD-Audio specification.
The Mac-based/hardware features capture, editing and doubleprecision processing of 24bit, 96
kHz multitrack audio.
A specialized tool set, which
includes
double- precision
NoNOISE and extended frequencyrange filters with 48bit processing
for ultra-low distortion, is integrated with Sonic's new authoring software, Sonic DVD Producer.
The authoring and formatting system takes title development from
the initial design stages of aproject
to the final disc image, with realtime preview at every step.
Audio can be formatted into
PCM elementary streams, Dolby
Digital, MPEG-2 surround or other
popular DVD-related formats.
SonicStudio DVD includes integrated project planning assistants, a
storyboard editor and layout editor,
Bit Budget management and direct
integration with video and audio
capture and formatting tools. It
also features real-time assembly
and playback of DVD titles
throughout the authoring process.
An integrated on- screen remote
control allows DVD titles to be
interactively previewed the same
way as the finished disc would be
played on aconsumer player.
For more information, contact:
Sonic Solutions, 101 Rowland
Way, Novato, CA 94945; ( 415)
893-8000. Visit the Sonic Solutions
Website at hup:/lwww.sonic.com or
circle Reader Service 132.
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Currently, DVD recorder manufacturers
have moved towards green and yellow
lasers, which reportedly provide reasonable
results with 4.7 GB formats. Versions of the

phenomenally higher resolution.
By the way, we are talking about at least
an order of magnitude or more of difference
in the packing density, track and inter-track

DVD "

CD •

• Up to 17 GB on two sides
• MPEG II video

• Single- sided media
•Two-channel digital audio @ 44.1 KHz
•Ability to index cuts

• Eight audio streams
• Interactive menus

• Recordable now on inexpensive drives

• Early

dimensions between MO and DVD
technologies.

of muff recollgiechnology

powerful blue-format read/write laser
assemblies are still in the prototype stages.

It is not just the audio and computer
industry that is looking for such advances.
Originally, DVD was heralded as the ultimate random-access, multi-channel replacement for consumer VHS videocassette
recorders. However, without the ability to
time-shift football games or soap operas, it
would appear that the Mr. and Mrs. America
are willing to hold onto those VHS decks for
just awhile longer. But, to be realistic, the
consumer and professional-audio markets
for DVD and its emergent manifestations are
just adrop in the bucket compared to computer applications.
And where there is acomputer, there
could be adigital audio workstation.
Initial DVD-Video releases hold at least
4.7 GB of data, using one side and one layer
of the format's dual-sided/dual-layered capability, and provide 133 minutes of movies
See DVD, page 19

Digital audio links
for broadcasters

BCF256
Over fixed or ISDN links such as those
used for studio networking. STLs and
temporary outside broadcasts, this full
duplex Broadcast Communications Frame
facilitates FM quality stereo digital audio
up to 20kHz. The new BCF256 provides
a host of features including auxiliary data
and integral fail-safe ISDN back-up. An
optional digital I/O is available.
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provide the most robust and economic audio
distribution available, in applications
throughout your broadcast
operation.

DRT128
Designed for the reporter on the move,
the DRT128 Digital Reporter Terminal

0

enables speedy direct dial connection to

o
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the ISDN through an integral terminal
adapter for the simultaneous transmission
and reception of broadcast quality audio.
Robust and lightweight, the DRT128
Ce

provides a variety of transmission options
-including stereo.

NXL256
The cost effective solution to networking
over dedicated links, the NXL256
Broadcast Network Transceiver is an
apt- X based codec with provision for
back up teed, providing the assurance
of programme continuity. A robust and
compact codec. the NXL256 is designed
for bandwidths from 6.5kHz morio to
15kHz stereo.
AUDIO
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Casting CDs in the Sonic Foundry
Carl Lindemann
Until recently, recordable CDs had limited
utility. Professional recording studios used
them to produce g)a.s.s masters for replicators
to mass-produce standard audio discs.
CD-R is now crossing over into wider
use propelled by two factors. First, prices
have dropped dramatically. In 1988, a
basic lx recorder cost more than
$40,000. Six years later in 1994, faster
units were in the $4,000-plus range.
Today, amere three years later, prices
of internal-mount CD- R recorders are
one-tenth of that.
Second, and equally important, is the
availability of software that extends the
flexibility and function of CD-R units.
Today, most recorders come bundled
with easy-to-use packages that meet consumer demand for basic data archiving
and audio mastering.
Now, the Sonic Foundry CD Architect
fills the gap between pro audio and consumer products with significant applications in radio production.
Inside the box
CD Architect comes bundled with the
excellent Sound Forge XP package from
Sonic Foundry and runs under Windows
95 or NT It can be used as aplug-in to
Sound Forge 4.0 or as a standalone in
tandem with XP.
For Sound Forge users, the layout and
feel of the CD Architect interface is

familiar, with shared features like the
Wave Display, Time Ruler, and Zoom
Controls. And for those having their first
experience with Sonic Foundry products,
it is easy to find your way around.
The manual is well-written and accessible, and the "Quick Start" section is just
right for those who prefer not to go bythe-book.
With a very few rudimentary details,
the basics became second nature; Ifigured out the core operation — selecting
WAV files for aCD project — immediately. In moments, Iwas successfully
burning my first CD-R. Developing skills
with more advanced features — most
importantly, PQ editing, came quickly.
While more involved than consumeroriented products, this does not require a
major investment in training. The CD
Architect pro audio origins give it features specific to those applications with
cross-overs into radio production.
Musical roots
Monty Schmidt, Sonic Foundry president, began developing CD Architect for
friends in alocal band.
"They had aDAT of alive performance,
and wanted to make aCD from it," said
Schmidt. "Ichecked out the software on
the market, but it wasn't very useful."
The problem with consumer-oriented
products was inflexibility. These products
could only place apreset two-second gap
between cuts. Professional products that

could craft natural sounding segues
(applause and/or fades that would connect tracks) were cumbersome and complicated.
During the following year, Schmidt
worked with a local recording studio,
mastering client projects to CD for free.
The payoff was being able to develop a
product with a hands-on end-user perspective, albeit apro audio one.
Given these roots, some capabilities
may seem like overkill. Already, the latest
consumer software bundled with recorders
can handle the bulk of radio station needs.
Where does CD Architect fit in?
The niche
Most consumer packages are geared
toward "track at once" audio or "packet"
data recording. These are fine for most
quick-and-dirty work.
CD Architect, on the other hand, carries out "disc-at-once" recording that
generates fully Red Book- compliant
discs. Disc- at-once burns information
onto CDs in aone-time only process.
For radio stations, this is particularly
suited to creating high-quality client presentations or to making masters of
archival material. If you have tape reels
full of sweepers and station IDs, or vinyl
libraries of production music and sound
effects, this is the way to go.
How CD Architect comes into its own
here is in the quality and efficiency it
brings to this task. With most consumer
CD mastering software, audio regions,

sound files and CD tracks are treated as
one and the same.
This makes these packages easy to use.
However, when re- mastering archival
material, it becomes an annoying and
time-consuming oversimplification.
The practical problems become obvious as you digitize material on aDAW.
Each track must be recorded as an individual sound file or they cannot be
assigned an individual track on CD. With
the project splintered into separate sound
files, each has to be re-mastered individually to maintain consistency in balance,
volume and mix.
Worse, this piecemeal approach offers
no easy way to get aproject overview.
For that, you must burn it to disc and
have alisten.
But audio regions, sound files and CD
tracks are distinct. CD Architect can treat
them as such and manipulate them independently.
See CDR, page 19

Useful Sampled Sounds
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Every day we live up to promises we made 10 years ago...
"It's basically done everything you said it would. The transmitter is
paying for itself all of the time...we're mighty thrilled!"
"Factory supportfir any product is very important to me and I
could not have askedfir better support. They are exceptionall"
"That little box outperforms my most optimistic expectations!"
"The move to the Omnitronix solid state transmitter has resulted in a
significant decrease in the cost ofpower, has produced much higher quality
broadcast signal, and this has taken away many ofour worries ofstaying on the air"
"IT WORKS GREAT!...We are the loudest and cleanest sounding AM radio station
in Atlantic City. Iguess you can add us to your long list of satisfied customers."
"There is no question, you folks go the extra mile to see that your customers are
satisfied."

...We invite you to join our Fan Club.

01VINITRONIX
Fresh Ideas, Smart Design.
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SAMPLJNG, continued from page 12

symphonic material for contemporary
music production, so the cuts are going to
be deliberately short.
The CD is credited to "A very talented
American composer" and "One of the
outstanding European symphonic orchestras," so you never really know who is on
this disc. Ifound it useful, although it took
me awhile to find aproject to use it on.
Sloop-bleep
"F.A.S.T. Animation" was at the other
end of the rack, so to speak. Nearly all of
the effects on this disc are electronic and
analog, and the spatial enhancement used
on the cuts causes each effect to fly
around, within and beyond IJR space.
This is not always adesirable thing;
more than once Iwished for asample to
hold still in mono space to make it useable. If you are after aCD filled with
bursts, stingers and flybys for radio promo production, look elsewhere.
This CD is filled with only the building
blocks that go into creating those production elements, so you can use this disc to
"roll your own" if you are so inclined.
The CD is copyrighted in 1996, but
some effects may suggest the early ' 80s to
you. As acollection of bloops and bleeps,
it is probably better suited for music construction than for whatever radio purposes
you might have considered.
If Ihad to select acouple of EastWest discs to claim as inspiring
sources, Imight suggest "Hot and
Sweaty House Cuts," "Voice Spectral"
and all three discs in the "Poke in the

Ear with aSharp Stick" series.
"Hot and Sweaty" is acollection of
rhythm loops and musical stabs.
Assemble these in asampler, poke afew
keys and you are creating your own music
beds. Don't feel guilty; after all, that is
why this CD was made in the first place.
"Voice Spectral" has 1,000 vocal samples with vocoding, computer generation
and resynthesis. Drop afew into your
machine, reverse some and add elaborate
filtering to the rest. This is one disc that
you will find ause for right out of the
mailer.
"Poke in the Ear" defies description,
with titles such as 'Tiny Robot Hairball,"
"Fried Tooth Fairy" and "Alien Sinus
Problem." This one you will just have to
hear to appreciate.
The pressure is on the production
director every day to be twice as brilliant as he or she was yesterday. Sample
CDs are versatile sources of raw sounds
and unusual textures that may inspire a
producer to levels of creativity beyond
cliché "door knock" and "telephone
voice" spots. They also inspire the idea
of "gluing" two or more separate samples together in arhythmic manner just
to see what the outcome will be like.
A good place to begin breaking out
of the mold may be with the EastWest catalog.
East-West is at 345 N. Maple Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif 90210. For information and acatalog, call East-West at
(310) 858-8797 or circle Reader
Service 145.
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The audio industry has seen an endless number of exciting changes, and
with each new advance, Bradley Broadcast has been there to meet your
equipment needs. As always, Bradley is working to enhance our product
kiowledge and accessibility to you. our customer. We invite you to give us
a call for more information or for a copy of our catalog
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1. Dalet is Cost Efficient
Time is money. Dalet's unique
design saves your station time.
It frees up your people to do
more important tasks. It cuts
payroll and benefit expenses
because you'll need fewer people,
and save the time of the people
you do have. And it keeps on
running, day after day, with
virtually no maintenance.

2. Dalet is Reliable
Because Dalet stays on the
forefront of computer technology,
you can be sure your station will
stay on the air. Dalet was one of
the very first providers of digital

All your radio stations can pool their

use? Why accept asystem that
won't do everything your station

resources, whether they're in one
building or in different cities: Share

needs? Each Dalet installation is
fit like aglove to your specific

production work among stations

station needs.

4. Dalet is Flexible
To Your Future
Dalet's design allows you to make
changes as they are needed.
You won't have to worry that a
solution you bought today will be
put on the shelf ayear from now
because it can't be adjusted to

Digigram cards are the way to go.

Unlike many companies, we dori

scrambling to redesign their

intend to sell you aunit today, wait
for technology to change in a

perfect ours. It WORKS!

DALET HAS OVER 70 SUPPORT
PEOPLE AND ENGINEERS.

talking about cart replacement here.

Our New York-based support
people are always on call when

Reap the benefits of group
nsolidation with Dalet.

you have aquestion or need a
solution.

Automation • Text and Audio for News •
Traffic • WEB Publishing • Archiving

While other companies are

standards, we've had 7years to

is available to give your station
the service it needs.

Cart Replacement • Live Assist • Satellite
Automation • Multitrack Editing • Music

5. No Planned
Obsolescence

system according to PC industry

Book orders from one station to
another. Send journalists on the
road, and let them file their reports
over the Internet. We aren't just

7. Unprecedented Support
While you're sleeping, Dalet's
people are working around the
clock to assure that your station
stays on the air. 24 hour support

your new needs.

audio systems. By now, everyone
agrees Windows, networks and

6. Group-Wide
Productivity Gains

Solutions in a "box" are an
outdated concept. Why pay for
features you don't need or won't

couple of years and try to sell you
awhole new system. Our uniqu
architecture is perhaps the only

3. Dalet Provides Custom
Solutions

system which can easily change as
technology changes. You won't be

Why should you have to

forced to live in the past just

accommodate someone else's
design for your radio station?

because you bought asystem tha
can't be easily upgraded.

The Corld Standar
Windows 95 or NT • Full Redundancy
Standard PC Networks • ISDN and Internet
Transfers • Unlimited Storage/Users • Clien
Server Architecture • 24 Hour Technical
support • Configurable Control Panels
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Demo !It Your Office
Ca
s .0 se up a ae.
We'll bring the demo to you
or make arrangements for you
ovisit an installation that
best fits your needs.
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Call [212) 226-2424
or visit tuww.dalet.com
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Harris

DIGI

DIGIT® CD, our second generation
digital FM exciter, continues the proud
tradition started in 1993. There are
now over 1200 DIGITS on the air
throughout the world. Others may
offer digital exciters but DIGIT' CD
remains the broadcaster's choice with
the world's best performance and a
long history of on air service with tens
of millions of broadcast hours. No one
else even comes close.

CD

Digital

maximum separation. Also, included is
adigital composite limiter ( DCL) which
is an implementation of the WAVES L1
Ultra-MaximizerTm, used by digital
recording studios. Harris exclusive DCL
allows DIGIT® CD to sound louder than
competing FM exciters without
overmodulation. The DCL uses " look
ahead" circuitry to predict and correct
overmodulation peaks before they can
occur.
,

DIGIT®

DISIT" CD converts studio standard
digital audio ( AES/EBU) directly to Fhf.
stereo with no analog steps. Direct
Digital Synthesis is important for true
digital generation. It is accomplished
with a numerically controlled oscillat

T®

FM

Exciter

dent of carrier frequency. This is an
especially important feature today with
consolidation of FM sites. N+1 installations would allow one spare transmitter
to be substituted for any other FM
transmitter at the same site.
Besides the DIGIT® CD, Harris has a
wide range of " Clearly Digital"
products for all your broadcast needs ,
whether AM, FM or TV.

CD Features:

il

(NCO). With NCO digital generation of
FM you are assured of the highest
quality sound that your station is
capable of producing.
DIGIT"' CD has an analog input moduli
for those who haven't converted to
digital yet or a digital input module.
Fo- those thinking of acomplete digita
upgrade, Harris can supply our
CD LINKTM, 950 MHz uncompressed
dicital STL, to complete a 100% digital
path.

•New Benchmark for digital exciter
sound quality
•New GPS Lock Option for FM
synchronous broadcasting
•New Synchronous AM noise
reduction circuitry
•Proven Reliability backed by a
3- Year Warranty
•DDS NCO FM Generation for
Maximum Sound Quality
•Immunity to Subsonic Transients
•Compatible with all RDS/SCA
requirements
•Frequency Agile with N+1
capability
•Manufactured under ISO 9001
Quality System

DIGIT' CD's digital input module uses a

DIGIT® CD is capable of N+1 operatio

DSP based digital stereo generator
which provides transparent audio and

because it is frequency agile with
modulation level and linearity indepenGrde (32) On Reader Service Card

Harris Platinum Z
transmitters feature

.

DIGIT® CD exciters, a>_4111
great combination!

Harris Corporation Broadcast Division
U.S. and Canada
TEL: + 1217 222-8200
FAX: + 1217 224-1439
Elsewhere
TEL: + 1217 222-8290
FAX: + 1217 224-2764
p://www.broadcast.harris.com

world of broadcast solutions
0 1997 Harris Corp.
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SHORT TAKE

Valentino Presents
New Library
It is agood bet some of your earliest production was done with music and effects
from the Valentino Production Music
Library. The streak is still going strong today
with the release of the new Valentino
Evergreen Collections, new sound effect
CDs and Internet access to music.
There
are
12
Evergreen libraries of
10 CDs each, with
separate styles and
subject headings.
Categories include
dramatic, comedy,
cartoon, historic,
dance, foreign, americana, documentary,
electronic, instrumental solo and mystery.
This collection is separate from the 90-CD
Valentino production library.
Producers are able to select any combination of libraries in the collection, ordering
one, two or all 12 in the series. Valentino
libraries are available by license agreement,
and the Evergreen Collection is priced the

same as for the larger Valentino library.
In addition to Evergreen, Valentino has
also added new selections to its sound
effects library, now numbering 50 CDs.
Beginning in 1998, selections from both
Valentino libraries will be available via
downloadable bitstream technology
over the Internet.
Producers needing a
specific piece of
music, an effect or a
combination of both
will be able to directly download selections via a digital
library system over
the Web. The service
will be available in
several months at
www.tvmusic.com
For information, contact Thomas J.
Valentino, Inc., in New York at (800) 2236278, by e-mail at tvmusic@ibm.net or circle Reader Service 148.
— Alan R Peterson

Build With CD Architect
CDR, continued from page 14

Instead of constantly starting and stopping the reel or LP record while digitizing,
you load it in as desired; as asingle WAV
file or as several.
Next, separate CD tracks are defined
with PQ markers. Levels are adjusted in
relation to the entire disc. With this perspective, disjointed audio elements find
their place in the context of the whole.
Keeping an eye on the complete project is
consistent with CD Architect disc-at-once
capabilities.
But disc-at-once has drawbacks. Each
recording session requires uninterrupted
data flow. With CD burns running as long
as 74 minutes, serious demands are made
on the computer hard drive. If anything
interferes, even ascreensaver, you have
irreparably destroyed that CD-R disc and
must start over.
CD Architect provides numerous crosschecking features to minimize the risk.
The safeguards, if observed, will keep you
from making costly mistakes.
Another hazard is that the "tweaks"
made by CD Architect (dithering, fades,
etc.) are processed in real time during the
bum. This eats up processor power and

can slow recording speed from 4x to 2x, or
even to lx.
Depending on your computer capabilities, you may have to create image files.
With these, all the fine-tuning is preprocessed to aseparate file prior to burning aCD.

Turn off the lights; lock
the doors; go home. A
few short years ago this
level of automation at ra-

dio stations was impossible. But thanks to rapid advances in technology it's
now an everyday occurrence. Anyone can go home, but to go home legally
it takes specialized equipment. If you're contemplating a walkaway, you
need to call about our RFC- 1Dial- Up Remote Control and our DAI-1 DialUp Audio Interface. For instant
information 24- hours- a- day call
our " Fax- On- Demand" from ,
your fax machine and request H2o4ur

9VOTIEGI
Voice:(615)228-3500
Fax:(615)227-2367
Fax-On-Demand:(615)227-2393

FAX ON- DEMAND

Grde (33) On Reader Service Card
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DVD: Power Yet to Come
facility. Many of us have already received
DVD, continued from page 13
or even created ad and jingle packages via
and/or multimedia video with companion
custom-burned CDs.
audio per side.
Affordable desktop DVD recorders are
The average data rate for image and
still off in the future, but it will not be too
sound, including three audio channels and
long before we will be able to replicate
four subtitle channels is about 4.69 Mbits
high-capacity media in radio production
per second (Mb/s).
studios. In fact, syncluonicity struck again
If the format will hold afull-length
as news reached me of the Pioneer DVRmovie, complete with data-compressed
S101 DVD-R writer, which holds agreat
5.1- channel Surround sound, we are
deal of promise for small DVD media
already seeing proposals for an Enhancedruns.
Audio version of DVD that could feature
More details of this new offering —
as many as 10 discrete, uncompressed
which prepares DVD-Video and DVDplayback channels.
ROM discs holding 3.95 GB per side (total
Recalling that a single channel of
7.9 GB) — will appear in my next column.
uncompressed 16-bit data at asampling
All of the wrinkles will eventually be
rate of 44.1 kHz requires around 5MB of
ironed out; they have to be, as there are
storage/replay capacity per minute, you
megabucks at stake. When this happens,
can begin to appreciate how many chanthe ability to record up to 17 GB of rannels or track-hours of digitized data can be
dom-acress data onto one disc could very
coaxed onto the surface of aDVD platter.
possibly lead to the eventual demise of virWith the recent advent of affordable
PC-based DVD authoring systems from a tually every other format of removable
media. DVD is definitely awave of the
number of vendors — most notably Sonic
future.
Solutions — many users are looking at the
BBB
possibility of preparing sales training aids
Mel Lambert has been involved with the
and the like, that can be put together easily
production and broadcast industries on
and relatively cheaply for small-quantity
both sides of the Atlantic for several
runs.
decades. He is now principal of
This is comparable to using Recordable
Media&Marketing, aLos Angeles-based
CD as aconvenient means of preparing
consulting service for the professional
CD-ROMs of graphics materials or smallaudio industry.
Reach
him at
run audio CDs of selected library cuts, stamediapr@earthlink.net or at (818)
tion IDs or even promo packages for use
753-9510.
throughout a multi- room production

MEASURE YOUR COVERAGE...

Impressions
CD Architect is not an all-purpose package, but is essential if you expect to do a
large number of disc-at-once recording
projects. For present Sound Forge users
with these requirements, it is an elegant
plug-in that significantly extends your CD
authoring capabilities.
As an introduction to Sonic Foundry
products, the CD Architect/XP bundle is a
gem. With recordable CD units becoming
more of aregular component in radio production studios, CD Architect could be the
right tool to bring your analog archives
into the digital age.
elan
Carl Lindemann has authored aseries
of CD-R articles for RW, produces the
syndicated radio show " Cyberscene"
and manages its supporting website:
www.radioshow.net

Walkawa
documents 101 and 110.
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STUDIO SESSIONS
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SATISFY YOUR SPONSORS AND PROVE
COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS.
For More Information About AM, FM, VHF- TV and
UHF- TV

Field

Strength

Meters

Please

Contact Us.
http :// www. p usa. corn

P
OTOMAC I
NSTRUMENTS
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932 PHILADELPHIA AVE
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301)589-2662
FAX: (301)589-2665

Products ELServices Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

Composite Audio DA
and Switcher!

REMEMBER THE CORTANA

Your Bottom Line Is Only
as Good as Your Coverage.
Shively Can Predict
You1 Coverage
Better thin Anyone Else.

FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
7

WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.

e

=

IT FEATURES...

•

•30 Years Experience1

The CDS-200 Composite
DA/Switcher

FEATURES

•BROAD BANDWTTH for better sound,

APPLICATIONS

•GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,

•Switching Between Composite STL's
•Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Two Transmitters and an RDBS Encoder
•Feed one SCA Generator to Two Transmitters
•Distribute Composite with the Ease of Audio

•ELIMINATESISOCOUPLEftS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

7

•Filters & Combiners

Shively Labs,

ANY METAL STRUCTURE.

OR
FOR

INFORMATION CALL, FAX

OR

because ...
it pays to be heard!

WRITE:

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
4001

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
e-mail: sales@shively.com
-An Employee-Owned Company -

La Plata Hwy

Farmington, NM 87401

FAX: ( 914) 736-6916

íO- S93- 31O

•New B-Line Coax

DETUNIN GSYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR

phone 505-327-5646

READER SERVICE NO. 24

Phone

•FM & UHF Antennas

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

5Crestview Avenue, Peekskill, NY 10566
broadcastdevices@worldnetattnet

fax 505-325-1142

READER SERVICE NO. 48

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

•Multi-Station Solutions

ALSO

Switcher
•3Isolated Outputs
•Individual Level Control for Each Output
•Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status
•Power Fail Memory with Bypass Mode
.Inputs Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation
•Front Panel Test Jack

Te : ( 914) 737-5032

q[L,r

•BEST ANTENNA FOR DIREC
TIONAL ARRAYS.

•2 Input

bdi

•Full- Service Provider

READER SERVICE NO. 72

Equipment is in stock for

Price $ 1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

immediate delivery!

S.C.M.S., Inc.
Charlotte, N.C.

FAX 740-592-3898

Low Prices - Experienced Staff
New and Re-built R.F. and Audio
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL

GENTNER'S NEW
TELEPHONE HYBRIDS
•5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator

DH- 20 WITH AUTO MIX- MINUS,

•4audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6audio inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer
isolated from encoder-decoder board.
• 2year warranty

MIC 01? LINE LEVEL, DUCKING,

•Automatic interruption of program audio for
unattended operation.

AUTO ANSWER/DISCONNECT,

• 2minutes of digital audio storage (expandable
to 4.5 minutes)

AGC AND MONITOR AMP
ONLY $ 895

•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting • 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

DH-22 ( DUAL DH-20'$) ONLY $ 1,475

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, • 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
set input levels
equipment by removable plugs.
•Will handshake with automation equipment.

You Know We Know Radio —

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

Toll- Free

• Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM
digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

FAX

READER SERVICE NO. 120

Look At Systems
Design With A Fresh
New Prospective &
Limitless Tools

800-438-6040

704-889-4540

READER SERVICE NO. 96

NEW

LOW COST FM TRANSMITTERS
& POWER AMPLIFIERS

RDL ,.
PRICES
Radio Design Labs

Specialists In Practical
Precision Engineering
USA Phone ( 800) 281-2683

Europe Phone (++ 31) 20-6238 983

USA fox ( 805) 684-9316

Europe Fox (++ 31) 20-6225 287

Internet Access: www.rcHnet.com

READER SERVICE NO. 23

Exciters
10W $ 1375

Power Amplifiers
150W

$ 1,815

300W

$ 2,750

500W

$ 3,663

1000W

$ 7,326

CALL 408-448-3342
FOR DETAILS

All of the above need just lOW drive
READER SERVICE NO. 144

Product Roundup From AES in the Big Apple
Alan R. Peterson
For audio engineers interested in the
latest audio toys and tools, the AES
Convention is like a stroll through
Macy 'sDepartment Store on Christmas
Eve. From mini- mixers up to gigantic
multichannel surround consoles, portable
cassette decks to 48-track reels and amic
for every possible purpose, the exhibit
floor of the Jacob Javitz Center had the
very latest gear
AKG Acoustics created the Solid
Tube microphone, asingle-pattern, largediaphragm tube condenser mic with a
12AX7 vacuum tube, operating at full
rating off a high voltage rail. A ground
lift switch avoids ground-loop hums and

AES Went
Gold in
New York
To be able to see and touch the
very latest in audio technology, the
103rd Audio Engineering Society
Convention at the Jacob K. Javitz
Center in New York City was the
place to be Sept. 26 through 29.
As the "AES Goes Gold" exhibit
hall opened up, it was clear that computers were as plentiful as consoles
and nearly as common. With the
audio community gearing up for
DVD and more Internet infiltration
happening than before, the name of
the game continues to be "digital" as
the revolution rolls on.
For the audio pro, agreat many
workshops and technical papers were
presented. One session on digital
audio broadcast (DAB) got the attention of engineers and producers alike
(see related article).
Several familiar faces floated
through the crowd as well.
Synthesizer pioneer Dr. Robert
Moog came to show off his company's line of theremins (an electronic
musical instrument performed by
waving one's hands around apair of
antennae). Author/producer Craig
Anderton, whose books on home
recording and guitar gadgets
inspired a generation ofhobbyists
and pros alike, was spotted at the
Digidesign exhibit.
And Rupert Neve, developer of
legendary consoles, mic preamps and
EQs, stopped to shake hands with
nearly everyone.
In this section of RW, you will
read about new audio equipment
and the details behind the radio
meeting that look place at the AES
convention.

aclear red window allows the viewing of
the tube in operation. This mic is expected to cost $ 1,195.
Alesis came to New York with the
newest incarnation of the ADAT line, the
Meridian M20 digital audio recorder,
with 20-bit resolution and eight tracks on
conventional S-VHS-type tape cassettes.
The company also exhibited aSpecial
Edition ADAT machine with achrome
and stainless steel chassis and heavy plating throughout. There were 100 Special
Edition ADATs built to commemorate
100,000 units sold.
Alesis also announced the shipment of
its Wedge reverb module and the Studio
32 recording console with 16 phantom
powered mic preamps, six Aux sends and
fully parametric EQ section.
Acoustic correction and noise control
products were in abundance from both
Acoustical Solutions Inc., and
Acoustics First Corporation.
Acoustic Sciences Corporation
(ASC) brought the TubeTrap back to the
ABS show, along with the ATTACK wall,
astudio gobo system used to tame room
acoustics when doing mixes on midfield
speakers.
Aphex Systems put the Aural Exciter
into digital form with the creation of the
Aural Exciter Type IIIpi TDM plug-in.
modeled after the Aphex 250. The plug-in
is compatible with ProTools version 4and
other audio software packages that support the TDM standard. The user interface
includes all Aural Exciter controls (Drive,
Tune, Timbre) and now includes the ability to control Harmonic Density.

Problem:

Ihave a duopoly.
Ineed back-up
transmitters for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two — buy ONE!
Our Legend Series, Solid
State, FM transmitters are
Frequency Agile and
Broadband. Your engineer can instantly tune
one to any frequency !
We've designed the Legend Series to ensure
long transistors life with "wind tunnel" cooling
& brute force power supplies.
Legend transmitters make great main
transmitters too!
Available from 1KW - 11KW

Great Products
Great Solutions!
"The Transmitter People"

EnergyOnix
-

IMIOAOCAST EQUIPMENT CO, INC

PO BOX 801 • 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY 12184
Phone 518-758-1690 * Fax 518-758-1476
energy-onix @ energy-onix.com
Grde (34) On Reader Service Cord

From Apogee Electronics came the
AD-8000, an eight-channel digital audio
converter. The rackmount unit features
full 24-bit A/D and optional D/A conversion. Other options include the
Apogee Multimedia Bus (AMBus) card
series to interface the AD- 8000 with
ADAT, ProTools and other systems.
New products for a new exhibitor:
Audio-Technica's first AES exhibit
included the handheld ATM89R condenser mic, the ATM87R high-SPL
boundary mic and ATM23HE dynamic
instrument mic.
The ATM89R is delivered as ahypercardioid, but interchangeable elements
can create new polar patterns; omni, subcardioid and standard cardioid capsules
are all available.
The ATM87R boundary mic is aflatpack condenser, designed as abass drum
microphone. It is powered by a48 VDC
phantom supply and has high SPL capability and flat response.
The ATM23HE mic is a moving-coil
dynamic meant for miking a drum set
under live and studio conditions. The
tight hypercardioid pattern controls

The Lobby of the _: avitz Center

feedback and provides high isolation
from other sound sources.
See AES, page 22

Our level
best
The 8200ST L
EVEL CONTROLLER
Peak and high frequency overloads can occur
anywhere in your broadcast chin, even in studjoto-transmitter links.
The 8200ST will protect your link with -ronsparent
gain riding, adjustable conpntssion, high-'requency
limiting and absolute peak control. These features
will take your signal to anew level of quality for an
affordable price.
Contact your Orban representative for details.

oti?on
1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Phone: Ill 510/351-3500 Fax:

ill

510/351-0500

Internet custserveorbon.com
Circle ( 58) On Reader Service Card
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AES, continued from page 21

AudioActive audio streaming technology
for the Internet was featured in the Telos
booth. Also in tow was the lelos Zephyr
range of ISDN codecs, including the
ZephyrExpress, combining an interface
with an audio mixing/monitoring system
in one case.
The MicroAmp Series from Audio
Technologies Inc. (ATI) drew as much
attention at AES as it has at previous
NAB shows. The miniature mixers joined
the rest of the ATI lineup of broadcast
mixers, preamps and mic processors.
New in the lineup, the NanoAmp Stereo
MX200 mic/line Mixer and MXS Stereo
Field Mixer.

BASF came to New York with new tape
products for the digital multitrack market.
BASF Brand ADAT Tape is meant for
repeated play and rewind cycles in Alesis
ADAT-compatible machines. According to
the company, the back-coated tape formulation, precision shell and tape guidance elements assure tight tracking and low error
rates.
BASF also introduced DTRS Master
Tape for Tascam DA88 compatibles. The
DTRS product is available in 30, 60 and
113 minute lengths.
A Cool Stuff recipient. Benchmark
Media Systems exhibited its full line of
distribution amplifiers and high-quality
D/A-A/D converters.

The newest offerings from Audix
were the 0M-6 dynamic microphone
with low frequency extension and flat
tailored response; and the D-4 dynamic
mic which is capable of capturing high
SPL sounds. Frequency response of
both hypercardioid mics is to 19 kHz.
Monitor speakers from Audix included
the PH5-VS and PH25-VS powered monitors, the Studio IA and 3A Studio Series
and the V and X Reference monitors.
Three new Dynaudio Acoustics monitors are out from AXI, Inc. The BM6,
the BM 6A active monitor and BM 15A
active monitor were all heard and seen
at the AES show.

Radio producers that use Mac- based
machines should know about bias and its
line of audio products for this platform.
Among them, the SFX Machine which
recreates analog modular synthesis effects
and processing on computer. The software
can create AM or FM synthesis, ring modulation, chorusing and anumber of digitized
special effects.
Version 1.6 of Peak LE was released at
the AES show. The Mac-based audio editor
can encode RealAudio files, perform all

SWIM

WaveCart
Edit

Setup

Tools

Help
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Try Before You Buy

Download hActual Soïware!
www.bsiusa.corn

Processor manufacturer dbx brought out
the diminutive MC6 mini-compressor; a

Mass CD duplication is possible with
the CopyPro CD-R 5000 autoloader. This
unit duplicates CD-R discs with up to eight
writing drives and has capacity for 450

tabletop unit with five slider controls and
switchable Over-easy compression. The
company also had aline of EQs and spectral enhancers as well as the Project 1line
of less-expensive processors.
Denon Electronics rolled out the DNM105OR and DN-M200OR MiniDisc

CDs. With eight drives, the CD-R 5000 can
turn out 32 discs per hour.
Giant mixers came to the show, courtesy
of Crest Audio. The V12 performance
console uses 12 VCA groups and doubles
as a monitor mixer, while the X Series
application- tailored mixer is set up for
recording and live performance.
A new mini- boundary microphone
system was introduced by Crown
International. Based on the same technology in Crown's pressure- zone mics,
the new series takes the boundary mic
down to a small size while retaining
accuracy in reproduction. Crown also
showed its line of colorful K Series

recorders, with afamiliar button and panel
layout similar to other Denon products.
Also out, the DN-T620 combination
CD/cassette deck and DN-C680 CD player.
For ProTools users, Digidesign and
Digidesign Development Partners exhibited new plug- ins and hardware products
from Mackie. Opcode, Steinberg, QSound
Labs and other manufacturers
See AES, page 24

STEREO!
The new DinITAL FMSA-1
gives The Wizard System

11
HALT

Yes... it's true. An easy-to- use on- screen digital cart
machine that runs on a regular PC. WaveCart uses
standard or compressed WAV files. Thanks to our
exclusive RapidFire® technology, playback is
instantaneous. Rotating cart & overlap capability.
WaveCart comes with its own digital audio editor. Up to
ten on-screen decks. Windows 3.1 or 95.

888-E3SIUSA1

New amplification at the Carver
Professional booth included the PX Series
of power amps, joining the Contractor,
Touring and Pro Audio series. Accessories
include balanced and unbalanced connectors, Yadapters and eight-channel snakes.

The Wizard' has gone

11
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amplifiers and TEF products.
Another Cool Stuff winner, the
Omnia.fm processor from Cutting Edge
was seen in New York. The new digital FM
processor saves processing data on PCMCIA cards and features a 10BaseT modem
connection for remote access and
adjustment.

Mics from beyerdynamic included the
revolutionary MCD 100 with its built-in
A/D converter, providing AES/EBU digital
audio directly to the console; and the MCE
82 stereo condenser mic for ENG.

Cart Machine
File

types of audio recording and editing and
includes DSP effects such as vocoding.
The large blue mic at the CAD
Professional Microphone display was the
VX2, which uses twin tube circuitry, dual
1.25-inch gold-sputtered capsule and custom transformers.

rStep r
-Loop

24 Hou

TECH»

Only

$249
BSI

unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities.

BELAR
FM DIGIUL STE*80 41110NITOM

1111-/E

WIZARD

FI/1 ONMTLL »0 MALIZER

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase flters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And -with the RS- 232 port—operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

BELAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-00 7 E USA
[610] 687-5550 • FAX [ 610) 687-2686
Call, write or FAX for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA, and TN) mon tors.

Broadcast Software International
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AES, continued from page 22

Another Cool Stuff winner, the
Digigram PCXpocket PCM laptop soundcard, came to New York as the
PCXpocketAD; now compatible with a
wide range of popular commercial digital
audio editors. The card also offers aS/PDIF
digital input for direct dubbing from DAT,
MD or other digital device.

reverse and stepped gain from 0 to 66
dB. The M55 mic can be used for
acoustic testing as well as recording, with
response from 5Hz to 55 kHz.

Metering technology was provided by
Dorrough Electronics, with afull line of
analog loudness meters, AES/EBU meters
and the Model 1200 Stereo Signal Test Se.

Ensoniq, known for samplers and synthesizers, brought out the new PARIS
workstation. The Professional Audio
Recording Integrated System (PARIS) has
cross-platform (Mac/PC) compatibility,
EDS-1000 PCI card, external rackrnount
converters and 16-channel hardware control surface. PARIS can play up to 128
audio tracks and can record up to 16 trucks
simultaneously.

Earthworks returned to New York
with the LAB101 recording mic preamp
and the M55 measurement mic. The
LAB101 claims flat response from 2 Hz
to 100 kHz, has phantom power, phase

Equi=Tech moved its balanced power
technology into asmaller unit: the ET1R.
This compact and inexpensive product uses
the same toroidal transformer concept for
balanced power distribution as is used in

628

Digital

Voice

Processor

It Takes Requests
Doesn't Need Coffee!

You've received over a
dozen requests in less then
15 minutes and the phones
still ringing! If that isn't
enough, your program
director wants the presets
changed & needs your voice
on acart " ASAP. " All this
and you haven't even had
your first cup of coffee! The
day's just starting, you may
not be up to speed, but the
Symetrix 628 Digital Voice
Processor is!
The Symetrix 628 Digital
Voice Processor is made for
broadcasting, live performances & recording studios.
The 628 provides aquick
way for talent or producer to
make speedy changes without frantically running to

Filters in the 628 eliminate
RF interference and
features like the switchable
15 dB pad, which prevents
microphone melt downs
are essential for quality
end results. Along with
easy plug to play
operation, independent
metering process functions,
microphone & line level
outputs. The 628 provides
AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital
outputs. As well as 20 bit A/D
& D/A converters. The
Symetrix 628 offers a
parametric approach to
equalization allowing cuts
& boost exactly where
needed and provides sound
signal processing every
professional demands!

the equipment rack!

Better yet the Symetrix 628
Digital Voice Processor with
The 628 offers instant
on air capabilities. A
onboard de-esser, expander/
simple turn of a knob
gate, compressor & processing
power takes up only one rack
selects any of 119
space! Intervention & Indepenuser personalized
dence... that's what the Symetrix 628
presets or one of

8 factory pre-

Digital Voice Processor is all about. So

sets. With the

go have your coffee!

touch of a
single button from
an optional remote, the
628 enables 11 presets and
includes a bypass function.
The 628 is a
transformerless &
capacitorless mic preamp.

Harris Corporation
Broadcast Division
U.S.: 1-800-622-0022
Fax: 765-966-0623
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
(WI F-IARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions
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the larger units, such as the ET1OW.
Multitrack editing hardware came from
Event Electronics, which displayed its
Darla 20-bit audio recorder with eight
assignable channels and RCA- plug
breakout box; the Layla digital recording
system with S/PDIF I/O, eight balanced
analog inputs and ten outputs, MIDI
interface and external word clock sync;
and the Gina with four inputs, ten outputs
and S/PDIF digital I/O.
All three products are full- duplex
devices and come with diagnostic and
basic multitrack software packages.
Event also exhibited the EMP-1 ultralow-noise microphone preamplifier and
the RODE Classic, NT- 1and NT-2studio
mies.
From FairlightUSA came the
MFX3plus 24- track digital recorder/
editor with high resolution waveform displays, clip-based EQ, a dedicated controller surface and Timefx software with
six different time- compression algorithms. The Fairlight FAME digital console/editor was also displayed at the AES.

appropriate for on-air operation.
The long-awaited HUI (Human User
Interface) from Mackie Designs was
designed as afull-featured controller/interface for Digidesign's ProTools audio workstation. The console features motorized 100
mm faders, full transport controls, window
and zoom controls for the ProTools onscreen appearance, insert and DSP controls
and two Mackie mic preamps.
The Mackie Digital 8•Bus is a 48input, 8-bus automated digital console
with 100 mm motorized faders; DSP
compression, gating and EQ and an onboard computer with 1.2 GB hard drive.
Estimated cost of the Mackie Digital
8*Bus is to be $4,000.
Seen at the Marantz booth, the new
PMD680 portable solid-state recorder and
PMD520 dual- well three-head cassette
deck. The CDR615 and CDR620 CD
recorders were on display as well as the
Marantz line of portable cassette
recorders, longtime favorites of radio
news reporters.
The large Neotek Esprit console, dis-

Fostex Corporation debuted a new
CD recorder — the CR200 — in New
York. The device is able to take input
from any audio source including hard
disks, MD, DAT and cassettes. Digital
fader functions and synchronized recording modes make the CR200 a versatile
addition to the CD authoring suite.
The D-160 removable hard disk
recording system began shipping around
the time of the AES show. The recorder is
available in three configurations, offering
options for timecode and D-sub interfacing to pro consoles.
More mies came courtesy of Groove
Tubes, which brought the Model 5SC
FET cardioid condenser microphone, the
5SM with mutliple polar patterns and the
6TM vacuum tube with multiple patterns.
Another eye-catcher was the Lawson L47
Gold Microphone, produced in both solid-state and tube versions. The mic features areproduction of the U47/M49 capsule, with 3-micron diaphragm.
Haller entered the Jacob K. Javitz
Center with the P4000 Trans-Nova amplifier. The 200 W per channel amp is convection-cooled, features Hafler's Transnova circuitry and uses anew technology
called Dynamic Invariant Amplification
Optimized Nodal Drive (DIAMOND).
On display from HHB, the CDR800
CD recorder, PDR1000 PortaDAT
recorder and recording media for MD,
CD-R, MO and ADAT machines.
JBL Professional debuted its LSR 32
three-way midfield monitor, designed for
multi-channel playback of audio for film,
music production and video.
A 12-inch Neodymium woofer is coupled to a5-inch midrange driver with a
250 Hz crossover. A 1-inch composite
high frequency diaphragm is integrated
with awaveguide that provides 60x100degree dispersion.
The JBL-SMAART PRO acoustical
analyzer is aWindows 95/NT-based software solution for acoustical measurement
and system optimization.
Dynamics processing for studio and
broadcast uses came from Junger Audio/
G Prime Ltd. The d01, d02 and d03 are
suited for recording, while the d05 and
digital VAMP! and VAMP2 units are

tributed by Martinsound, is designed for
modem broadcast production. The Esprit
has eight group busses and eight auxiliary
busses, four-band state-variable EQ, talkback and full on-air mute logic.
CD duplication was the word at
MediaFORM, debuting its CD2CD/PRO
series duplicator. The device copies up to
six CDs on-the-fly and can be interfaced
with conventional DAT drives via S/PDIF
or AES/EBU ports.
Merging Technologies added new features to last year's Pyramix Virtual
Studio, including DVD-compatible sampling rates up to 96 kHz, punch in/out
recording, file format conversion and
indicators showing the four DSP chips are
in use.
More CD duplication technology came
from MicroBoards Technology with the
new Cedar 50 disc autoloader. This unit
combines a50-CD autoloader, recording
decks and abuilt-in multicolor label printer. The system is supported by Sonic
Foundry's CD Architect for unattended
operation.
Under aset of inflatable floating lights,
MUSICAM USA displayed the low-cost
RoadRunner ISDN codec/mixer with
Layer II, II and G.722 coding; the
CDQPrima rackmount codee and the new
version Fieldfone/Studiofone combo,
offering 9 kHz response over aconventional POTS line.
Classic mic manufacturer Neumann
introduced a low-cost, large-diaphragm
microphone — the 103 — and added the
AK20 capsule to its KM100 miniature
mic system.
Otari Corporation made a leap

into

See AES, page 26

O WHERE YOUR
COMPETITION

ISN'T.

YET.

W

eknow you. You like to push the

envelope. Experiment with new technologies
and take it out there. You blaze the trail and
others follow.
Imagine where you could go with the new,
The Omnia.fm all- digital processor

all-digital Omnia.fm processor from Cutting
Edge that delivers all the clarity and
precision of digital, with the fullness
and depth of analog. Crystalline, clear
highs. Tight, muscular bass. Awesome

theoretical perfection, with excellent stereo
separation and stability. ( No greenie required.
But hang on to it- you'll need it for your
back-up processor.)

loudness.
1 All-digital composite clipper with baseband
And no digital grunge.

spectrum filter for added loudness, no wasted

The Omnia allows you to extend your
creative power with more flexibility and

modulation and no corruption of sub-carriers.
I Digital I/O standard.

greater control than ever before. Your friends
in the biz will wonder how you're doing it.

1 Complete storage of system configuration

The suits at the station may even give you

and processing parameters are in a removable

the recognition you deserve. And most of all,

and easily upgradable PC Card.

when you're channel- surfing on the drive
home from work, you'll hear a remarkable
difference- adifference that really makes
your station jump off the dial.
How does the Omnia deliver precisely what
you want?

Can't wait to get your hands on the Omnia?
Call Cutting Edge at 216.241.3343 for a free
thirty-day trial in your station.
Omnia. The promise of digital... delivered.
It's where you want to go.

I Non-aliasing, distortion controlled final
limiter produces sound that's as smooth and
fluid as analog.
I The crossover network is phase linear and

CUTTINGEDGE

dynamically flat for a more natural sound.
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE

1 All- digital stereo generator approaches
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216.241.3343

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

FAX: 216.241.4103

www.nogrunge.com
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for optimum performance with specific
sound sources, and the ACP22 two-channel rackmount compressor/limiter.

the digital console arena with a first
glimpse at the Advanta large-format digital console.
The Advanta offers up to 256 inputs in
asystem capable of handling digital formats up to 24-bit and 96 kHz rates.
The Advanta is not expected to be seen
in radio stations anytime soon, as it is
meant for music and film/post uses.
However, Otanialso exhibited its classic
5050 analog reel recorder, afixture in
radio stations for close to two decades.
Power Technology, makers of the
DSP-FX computer-based processing system, presented the DSP-FX-XC sound
and effects processing card. The XC card
provides direct recording and playback
support for most popular PC audio software packages. The card is joined by

From Prism Sound came the
Dscope Series III computer-based oscilloscope/analyzer, the Maselec MEA2
EQ and Dream Series AD-296 kHz A/D
converter.

Monolith, acompact desktop box configured with one to four XC products for
eight simultaneous ins and outs to aPC.
Presonus made things colorful with
two new blue compressors; the Blue Max
preset compressor with arotary encoder

Quantegy had what it took to keep
recording machines well-fed, with an extensive line of magnetic and optical media.
Quantegy manufactures both standard
and Data MiniDiscs for use in conventional and multitrack MD recorders.
Magneto-optical (MO) discs, DAT tapes
and media for both ADAT and DA88type machines were also part of the
Quantegy product lineup.
The company continues to make analog

Scott Studios' Breakthrough:
Uncompressed Digital Audio
at aCompressed Price!
Your station can make the quantum leap to uncompressed digital music from
hard drives! You'll hear the difference in quality from this superior system!
Best of all, Scott Studios' killer new linear audio costs no more than compressed systems! Scott Studios is the only company playing four great
sounding uncompressed digital stereo streams at 24kHz, 32kHz, 44.11cHz,
481cHz or any mix with overlap and while recording! No other system uses
the sizzling hot new Motorola 56301 DSP chip and 32-bit PCI bus audio
cards! Only Scott Studios' system prevents dueling algorithms and eliminates compression artifacts with linear audio at no extra charge!
You also get afail-safe watchdog for unequaled reliability, a6x6 preview
switcher that lets you hear ends of spots or songs while the middle is on-theair, superior headroom, General Purpose Interface, digital ins and outs,
optional timing stretch & squeeze, optional MPEG or APT, and more.

Good

Better

Spot Box

Scott Studios exclusive new 32-bit PCI
audio card plays up to four CD quality
uncompressed stereo channels while
recording!
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Scott's new digital Spot Box tripledeck "cart" replacement delivers
awesome linear CD quality sound.
Spot Box is the easiest digital system
to use! There's only one screen, so
your jocks always know what's
happening. At the left, three players
give you legible labels, countdowns
and End-of-Spot signals, with big
well-lit buttons that show what's
playing.
Even though it uses
Windows. 95 or Ni Spot Box works
like carts, not acomputer. At right,
there's a "rotary cart rack" that lets
you pick and play any recording by
number or name. Or, number keys at
the bottom load your cut quickly.
As options, Spot Box can automatically load logs from traffic by diskette
or LAN. You can record spots and edit
phone calls at the right of the screen.
Starting at $5,000, Scott's Spot Box is so
affordable many stations can even put
two in an air studio for redundancy.
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AXS. (pronounced ax'-cess) is radio's
premier digital audio system for
satellite or news/talk formats, CD
automation and cart replacement for
live jocks. AXS. gives you instant play
Hot Keys, log editing, music on hard
drive, Power Fill, satellite jock substitution, link to NPR's SOSS, an easy-touse Real Time Scheduler, the industry's simplest and best net catcher, and
an optional production or phone
recorder and editor in the air studio.
Scott Studios offers AXS. satellite
systems as low as $7,500 complete.
With Spot Box, AXS. or aScott System,
you can get 24 hour, 7 day support
from Scott's 45 person staff—the
biggest (and best) in digital audio!
With several of these systems, any can
record aspot once for all! Also, for spot
or music on hard drive with typical
playlists, you choose whether to get
uncompressed, MPEG or APT digital
audio cards at no difference in price.
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Rane Corporation rolled out the programmable RPM26 multifunction processor and CP64 commercial processor.
The RPM26 is asoftware-controlled
processor with two inputs and six outputs.
Under Windows, it can be configured as a
crossover, compressor, delay, parametric
EQ and limiter. Eight of 16 memory locations can be recalled by contact closure on
the back panel.
The CP64 is actually azone paging system with four inputs and three-level page
priority. While not actually useful for studio work, it is appropriate for use in astation's house music system with the ability
to "duck" background music with an inhouse page.
Roland Corporation showed up with
the new CD recording system for the
VS- 880 workstation, the A-90EX
expandable controller and the entertaining Boss VT- 1Voice Transformer and
"Dr. Sample" miniature sampling unit.
Feedback continued to be no problem
over at the Sabine display, as the company featured the FBX 1020, 2020 and
Solo 620 feedback eliminators.
Samson Technologies brought new
Behringer tube and digital processors to
New York, as well as the new line of
Samson Synth Series wireless mics and
the inexpensive ($ 189.99) rackmount
Zoom 1201 studio reverb.
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cassette and reel tape, based on improved
formulas of the former Ampex and 3M
lines. Quantegy 480 analog tape recently
received Nagra certification for recommended use on Nagra tape recorders.

The Scott System is radio's top-of-theline for digital music on hard drive.
You get instant play Hot Keys, touch
screen music libraries for instant
requests, log editing, built-in phone
recorder, pre-recording Voice Trax in
context, and production that imports
from any WAV digital multi-track
Scott also offers an invincible seamless
redundancy option. It's self-healing,
so regardless what happens, your spots
and hits just keep on cominl
Good. Better. Best. Scott Studios'
three digital systems can be tailored to
your needs and budget. Call or E-Mail
info(I) scottstudios.com for details.

Scat Studio

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
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The word was " wireless" at the
Sennheiser booth, with its 3050 in-ear
monitoring system for performance and the
1015 Infrared Series of headset monitors.
The MD425 supercardioid mic was featured, as was the HD600 stereo headphones.
Sennheiser literature at the AES show
emphasized the company's NoiseGuard
line of headphones and headphonehnic
combinations. This product measures
low-frequency noise components, then
electronically subtracts them from the
signal being fed into the headphones.
Shure Brothers also took on feedback
with its DFRI1EQ Digital Feedback
Reducer. This device couples to a
Windows 95 computer for system control
and features aMotorola 56009 DSP circuit. On its own, the DFR11EQ tracks
and eliminates feedback with ten 1/10th
octave filters. Combined with aPC, the
device can display and edit feedback filter depth and frequency and can perform
graphic and parametric equalization.
Live broadcasters got a look at the
Solid State Logic Aysis Air 48-channel
digital console, with eight Aux sends,
snapshot automation and 20 mix-minus
feeds for extended telephone use.
Sonic Solutions is still producing its
Mac-based on-air software package for
radio production, but otherwise has
jumped into DVD with both feet.
Sonic Studio delivers a number of
features targeted to radio broadcast production, audio post and CD mastering.
Now, Sonic DVD Creator combines
authoring, multichannel audio, variable
bit-rate MPEG video and up to 32 subtitle streams in its software suite. Multiple
See AES, page 27
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workstations are combined in the creation and authoring of DVD titles using
the new Sonic DVD Creator.
For field radio work, it was hard to
top the Sonifex Courier portable
recorder, using PCMCIA media for
recording and editing. A graphical
scrubwheel performs the edits and transfer of audio can be done directly out of
the unit via phone or ISDN.
Sony continued to enhance the popularity of MiniDisc with the inexpensive
JE510 MD recorder (list price $360) and
the MZ-R30 portable MD recorder for
journalists and musicians. The MDMX4 multitrack MD deck has already
shipped 40,000 units worldwide.
The new 24-bit Sony Oxford console
was revealed at the AES show. The huge
digital console can accommodate up to
120 input sources for mixdown and its
multiformat architecture can be configured for up to eight-bus surround sound.
Soundcraft came to the show with
its popular Ghost and Ghost LE consoles and introduced the new Series
Five production console with eight
groups and 12 Aux feeds.
Sound Ideas rolled out the Mix IV
Broadcast Music Library with 12 new
CDs of royalty-free broadcast production
music, and the General Series 6000
Extension that adds another 3,000 cuts to
the original General collection. Soon to
be out will be the Rocky and Bullwinkle

0-00
G•02

collection; alibrary of cuts from the original Jay Ward animated television series.
Soundscape Digital Technology
came back to the AES show with the
latest versions of its SSHDR-1 workstation. The SSHDR-1Plus features a sixfold increase in DSP power, enabling
the user to run new Version 2software.
Radio users already familiar with
Spectral workstations got to see the
lower-cost Prisma DAW in action. The
Prisma has eight simultaneous ins and
outs, full editing capability and sync to
almost any studio timing reference.
Tape fans take note: SPL of
Farmingdale, N.Y., introduced Machine
Head, a rackmount digital processor
that simulates the effects of analog tape
saturation. The company also brought
the Dynamax compressor with soft-limiter and noise gate.
Symbolic Sound came out with new
software for the Kyma/Capybara audio
synthesis workstation. New programs
include modules for voice processing,
analog synth emulation, backgrounds
and sound effects.
New from Symetrix is the two-channel 562E Windowing Expander/Gate,
with fast attack and smooth, natural
release cycles; and the 533E Graphic EQ
with internal power supply and ultra lownoise and distortion figures.

Art Diffusor Model F from Systems
Development Group. The product is
designed for high-frequency diffusion.
The company is well known for Cutting
Wedge acoustic foam and fabric-covered
Sonora Panels.
Last year, Tascam generated interest
with its new unnamed digital mixer. This
year it is called the TM- D8000 and
joined the lineup of other products in the
Tascam exhibit; including the DA 98
digital multitrack recorder, DA302 Dual
DAT machine and MD- 501 MiniDisc
Recorder/Reproducer.

Noise reduction software DART PRO
from Tracer Technologies has been

brought up to 32 bits and now includes
pitch shifting, 3D spectrum analysis and a
new function allowing the recording of
78 rpm records at 33-1/3, then translating
it in- computer to its original speed.
Tracer also announced adistribution
agreement with Applied Magic Inc., for
its line of OnStage 20-bit sound cards.

From TC Electronic came the
FireworX multi-effects processor, with 24-

Waves Ltd. teamed up with Galim
Ltd. of Tel Aviv to introduce the AP24
DSP audio processor, a24-bit audio card
for Windows and Mac PCI systems. The

card includes the entire complement of
Waves plug- ins, including the LIUltramaximizer, Trueverb and the new
PAZ-Psychoacoustic modeler.

bit resolution A/D and D/A, analog and
digital I/O, high-powered reverb and delay
effects, vocoding and numerous other
effects. The newest broadcast processor,
the DBMAX, features five bands of
expansion, compression and limiting; a
new EQ with multiband clipping and an
adaptive automatic gain controller. The
company also came out with version 3.5
software for its M5000 digital processor.

Keeping things quiet in the studio was

WaveFrame Inc., has version 6.2
software
for
all
WaveFrame/
StudioFrame products, including the 401,
the newest 408, the DAW-80 and DCS
models. The new software speeds wave
redraws, supports multiple file formats
and multi-channel AES/EBU digital I/0.
The new WaveFrame 408 is designed
mostly for film posting, but shares architecture with all WaveFrame predecessors. The
408 includes 64-bit All graphics, Sony P2
and ES machine control and includes an
integrated SCSI controller for multimedia.
Yamaha emphasized its line of Club
Series IV speakers and PSeries amplifiers, and also featured new Version 2
software for the 02R console. The 03D
digital mixer was shown in anumber of
configurations at the AES show.

PrismSound's Digital Audio
Analyzer / Generator
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Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Examine, create & edit* Channel Status bits.
Analyze Peak & RMS Amplitude, Noise, THD, THD+n & IMD.
141dB ( 24- bit) dynamic range - unsurpassed by systems priced over $ 11,000.
Generate digital audio Sine, Square, Noise, Twintone & User- Defined waveforms.

phone: 973-299-7790

*Two cards required ( Dscope-D $ 1,945) for online editing or simultaneous measurement & generation.

Prism Media Products Inc.
115 Rt. 46, B-16
fax: 973-299-7759
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CLEARLY THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN
TO AM RADIO SINCE DRIVETIME.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST 100% DIGITAL, FULLY PROGRAMMABLE,
FM- LIKE SOUND FOR AM. Reaching alarger audience with bright,
clear, punchy sound just got noticeably simpler. Because the new
OPTIC] 9200 offers adramatic improvement in both voice and
music quality, while giving you the ability to program AM sound exactly
to your audience. Just push abutton or program remotely via PL
Whether it's music, sports or news/talk, Orban's powerful
digital technology provides an ideal balance between optimum
loudness and high quality sound. So pumping, grittiness and
midrange "squash" that muddle AM sound are gone.
Instead, announcer and telephone voices have true presence
and impact. Music has real bass, with punch and warmth, not boom.
Highs have FM- like clarity. All of which means you'll attract a
bigger share of that lucrative drivetime audience, and keep it.

orbon®
H A Harman

International Company

© 1997 khan. Inc. Orhan and OPTIMOO are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St.. San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Phone 1.510.351.3500 fan 1.510.351.0500 E- mad: custserv@orban.com Website:vm.orban.com
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AES Looks at Digital Radio
Alan R. Peterson
A session on digital audio broadcast
might seem out of place at the AES
show. Still, the workshop called to
open the convention was on that very
topic.
The event was chaired by David
Bialik of DKB Broadcast Associates
and
Judith
Gross
of
JG
Communications.
"For many years we heard about the
controversy, but for the last two years
things have been quiet," said Gross.
"They had a technical seminar at the
NAB where USA Digital Radio
(USADR) did its thing, but the AES
saw fit to give the world the first real
status report on what was going on
with DAB."
The power panel included David
Layer of the NAB; Gerald Chouinard
of the CRC; Robert Briskman of CD
Radio; E. Glynn Walden of CBS Inc.;
Rick Martinson of Westinghouse
Wireless; Ralph Justus of the
Electr.)nics Industry Association
(EIA); Peter Kroon of Lucent
Technologies and Andy Bower of the
R&D division of the BBC.
Speak your piece
Layer reiterated the NAB position:
U.S. broadcasters want an IBOC system. To this end, a system from USA
Digital Radio is expected to be ready
for testing by late 1998.
But the rest of the world won't
wait, argued EIA's Justus.
"The world is going digital," he
said. He argued that if U.S. radio is to
survive, it must keep up with the rest
of the globe. While not endorsing the
system, he said Eureka is superior. He
claimed the USADR system can cause
receiver interference to analog FM
reception.
Meanwhile, CD Radio is moving
ahead with S- band satellite- delivered
broadcast.
"Three satellites are being built
now," said Briskman. " Two are
planned to be launched in August and
October 1999." He expects 30 CDquality narrowcast music channels and
20 voice channels to be in operation
by the end of 1999.
"This is the silent threat that broadcasters know about and they oppose,"
Gross said, " but there is nothing they
can do about it. ... Satellites could
conceivably be on the air prior to U.S.
broadcasters going on with terrestrial
service."
The view from Canada
Chouinard explained the Canadian
approach of Eureka L- band broadcasts, optimized for 700 MHz terrestrial and 1.2 GHz satellite broadcasts.
"Canada is going with this,"
Chouinard stated, " and Iwish the U.S.
would as well." Chouinard asked the
entire room, " Have you guys tried
going back and getting that spectrum,
in case IBOC won't work?" The question went unanswered.
Canada has four test stations, and
intends to have afull digital facility in
Toronto in 1998, with receivers hitting
the market in spring 1998. Chouinard
anticipates 15 stations to be on the air
then. By 2000, he said, half of

Canada's population should be able to
receive adigital broadcast.
Bower of the BBC said Eureka is on in
the United Kingdom, and that they are multiplexing data services with the signal. A
computer coupled with aDAB receiver can
create video text with an Internet appearance. Because most U.K. radio listening is
done at home rather than in the car, he said,
the concept is valid.
Global developments
"What we need from our radios seems to
be out of sync with what is wanted in the
U.S. We are doing multimedia DAB."
The BBC has 20 Eureka transmitters on
the air and is building a27-station single-

frequency network. Meanwhile, Germany
is evaluating the process; Sweden is
approximately 75 percent Eureka capable;
Australia and China have pilot services on
the air; Japan is doing lab and field tests.
Walden of CBS, a participant in the
USADR project, said 30 engineers and
more than 10,000 hours of on-air test work
have gone into its domestic 1130C system.
New compression and data rate technologies, he said, have squeezed the AM rate
down to 48 kbps with Lucent's PAC compression. This delivers FM quality of 15
kHz and 30 dBu separation. At 32 kbps,
"FM-like" 12 kHz quality is achieved.
Walden said this research produced a
side benefit: Certain characteristics of AM

propagation and behavior came to light.
This led to acomputer simulation program
and apaper for the IEEE.
First and second channel adjacency
issues are still being addressed, he said. A
coding technique called First Adjacent
Cancellation helps reception by providing a
"two-sided" signal; if one side of adigital
signal is affected by interference, asecond
side still can deliver the broadcast.
The recent series of tests in San
Francisco whipped up lively discussion.
Some participants criticized USADR
for not participating in field tests.
Eureka proponents claimed victory in
those tests, although critics said it
worked only 80 percent of the time with
two transmitters. Difficulties in satellite
tests and the matter of power measurement ( ERP vs. actual transmitter power)
also were discussed.

PCM-R300
Now you can rack up professional quality
and performance with Sony's new PCM-

BSW Introductory
Sale Price

R300 studio DAT machine. Sony .sSuper
Bit Mapping ( SBM) technology delivers
superior audio and a new set-up menu
makes operation
easier. Add a front
panel headphone

¡Save $ 300

jack. switchable SCMS. digital I/O and a
low. low BSVV price and you have an
amazing DAT value.
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Melting Metal: Solder but Wiser
Quality Soldering Goes a Long Way. But Before
You Try It, Review Some Important Basics.
Stephen H. Lampen
If there's one talent that separates
the professional from the amateur, it is
soldering. A good soldering job is a
thing of beauty. A bad soldering job
can be adisaster waiting to happen.
First things
Like many skills, soldering is a
combination of two factors: understanding what you are doing, and practice. If you're new to soldering, I'll
leave the second factor up to you. I'll

concentrate on the first.
Soldering involves the melting of
metal on metal to make a connection.
The metal which melts is the solder
and usually contains a combination of
tin and lead. Use solder that has rosin
flux built in. Flux allows the molten
metal to flow and bind to the solid
metal of the connector. You can get
separate solder and separate flux, but
it's alot easier to get the flux built in.
If you check out solder at your
local hardware store, hobby shop or
electronics distributor you will find it

available on rolls or dispensing tubes,
in an array of diameters. With each
smaller size, it becomes easier to use
on fine parts and small assemblies. As
the size goes down, the price goes up.
You might want to have two or three
sizes available, depending on the connectors you most commonly use.
To heat the connector parts, and
melt the solder, you will need a soldering iron. Stay away from soldering
guns, which are intended for much
heavier work and are inappropriate for
fine hand wiring. Your soldering iron
will have either a fine tip or removable tips.
With removable tips the selection
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ranges from medium to very fine. For
safety, make sure the iron you buy has
a 3-pin AC cord; if you accidentally
touch a high-voltage circuit, the iron
will connect it to ground, instead of
connecting it to you!
You also should buy a small stand
for the iron, which can hold the soldering iron while it is hot. Buy astand
that also has aplace for asponge.
The sponge should be damp — not
wet — when soldering. Use the
sponge to clean off the tip of the iron
between uses. The solder that naturally coats the tip of the iron has a tendency to rapidly oxidize because of
the heat. This interferes with solder's
ability to flow and attach to the metal
of the connector. Wiping it off the tip
gives you a clean oxide-free surface.
Wipe it often.
For the ultimate in soldering, there
are " solder stations." These include

Stay away
from soldering
guns, which are
inappropriate for
fine hand wiring.
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Network programming is true power for
affiliates. It expands their horizons with
increased revenue possibilities. Yet, affiliates
also need acertain amount of local control for
customization. This freedom ensures the
greatest potential market success.
So,- how can networks be assured that their
customers' needs are being met? How can
affiliates realize the full benefits of network
programming and local customization? The
answer, the key, is SpectraCastTm from Crown.
Crown has been delivering audio solutions to
broadcasters for over 50 years. Our newest
product family, offers MPEG audio solutions
for satellite network content delivery.
Now, networks are free to deliver multiple
audio streams in abroadcast mode to selected
affiliates. Affiliates are free to receive network
audio feeds while simultaneously recording
and playing commercials, PSAs, IDs, and even
short format programs such as newscasts.
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low- voltage supplies for the iron,
temperature control and even thermal
sensing, which allows the iron to
automatically adjust to stay at the
temperature you require. These can
run into the hundreds of dollars.
However, if you're going to do a fair
amount of soldering, they are highly
recommended.
Careful what you touch
One problem is the grounded tip of
the iron. If you are working with low
voltage signal circuits (i.e. non- lethal
voltages) it is possible that you might
touch the tip of the iron to these circuits. Your iron can short the signal
out (i.e. short it to ground), which at
least will unbalance the signal and
increase noise or, at worst, short the
signal out and make it go away.
If it's a power- supply bus you
touch, you can blow fuses or circuitbreakers. Remember: Broad-cast facilities cannot shut down simply to allow
you to solder something in the rack. If
you short or blow an on-air or critical
circuit, someone will find you shortly
and administer an appropriate punishment.
The best solution is to buy a cordless iron. These are rechargeable soldering irons, specifically for small,
detailed work. They only heat the tip
when you push the button. Many have
a little work light that shines onto
what you're doing. This can be agodsend in a dark rack. Since these irons
are battery-operated, the tip-on cordless irons are not at ground and cannot
short anything out. Just remember to
keep the iron fully charged for those
times you need it.
Bum
Stephen H. Lampen is the author of
"Wire, Cable, and Fiber Optics for
Video & Audio Engineers" (McGrawHill) and is the technology development manager at Belden Wire and
Cable.
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a
Tips for aHappier RF Life
4

John Binet
The " AM/FM
Transmitter
Workshop" at The NAB Radio Show
provided a number of good maintenance tips.
If you have aNautel AM transmitter,
and repair your own NASM1A
Modulators, Manager of Consumer
Service Kevin Rodgers stressed the
importance of making sure the high
current wires are properly assembled
on this module.
The proper assembly procedure
involves screwing two nuts onto the
stud, sandwiching both wire lugs and
locking things down with athird nut. If
the assembly order is nut-lug- nut-lugnut, the high currents flowing through
the wires will heat the stud, causing a
failure.
* * *
Stuart Peters, manager of RF

TOOLICIT
TIME
SAVERS
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Collins 831-G. The gating cards were
Services at Broadcast Electronics, recmisfiring, blowing the filament fuse.
ommended keeping filters and heat
sinks clean. Dirt and dust combine to
The age of the electrolytics is one of
the first things to check when it comes
reduce the efficiency of the heat sinks,
to gating card problems. As the elecand solid-state devices cannot handle
trolytic caps get old, these boards can
high amounts of heat.
develop problems, so a wholesale
This is especially true for the FM
replacement of these caps is warranted.
IPA drawers. If you get an over-temperAn owner of aBE 5 kW transmitter
ature overload on these drawers, conexperienced the forward power APC
tact BE RF Service for a modification
"hunting" between 5 and 6 kW. The
that reduces the raw voltage to the regAutomatic Power Controller seemed to
ulator, permitting cooler operation.
go into "spasms" as it searched for the
In many of the newer solid-state, or
right power level. The fix? Check your
solid-state controlled transmitters, a9V
audio processor. Some audio processors
industrial battery is used to hold paraput out a DC voltage along with the
meters in memory or assist with startaudio. This DC component could be
up after a power failure. Check this
causing the transmitter problems.
battery voltage periodically, and
* * *
replace the battery annually.
If
you
want
to
put together a transEngineer attendees at the session
mitter checklist, make sure a working
had their own problems and solutions.
flashlight and fresh batteries top the
A contract engineer from Colorado
Springs was having a problem with a list. The plug-in rechargeable flashlights are even better; place one inside
the door to the transmitter building.
* * *

Whirlwind makes acomplete line of
specialty items that drop into your
toolkit and save you time on the job.
They offer rugged construction,
thought-out details, and Whirlwind
performance. Call toll free 888.733.4396
for product and dealer information.

‘.r.fhirf‘r,rinee

Check out ouf full catalog! http://vnwi.whirhvgndusacom
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When was the last time your concrete floor was sealed or painted? If the
answer is "never," concrete dust could
be slowly destroying your equipment.
A coat of concrete deck paint or concrete sealer will stop the dust problem.
* * *
If you maintain an old AM site, you
probably have RF contactors that use
solenoids to switch networks in and
out. Kintronic Labs, in Bristol, Tenn.,
sells a silver-based lubricant for lubricating RF contactors. Reach Kintronic
at 423-878-3141; or circle Reader
Service 146.
* * *
An engineer from Florida ( the
Lightning State!) suggested tying an
MOV across the tower light beacon
lead to ground after the tower light
flasher, to reduce lightning damage to
the solid-state flashers.
* * *
Another tip is to buy a bug zapper
for the transmitter building. It's better
to have bugs that get into your building
end up in the zapper than in your transmitter filter, or worse yet, the transmitter itself. Because summer is over,
these zappers will be on sale. Be sure
you pick one up!
* * *
Steve Hamm is a contract engineer
who services 14 facilities in a300-mile
radius. To keep things straight, he
keeps a notepad at each site. He jots
down what he finds and what he does
during each visit. This eliminates forgetfulness and provides a written
record of your inspection.
This written checklist can be expanded to include remotes. One engineer told
of making up a " who, what, where,
when, why, and how" questionnaire that

he gives to station sales people who are
selling remotes.
The checklist forces them to make
sure there are adequate electrical outlets and telephone lines, that the location is not in an area where the Marti
won't work, and that contact names and
numbers are listed.
Ray Klotz, engineering manager for
KOMA-FM in Oklahoma City, one of
the panelists for the AM/FM transmitter workshop session, summed up our
charge
with
the
phrase,
"Communication is our business ... not
our policy." As Ray suggested, we do
indeed need to turn this around, and
developing checklists is the first step.
* * *
If you're looking for small customized woodworking try TOMAL, a
small woodworking shop that can do
custom work at reasonable prices. The

Guest Mike Turret
Guest Mike Turret (pictured) runs from
$150 to $200 depending on the type of
wood: oak, cherry, or your choice. The
frame is finished, and rugged. It's
glued with wooden splines for durability. For more information, circle Reader
Service 147.
* * *
Here's an interesting problem and
fix for older Collins/Continental FM
transmitters with driver tubes. A particular transmitter could not maintain
power, and the drive to the PA was low.
In checking the transmitter readings,
the driver screen voltage was half the
normal factory measured value.
On the older rigs, the driver screen
voltage comes from the driver plate.
Two zeners are used to obtain the
screen voltage. If one shorts, as it did
in this instance, the voltage is cut in
half.
A quick fix, but one that demonstrates the importance of keeping
detailed transmitter readings that you
can refer to when something goes
wrong. Thanks to Richard Garrett of
Continental Field Service for sharing
this tip.
BBB
John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase, a technical services company. Reach him at ( 703) 323-7180.
Printed submissions qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Fax submissions
to ( 703)764-0751, or send them via email to wrwbench@aol.com
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There's Trouble in E-Mail City
Barry Mishkind
For some people, it evokes the silly
image of a much- maligned luncheon
meat. But for those who depend upon
Internet e-mail for communication and
business, it is aword usually spoken with
anger. Can you say "spam?"
Spam, also known as unwanted bulk email (UBE) or unwanted commercial email (UCE), is similar to the junk mail
you get in your regular mailbox.
However, unlike junk mail, junk e-mail
can be costly to you in several ways. One
expense is the time it takes to download
and delete it. If you are paying on-line or
long distance fees, the more junk e-mail
you get, the more you pay.
Open the floodgates
Worse yet for those using dial-up services, including the popular national services, is the way junk e-mail has grown
from a trickle to a flood of unwanted
items. Increasingly, users are reporting
important business messages don't get

through because their e-mail boxes are
"full" of spam. And, to make the
inevitable pun, that certainly puts abad
taste in one's mouth.
Unfortunately, the more you depend
upon e-mail for your business, the
more likely you are to be attacked by
this plague. If you are active on the
Internet, posting to Usenet newsgroups or running a website, you are
being targeted by awide range of what
the Internet community calls spammers. ( To be fair to the Hormel
Corporation, which isn't pleased with
the appropriation of their trade name,
from here on we'll just call unwanted

Why you get it
When downloading my e-mail this morning, the in box included adozen letters from
friend@ public.com, 87253 19@juno.com,
gladys@ nancynet.corn and several from
nevwest.com. These messages offered me
everything from "millions of e-mail addresses" to "Make Fast Cash" pyramid schemes
and graphic pomo.
Sound familiar? Ididn't ask for any of
that. You probably didn't either. So how
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Radio
Reaches
Students
NEW YORK Advertisers looking to
reach college students should use radio.
A new study by Interep Research said
radio reaches nine out of every ten college students in the average weekday,
20 percent higher than are reached by
TV and 48 percent higher than newspapers.
There are about 12.7 million college
students; 61 percent are full-time,
according to Interep. The number of
students who attend college has been
rising consistently; right now, six out of
ten high school graduates plan to attend
college.
Contrary to traditional opinion, college students are not penniless; 58 percent of part-timers and 23 percent of
full-timers work 30 or more hours a
week, according to the study.
Students spend more than $96 billion each year, much of which goes
towards beer and soft drinks and higher-priced items like vacations, stereos
and athletic equipment
On average, 90 percent of students
listen to the radio on any given day,
usually concentrating on urban contemporary, CHR/rocic, and modern rock
formats.
• Advertisers are spending $ 185 million ayear trying to reach college students. Interep offered tips for marketing
your station to capture some of those
dollar, including:
• Staging aremote or fund raiser at a
campus. It blends advertising with
entertainment, and is likely to capture a
student's attention, as well as promote
good feelings toward abrand.
• Co-sponsoring an event with local
media at aspring-break location.
Including college radio in your plans.

messages "junk e-mail" or " UBE.")
Why are they doing this? What can
you do about it? Perhaps we can help in
lowering your blood pressure abit.

Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.

Ê%u
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The ENCO DADpR032
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On-Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADPno product, but now optimized
for the Windows NTe operating system,
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.
• Intuitive On- Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.

See E-MAIL, page 35
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Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.
Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between

multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.
• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf" computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of awide variety
of redundancy configurations.
• DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary

• Complete On-Air flexibility for Live

as the best in the business.

Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with

\Digigram

transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously "Live" image.
• Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
• Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

did it find us?
UBE started out targeting people who
showed interest in aproduct or service.
Then afew people smelled alot of money. After all, e-mail didn't "cost" anything to send. If they could send to every
available address, they figured they
would catch more suckers.
Special servers were set up to send out
millions of pieces of e-mail each day.
"Gathering" programs were developed to
scan every message in newsgroups, support groups and chat forums for e-mail
addresses. Some claim to collect 60,000
e-mail addresses an hour. Others send
"test" messages to servers every 10 minutes, seeking new user addresses.
Cyberpromo does this. It is run by the
acknowledged King of Spam: Sanford
"Spamford" Wallace ( sorry, Hormel).

Features full 32-Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as

DA DpRo32

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo
Check Out The ENCO finirige A
www.enco.com

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

\%h

24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 • www.enco.com
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SAS

V
The 16000 Audio Routing System is
the powerful new compact switcher
from Sierra Automated Systems.
This spirited performer really moves
audio around—with operational ease
and long-term reliability.
Completely self-contained, the 16000
handles 32x32 routing in amere two
rack-units. Through avariety of schemes
utilizing off-the-shelf, pre- made cable
assemblies and cross-connect blocks.

0

UP

CI

system interconnect is now faster
than ever before.

V

16000

IE

IIVI

scheduled event switching. universal
serial ports for distributed control
networks, and employs the full range
of SAS remote control panels.

This switcher gives you full-system
access XY' controls: plus abright readout for displaying inputs/outputs, and
system settings. Source and destination
confidence monitoring is available via
the convenient front panel speaker.

The 16000 moves with high-octane
performance. The control system is
versatile and thorough. Quality and
reliability are never compromised.

The 16000 makes everything easy—
with programmable salvo switching.
stereo linking. PC software control.

Wired thing... We think you'll love it.
For more information about the SAS
16000, please give us acall.

Sierra Automated Systems
and Engineering Corp.
2112 North Glenoaks Boulevard
Burbank, California 91504
818 840 6749
818 840 6751

Voice
Fax
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Beware of the ' Remove' Gimmick
E-MAIL, continued from page 33

Wallace revels in the international attention he gets for hosting hundreds of
domains (e-mail servers) spewing several
gigabytes of junk e-mail every day. Plus,
he teaches his clients how to find you.
The Remove' scam
Once companies learn they can make
more money by selling your e-mail
address to people running other mailorder and pyramid schemes, they take
steps to accomplish that while hiding
from you. An important tip: Do not ever
respond as the junk emailer asks.
For example, many of the UBEs
advise, "If you do not wish to receive
more of these messages, just press reply
and add 'remove' to the subject line." In
fact, Cyberpromo set up aspecial domain
answerme.com just to handle such
responses. (Another one to watch for is
removeme.com.) E-mailing these addresses reaches what is called an auto-responder; by sending the "remove" messages
you will actually receive more unwanted
messages.
This pattern has been verified by many
Internet users. They set up brand new
addresses, and send a "remove" message.
Within minutes, these new, never previously used addresses receive junk e-mail.
Just as devious is the "global remove
list" run by IEMMC. (IEMMC was set
up last May as an alleged e-mail marketing association.) After filling out aform
supposedly to guarantee you won't
receive unwanted e-mail, you get more!
Actually, IEMMC was asham organization dedicated to gathering e-mail
addresses, not removing them. Isay
"was," because IEMMC's Internet
Service Provider (ISP) cut them off in
mid-September, along with Cyberpromo
and several hundred other junk e-mail
sites. Although a court order put
Cyberpromo back "on the air" — at least
until mid-October — as of this writing
IEMMC was not on line.
More unsettling are "web crawler"
programs that search websites for
"mailto:" If it's on your home page,
they'll grab your address. And with the
DejaNews search engine, if you've
posted to any newsgroup in the last several years, it is possible for your
address to be collected. One solution is
to use two e-mail addresses: One can be
for posting on newsgroups, and the
other used privately.
Perhaps after getting UBE, you've
considered complaining to the sender.
This won't accomplish anything either.
The "From:" address headers on UBE arc
usually non-existent or forged. Your
angry response either bounces back or
goes to harass an innocent person or
provider. Another ploy is to use a real
account as a "throwaway," the sender
expecting it to be shut down.
So, if you can't "remove" your name,
and you can't reach the sender, what can
you do?
Positive actions
Systems such as juno.com, aol.com,
hotmail.com and good.net respond quickly to complaints sent to abuse@
<domain> and close accounts used by
unethical users. However, as noted
above, often those accounts are already
abandoned as "throwaways."
Complaints to the hundreds of

domains run by IEMMC members,
including Cyberpromo, Nancynet,
nevwest.com, Ilv.com, and others, are not
read at all. They are deleted upon receipt,
after they have stripped your address in
order to send you more junk e-mail! So,
be careful.
You can try filtering; many e-mail
readers have this option. My current email reader of choice, Eudora Pro from
Qualcomm, features robust filtering that
can send UBE directly to the trash bin or
to aspecial folder for later inspection (in
case any messages you wanted got
caught by your filters).
If you'd like asuperb guide on setting filters, visit www.erols.com/dtoombs/spam.htm
You can also ask your ISP to block

incoming e-mail from known junk emailers. Some will, but because junk emailers change their domains frequently
and bounce UBE through machines all
over the world, results vary. The use of
forged headers also makes life miserable
for the ISPs.
Newsgroup readers may notice
"munged" addresses attempting to mislead the address collector programs.
george@there.com might use a return
address of "george at nospam.
there.com". However, recent evidence
indicates stripper programs already
understand how to "decode" such efforts.
There are several groups lobbying
Congress to do something about junk email. However, others fear it will only

lead to political "fixes" that turn out to be
ineffectual or government censorship.
If you'd like to read more about
Internet community efforts to find an
effective solution, the newsgroup
news.announce.net-abuse.email collects
hundreds of messages aday, identifying
rogue mail servers and offering help in
decoding the headers. FAQ (Frequently
Asked Question) files show up regularly
with information and strategies to keep
your e-mail box from being overloaded.
For more advanced users, http://kry
ten.eng.monash.edu.au/gspam.html has
information and aids for identifying the
source of UBE.
u
Barry Mishkind writes from the Radio
Ranch in Tucson. E-mail him at
barry@broadcast.net (
Junk e- mailers
need not apply!) Barry's home page is
http://www.broadcast.net/-barry/
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cartWorks
MND

"Music-on- Hard- Drive"
The much requested CartWorks MHD digital audio system brings Music-on- Hard- Drive within reach of most
broadcasters. Not only is it affordable, but it's designed after the original CartWorks friendly user interface.
We've eliminated the need to spend afortune for Music-on- Hard- Drive and computer wizards to operate it.
/Overlapped Audio

u nContext Voice Tracks

/Live or Automation

/Easy to Operate

Prices start at

$ 9,995

/ Any Music Scheduler
/ Affordable / Reliable

Complete!

For information call: 1-800-795-7234 Or visit us on the web: http://www.cartworks.com
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Digilink

III-

4 x the power
8( On Sale !!!!
II The # 1 selling Digilink II has a new big brother !!!
Digilink III has 4 times the processing power of Digilink ll with...
•

Triple play capability (DL2 is

•

Dual audio outputs for On Air and Cueing (DL2 has one)

•

Do

On Air &

Production

dual play)

from a single

workstation

f!!

Digilink Ill is a NEW multipurpose digital audio workstation for Live On Air, Production, and Automation. Fully compatible
with the # 1selling and industry standard Digilink II, the Digilink Ill has four times the raw processing power of the Digilink
II and features a second audio output for cueing an audio piece while playing on air.
The triple play and dual output capability of the Digilink Ill makes it ideal for very
sophisticated Live On Air operation and- makes it capable of operating an On Air
& Production studio from a single workstation. For fast and complex live on air
applications, the DL3 can play 3files at once so that you can lay down a bed, play
a phoner, and drop in a sound effect at the same time. Or, you can be playing on air
with crossfade while independently recording, playing, and editing a phoner.
A unique capability of Digilink Ill is its ability to operate two studios from asingle
The 99 button Gem-6CC control
workstation. The most common application would be to use one workstation for both
panel places hundreds of carts
on air and production studios. The DL3 is placed in the production studio while a
at your fingertips for only $ 1,195
PCAT computer running Arrakis remote control software is placed in the on air studio.
The production studio has complete single play- record-edit capability while the on air studio can independently use dual
play for on air. While not a redundant system, it does provides adual studio workstation solution for under $ 11,000.
To make the DL3 even more easy to use for air, a 99 button Gemini control panel can be added to the system for only
$1,195. It places hundreds of carts at the jocks fingertips and the files assigned to each button change to support up
to 40 different jocks. The Smart*Record feature of the controller even allows you to
record a phoner at the push of a button. The DL3 will automatically trim the front and
end of the phoner, and then you just push the button again to play it to air. The Gemini
control panel makes the Digilink Ill workstation fast and easy to learn and use.
The powerful Digilink Ill is fully compatible with Arrakis Digilink ll and Trak*Star workstations
so that it may be easily added to an existing network.

The 22,000 series console
integrates the 99 button Gemini
control panel into an easy to use
console

Call now to find out how this amazing
new workstation can be made to work
for you.

Sale !!!
DL3-600 $ 7

995

for more information call... (303) 224-2248
(a $9,995 value)

in some areas, call (970) 224-2248

cirrculicis

S

S

E

inn S

_

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Voice- 303-224-2248, Fax- 303-493-1076

czurrczilcis
in some areas (970) 224-2248

Audio
Consoles
Tl-estandout # 1leader in reliable,
high performance, digital ready
consoles for radio, Arrakis has
several console lines to meet your
every application. The 1200 series
is ideal for compact installations.
The modular 12,000 series is
available in 8, 18, & 28 channel
mainframes. The 22000 Gemini
series features optional video
monitors and switchers for digital
workstation control.
1200 Series Consoles

1200-5
1200-10
1200-15

Five ch
Ten ch
Fifteen ch

$1,795
$3,495
$4,995

Digital
Workstations
#1 in digital workstation sales,
Arrakis has over 1,600
workstations in use around the
world.
As a multipupose digital
audio record- play workstation for
radio, it replaces cart machines,
reel machines, cassette recorders,
& often even consoles. Digilink
has proven to be ideal for live on
air, production, news, and
automation applications. Place a
workstation in each studio and
then interconnect them with a
digital network for transfering
audio, text, & schedules between
studios. Arrakis is the # 1choice
of broadcasters.

Satellite
Automation

Studio
Furniture
With over 1.000 stud os in the field.
Arrakis is # 1in studio furniture
sales for radio.
Using only the finest
materials, balanced laminated
panels. and solid oak trim. Arrakis
furniture systems are rugged and
attractive for years of hard use.
Available in two basic
product families with literally
thousands of variations. an Arrakis
studio furniture package can easily
be configured to meet your
specific requirement, whether it is
simply off the shelf cr fully custom.
Call Arrakis to find out how
easy it is to design and build your
next studio.

Desk*Star studio
furniture systems

CD
Automation

22000 Series Consoles

from S6.995

daMatignearaMffigo.
.•

Use for
Live On Air,
Automation,
Production,
News &
Scheduling

:=,1=
—
-.•••••

Digilink & Trak*Star
Workstations

Complete systems...
As illustrated in the Sony Worldwide Networks master control
studio on the right ( one of seven Arrakis studios in the Manhattan,
New York complex), Arrakis can provide complete major market
studios with Arrakis consoles, digital workslations, video- audio
switchers, furniture, and system prewiring.
With a choice of several console lines; digital workstations
for live air, production, news, and automation; and two major studio
furniture product lines, Arrakis can mee: broadcasters needs from
the compact news studio to the major market network origination
center. Complete Arrakis equipped studios can be found around
the world from Tokyo, to Moscow, to Japan, to Tahiti. Call Arrakis
today for your equipment or studio needs,
Sony Worldwide Networks
Manhattan, New York

circle ( 74) On Reader Service Card
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furniture systems
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S- 102A

NEW!

10x1

UriVÉreAL XE-1000

Stereo Audio Router

Protect Your Investment

SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

The S- 102A is a low cost, broadcast quality
10x1 routing switcher, with all the
features demanded by professionals:
-Local or remote control
-RS-232/RS-422 control port
-Balanced audio inputs and outputs
- + 24 dBu maximum audio levels
-Front panel audio level controls
for every input and output
-Two buffered outputs for each channel
Broadcast quality throughout. No compromises.
Please call for acomplete catalog of Videoquip products.
Ma

MI

mim
MD/

IM
(416) 293-1042

MM.

Mar

MUM Za•

1.11.1M

INZ

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).
REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)
CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION
Phone: (614) 866-4605

ULM

RESEARCH LIMITED
Fax (416) 297-4757 www.videoquip.corn

Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNI‘/ERSAL,l_amE
n
SrieR
a
tin12

MIM

i
a
l

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135

and
Grounding Systems
A-3 Lightning Spur
Low Cost, High Efficiency Dissipator

ER! 812-925-6000
READER SERVICE NO. 95

READER SERVICE NO. 22

READER SERVICE NO. 47

Lightning Protection

Get rid of your
Zercom
cros#« patch bays
and try this for a switch
CORPORATION

Do your audio routing through aZercom Patch Switch system. Easy to install and use, aPatch Switch system provides you
with front panel access to an unlimited number of input sources (by bussing units), Stereo or Mono selection, Phase reversal, signal summing, and aPCB that's set up for easy installation of audio pads. The enclosed audio switches have been
tested to over 1,000,000 cycles for dependable performance.
And best of all... it's aZercom product with atwo year warranty.

YA

--u------

The Zercom ' PS-2' Patch Switch

$379.00

P.O. Box 84, Zercom Drive
Merrifield, Minnesota 56465-0084

Available through all major dealers

760/765-3151- Fax 760/765-3900
READER SERVICE NO. 119

Don't waste time
dubbing music!

NTT.
-

Halland will dub 1,000
songs of your choice for
only $495!

FL[\rF

Pick from our inventory
of Oldies, ' 70s- Gold,
Classic Rock, AC or
Country. One- day service
no extra charge!

32K, MPEG-Il, .WAV files
compatible with:

e„,„e0.4e,r
1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
PH 626-963-6300
FX 626-963-2070

Song
M usiclists
on CD
on also in stock !
the Internet
http://www.th-b-s.coni

1-800-HALLAND
1-800-425-5263
READER SERVICE NO. 143

Arrakis, BSI, Enco,
Pristine, Prophet
Systems, Register Data,
Smarts and others.
A DIVISION OF

L= HENRY
ENGINEERING

Reach 18,000+ subscribers!
Radio World's Products Cy
Services Showcase provides
aperfect medium for test
marketing your products
and services. It's an efficient,
effective and affordable
advertising option!

including rates e.)-deadlines,
Fax Christopher Rucas at

415-824-4638
or call

415-824-3499
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active member of the SBE and
SMPTE.
Adrick has been with Harris since
1991, the year Harris
acquired
Midwest
Communications
Corporation,
where
Adrick had been an
employee since 1978.

Harris
Broadcast
Division
Systems Operation promoted Jay
C. Adrick to the position of vice
president. Adrick has been in the
radio industry for 34 years and is an

Toussaint Celestin
has joined Orban as
product manager for onair digital delivery systems and will oversee
the development and
marketing of the Orban
AirTime.
Celestin earned a

B.S. in Economics from Georgetown
University and has received audio
engineering training from the Omega
School of Recording
Arts & Sciences.

Keith Rovell joined
Shane Media as a
programmer/consultant. Prior to joining
Shane Media, Rovell
was the programming manager for
News- Talk station
WASK-AM-FM in
Lafayette,
Ind.
According to Ed and
Pam Shane, princiToussaint Celestin
pals at Shane Media,
Rovell has " built a
radio station from scratch; conducted

You Must !Remember T3ri1

Flash back to 1981. Things were
tough all over. Zenith manufactured
the R-7000-2 Transistor Trans
Oceanic, the last of its Trans
Oceanic series of radios. The series
started way back in 1942, with vacuum tube models.
This solid-state model featured
12 frequency bands and was priced
at $ 379.95. Options included a
swivel base. Operation required
nine D batteries or 110 V.
Planks to its high- quality parts,
this model remains a great performe' today.
Read all about this radio and others in the series in " The Zenith
Trans Oceanic: The Royalty of
Radios,' ( Schiffer Publishing, Ltd.)
by John Bryant and Harold Cones.
The paperback is available for
$24.95.

Traugott Keller has been promoted by ABC Radio Networks from
eastern sales manager to senior vice
president, Advertising Sales and
Marketing. Prior to joining ABC
Radio in 1994, Keller held positions
with CBS Radio Networks, WQXRFM-AM and The New York Times.

Quantum FM

Solid
Reliability

TOGETHER

FM MODMINDER

•

TURN- KEY PROCESSING
FOR THE NEW RADIO

PRCBLE
How to get the competitive edge and maintain your format's quality sound in an
ever-:onsolidating radio market.
SOLLMON: FM Modminder from Modulation Sciences,The Processing Authority
Radio consolidation doesn't have to add confusion
when it comes time to ecpip those new or
revamped stucios.The FM ModMinder from MSI
gives you »usr. the edge you need. It's truly arevolution hmodulation monitoring, not only allowing
your station reach its full power but maintaining
your superior sound quaky at the same time.

Modminder means one more tool for success in
the new radio and one less headache in afrantic
industry where things change overnight.

Modrindet ignores brief peaks to give you every
bit of noduiation your station can legally use. It
draws out your format's dynamics, whether the
sound is jazz country, soft rock or anything inbetween.

rn

FM ModMinder features Modulation Sciences'
quality de.;ign, meticulous engineering and just the
right approach to meet the challenges of the real
world of radio. It's simple to set-up and easy to
operate. And you needn't worry that it's abudget
breaker when your group is set for multiple buys.

CBS Radio announced that Dave
Martin has been named general manager of three Dallas stations
KOAI(FM),
KRBV(FM)
and
KHVN(AM). Martin is the founder
and
president
of The
Radio
Consultants, a management consulting firm.

r

GETYOUR SOUND
loo

demographic research; trained and
developed air talent; and developed
sales strategies."

Solid

Collector Bill Overbeck provided
RW with this picture and description. Overbeck, president of the
Delaware Valley Historic Radio
Club, has made every effort to
ensure accuracy. Contact him via email at billoradio@aol.com or
through RW.

At atime when the newest mega-deal is just
around the corner, you can rely on Modulation
Sciences to pull your stations' processing together.

a.

modulation
c inflOSIB

I2A World's Fair Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
Voice: (908) 302-3090

CALL
NOW for
(800) 826-2603
information
Fax: (
908) 302about FM
0206
ModMinder,
StereoMaxx,
the CP-803 Compostite
Processor or any of our
rock- solid radio line.

line.
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Proven reliability
Maintenance- free FET
technology
Self-contained modules with
own power supply regulator
Compact size reduces shipping costs, allows affordable air shipment
Power levels between 300 Watts and 6 kW
Modular design offers buy- only-what-you- need affordability
and convenience
For the same price you pay for atube transmitter, you can now have
a superior solid state FM transmitter with high- power, advanced
technology exciter and cableless combiner. The modular design of
QEI's QUANTUM- Series FM transmitters offers the advantage of
buying only the amount of power you need...and means that you
can upgrade to higher power levels whenever you're ready.
QUANTUM from OEI-the people who have been designing and building solid state transmitters longer than anyone else in the industry.
You need to know more! Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free
(800) 334-9154.
OEI Corporation
One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094

39

Tel ( 800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751
24-Hour Service Hotline
(609) 728-2020
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AM station. He includes an explanation of
the vertical radiation characteristics of different electrical heights of radiators, showing why longer radiators generally produce
higher groundwave field strengths.

REVIEW

Enjoy This Thorough DA Primer
W.C. Alexander
If you enjoyed my recent series of articles on AM antennas, you will love
"Directional Antennas Made Simple" by
Jack Layton. He has written acomprehensive "how-to" book that targets chief
engineers, technical directors and technically minded owners.
Assuming a basic understanding of
electronic principles, Layton, who writes
occasionally for RW, takes the reader from
the basics of medium-wave vertical antenna theory all the way through directional
antenna theory, planning and construction
methods, proof-of-performance, and main-

tenance and repair. Those who read it will
come away with agood understanding of
the workings of AM antennas.
The basics
The author begins with an excellent
explanation of vertical antennas and their
electrical properties. He discusses at
length such basics as frequency vs. wavelength, angular measure ( electrical
degrees vs. physical length), velocity factor, resistance and reactance. Layton discusses the self-impedance characteristics
of the different types of vertical antennas,
along with methods of coupling tower
light wiring and other isolated feeds

across an insulated tower base.
The book explains simple reactance
matches as well as L- and tee-networks
in detail, along with the formulas for
computing leg reactances and component
values based on input/output impedance
and phase shift. Layton deals with component types and ratings, giving us a
good understanding of the limitations of
transmitting capacitors and how to select
them for proper current rating.
Layton also describes the relationships
between field strength and power, and field
strength and distance, including agood discourse on ground conductivity and its
effect on the inverse distance field of an

DA basics
The text then moves on to directional
antenna basics, starting with the purpose
of adirectional antenna. Layton defines
the terminology used in discussing directional antennas, along with the symbols
commonly used to represent them. He
describes the effects of phase and magnitude, and he gives simple, easy-to-understand examples of vector addition to help
the reader get agrasp of the way the radiated fields from array elements combine at
adistant point to produce adesired field.
Some of the great mysteries of AM
directional antennas, such as driving point
impedance mutual coupling and negative
power flow, are explained here, in away
that is easy to understand. Charts help you
calculate mutual impedance; formulas help
you calculate driving point impedance. The
author helps the reader work through the
examples step by step.

The graphics
would benefit from
more professional
preparation. But the

2:MIM3nlID

content is excellent.

COLD-FErm technology:
•ultra high efficiency
•low power consumption
•maximum redundancy
•simplified set-up
•proportional foldback
protection system for
uninterrupted service

MODELS:
KF 300:
300 -W
KF 500:
500 W
KF 1000:1000 W
-KF 200Q:2000 W
•
KF 3000:3000 W
KF 5000:5000 W

,

Elettronica Telecóffiun icaz ion i
Va Lisbon 38 - Zona Industriale Sud - 35127

Padova - Italy - Tel. + 39 - 49 -

Internet: http://www.dbbroadcast.com -

8700588 (3lines) - Fax +39 • 49 - 8700747 - Telex 431683
sales@dbbroadcast.com
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DA phasing and coupling systems are
described in detail, and the purpose of each
element in the system is defined. Most of
the common types of power divider and
phase shifter circuits are presented, along
with adiscussion of the benefits and drawbacks of each. The phase shift of each part
of the system, including transmission lines,
is shown, giving the reader agood understanding of the effect of each part of the
system on the phase and amplitude of the
signal as it passes through on its way to the
radiating elements.
Layton touches on vertical plane radiation patterns, graphically illustrating how
the radiation pattern changes at different
angles above the horizon. He explains that
it is almost impossible to actually measure
the radiation pattern at angles above the
horizon, so the FCC assumes that if the correct pattern is produced on the horizon, the
vertical plane pattern is correct as well.
Layton wraps up his DA theory discussion with alook at multiple patterns from
the same array, examining switching techniques and shared coupling networks.
Construction
One of the best parts of this book is the
section on building directional antenna
systems. The author takes the prospective
builder through every phase of the project,
from site selection to final tune-up.
Layton details the design and installation of the phasing and coupling system.
He discusses sampling systems, along
with sample lines, transformers and
loops. He deals at length with proper
loop orientation, something Ihave seldom seen discussed.
Layton discusses the various aspects of
transmitter building design, including
physical layout, electrical considerations,
HVAC issues, tower lights and control
See BOOK, page 43
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Solid State, FM Broadcast

The DTMF-16 TouchTone Decoder

Radio's Best Kept Secret

POWER AMPLIFIERS

rievet,

Rados' most-passionate listener listens to
Chnstian music.

TO 1209W

Arbitron proves it...
Reach Radio Network delivers it.
1,
,br
-Gaspe' music's preeminent programming service,

Reach Radio Network brings you:
• Satellite-delivered live programming
P.A.Modules
511W,150W, 3e0W, 500W, 700W
In stock for immediate delivery

• CD-delivered syndicated programs

Repair service avadabk, MMD, AMI' modules

FI

Reach Radio Netwolk

Silicon Valley
PO VV E

220 Great Circle Road Ste 132 Nashville TN 37228

800-742-3969

AMPLIFIERS

The RF Peope

115 Phelan Ave., Unit 10, San Jose, CA 95112
eww.svpa.com

> Decodes all 16 DTMF :cues.
> Bridging input & high current
optoisolated outputs.
> Jumper selectable beep-tone
acknowledges commands.
> Momentary or Interlocked
Latching output modes.
Jr> Two tone decoder & antifalsing filter improve reliability
& versatility.
> Silencer option completely
removes DTMF tones trom its
adjustable, balanced output.
rinnnmn

Cw
U

)spa Music's PRELYWVITD RADIO PIOGRAMMING SI
111M:

1-800-986-9700 or Fax 1-408-986-1438
e-mail: salesempa.com

READER SERVICE NO. 70

onvenient Control

Inexpensive

- From Music City USA,

U

n

U IJ

1

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 311 Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / Fax 331-6999
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

TauchTcne is a
regsfearitracknark at

READER SERVICE NO. 66

The DTMF-16 is perfect for
interfacing networks to your
automation, controlling remote
satellite receivers, repeaters, etc.
Connect it to an audio source and
its outputs will operate whenever
there's atone. With alist price of
only $ 199, the compact, light &
rugged DTMF-16 can be put
almost anywhere to provide the
remote controls that you need.
For more info, contact us or
your favorite broadcast supplier.

READER SERVICE NO. 21

Solve FM Audio Problems Without
Disrupting Your Air Chain!

"Real-time" IS kHz
ISDN Audio

.ocuuno«

Faxes in aday!

SC ,EIKES
IIIC

CLD-2504
Composite Distribution Amplifier

•Simple to install
•Simple to operate

From Modulation Sciences, Your FM Audio Authority
Gain flexibility without disrupting your air chain.
Drive multiple exciters without modulation shifts
and without switching or relay hassles.

•Installs in a
stand-alone PC

The CL D-2504 is a stereo Y Make composite measurecomposite distribution ampliments without affecting
fier that allows multiple transmodulation.
mitters and alternate stereo
✓ Supports more than 60 dB
generator/ processor set-ups
of stereo separation
without interaction.

•Does not require
anetwork
•Works with any fax list
•Print various activity
reports

Y Distortion better than 70 dB
below 4V peak-to-peak

iffashFArm Software: $895
FlashFAXT" System: $3,995

• Highly immune to RF

(Includes complete Rack Mount Industrial Computer System with more

✓ More than 40 dB of output
isolation; no interaction
among loads

than 2,000,000 page capacity, high-resolution color monitor, 4intelligent

Contact MS! today.

(high-speed) fax ports-upgradable to 32 áFlashFAX software)

• Broadband SNR of greater
than -80 dB
✓ Four low impedance
outputs drive long cable
lengths
PLUS Modulation Sciences'
three year warranty on all
parts and labor.

12A World's Fair Drive, Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice ( 908) 302-3090 • Fax ( 908) 302-0206
Toll Free ( 800) 826-2603

Highspeed Networks, Inc.
Tel.: 972-231-6300 Fax: 972-231-7221

RE4DER SERVICE NO. 45

11111*
'Dawn...

READER SERVICE NO. 69

When

you need to send wideband ISDN

audio without long coding delays, look
to Comrex. Our "turbo" G.722 codecs
deliver 15 kHz bidirectional audio with
minimal delay.
List price only $ 1500. Call today!

CretiinErCornrex Corp, USA
Tel: 508-263-1800 Fax: 508-635-0401
Fax-on- Demand 508-264-9973 ( Doc # 101)
REACER

SERVICE NO. 94

Pacemaker

Gentner
GSC3000

RTV

.....iM—.e..taliEUIIR11111111111111111131111=11111116.
• eboome

A Perfect AUTOaRAM Combination

•

Mini Mix

CI

Transmission Monitoring Made Simple and Afforable

Solution 20

Pacemaker 1032

Console Accesories Min ONE Package:
Distribution Amp Card • 10 Watt Stereo Amp Card
Relay Card

e

Microphone Processor Card

AlIT.I;Itillt

Plano Texas
1-800-327-6901 FAX (972) 423-6334

The GSC3000 can interface directly with your site equiment or
through interface devices designed to make installation quick.
easy and dependable. Your site can be monitored locally or at a
distant location with a PC and /or through the voice interface
using avariety of dial. up communication links.

111

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SUM Y

Phone: 817-483-7474 • FAX: 817-483-2265
5700 E. Loop 820 S., Fort Worth, Texas 76119-7099
pas@flash.net • http://www.rab.com/pas/

E Mail: info@autogramcorp.com

CSC» JEZ3PIC)3Ei...A.°31' i CON

READER SERVICE NO. 118

wviner.autogramcorp.com

Call Today 1-800-433-7668
READER SERVICE NO. 20
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Bing Crosby Made Radio Histo
Coast; he wanted to do one show and
call it aday.

William J. Ryan
The love of one Hollywood superstar
for his ranch and his dislike of the technological
inefficiencies
of broadcasting, helped speed the acceptance of
audio tape in broadcasting.
Bing Crosby saw audio tape as a
springboard to a happier personal life,
believing that if he could tape his weekly
shows in advance, he would not have to
stay in Hollywood during the fall and winter, broadcasting his highly rated "Kraft
Music Hall" on NBC.
Crosby also had a strong distaste of
being forced to perform arepeat broadcast of " Kraft Music Hall" for the West

Home on the range
Crosby cherished the ranch he owned
in Elko County, Nev., which was far from
Los Angeles.
When it became clear early in 1946 that
magnetic tape recording might be feasible,
Murdo Mackenzie, the technical producer
for Crosby, picked up on it. A demo of the
new machines convinced Crosby and
Mackenzie, and the rest is history.
In his book "None of Your Business,"
Carroll Carroll, who was Crosby's writer
and the ad agency man for Kraft, wrote
that Crosby acquired afinancial interest in

"a clever little item, now called audio
tape, that a couple of thoughtful GIs
brought home with them from Germany."
Carroll wrote, "It was Bing, with his
stake in tape, who used the muscle of his
box office power to force it onto the network- dominated broadcast industry."
Crosby had hosted the Kraft Music Hall
for 10 years, beginning in 1936.
Kraft made a huge but unsuccessful
effort to keep Crosby, even offering Kraft
stock, "anew ploy at the time," according
to Carroll.
Neither CBS nor NBC, Crosby's
network, would play recorded programs.
That was their policy, and they stuck to it.
So the Crosby people went out looking for
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sponsors and for a network that would
allow him to record. "He was then in a
position to offer this show to any network that would break down and allow
this new form of recording to breach the
rule that all its broadcasts must be live,"
Carroll wrote.
"The
American
Broadcasting
Company, once the Blue Network of
NBC, eager to do anything to put itself
in contention with the two older nets,
bought Crosby's idea in order to get
Bing," Carroll wrote. "By so doing it
launched audio tape and changed the
face of radio broadcasting."
This was a huge prestige coup for
ABC. Beginning in the fall of 1946,
electronics giant Philco became the
new Crosby sponsor.
The familiar " Kraft Music Hall"
became "Philco Radio Time," but with the
same cast, same orchestra and guest stars.
A-B-Cs of audio tape
One of the ABC engineers who worked
on the Crosby show was Bob McGaughey.
The Crosby show was recorded for part of
the first season on ABC, but it was on a
multiple disk and segue arrangement
according to McGaughey.
. McGaughey played back the show,
which had been recorded in sections on
16-inch disks.
"They started on the outside of the disk
and recorded three to four inches in
toward the middle before stopping, with
the next disk already going so there would
be an overlap and no loss of material,"
McGaughey said. "They were cut at 78
rpm to preserve the music quality. This
made for astack of disks five to six inches
high, which Ihad to handle."
Looking on
"There was a gallery of people in an
audition studio behind a glass window
who watched every move Imade during
the playback process," McGaughey
recalled.
He said that even though the show
ran on the ABC network, it was produced in what was called the "Intercept
Studio" at NBC. ABC apparently leased
the facility because it had no suitable
studios of its own.
"NBC engineers also did the cutting
of the show Iplayed back on ABC
because they had alarge bank of Scully
lathes," McGaughey said.
McGaughey said that after the Crosby
show completely switched to audio tape
he was the first person to play the magnetic tape for the network.
"We had four of the big Ampexes,"
McGaughey said, adding that the
machines were approximately 4- feet
tall, 3-feet deep, and 5- to 6-feet wide.
"In the beginning we used the red
German tape because the first 3M would
not lie flat," he said. According to
McGaughey, the original Ampex
machines did not use supply and take-up
reels, but, rather, large horizontal plates
on which the tapes were wound from the
center hub, necessitating their lying flat.
As new and more satisfactory tapes
were developed, and Ampex made
improvements on its machines, NBC
and CBS finally agreed that recordings
of network quality could actually be
made.
ABC managed to hang onto the
Crosby show for a few seasons before
Bing went to CBS. By this time, magnetic tape recording was accepted throughout the broadcast industry as the standard, thanks in large part to Bing Crosby.
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Directional Antenna Tutorial
BOOK, continued from page 40

circuits. He even offers tips on selecting a
contractor, raising the issues of workman's comp and liability insurance.
Tower installation, including lightning
protection, lighting, static discharge protection, guy wires, top loading and safety,
is discussed in detail. Also presented is the
proper method of installing transmission
lines, both underground and on the tower.
The text explains ground system installation, and offers many tips on how to get
the most out of your ground system. The
proper installation of strap and connection
to antenna tuning units and the like are
dealt with, too.
The reader will have agood grasp of
the scope of an AM directional antenna
construction project. This is amust-read
for anyone contemplating building or
overhauling such asite.
The following chapters deal with
proofs-of-performance, both directional
and non-directional. Methods of making
good measurements and keeping good
records are presented. Proper point selection, map marking and close-in measurements are examined for the reader.
Included are methods of detuning
unused towers during the non-directional
measurements, as well as "jury-rigging"
adirectional system not so equipped for
non-directional operation.
Graphical analysis of measured data is
explained, presented with several examples
of inverse distance graphs of measured data

with measured conductivities drawn.
Layton does agood job of removing the
shroud of mystery from this often misunderstood aspect of field strength measurement.
He also deals with initial array setup and
final adjustment. The author starts with a
simple two-tower example, then builds
upon that to show the proper method of
adjusting alarger, more complex array. No
written instruction can prepare someone for

Details of the 0-ring Lighting
Isolation Transformer
the intricacies of directional antenna adjustment, but Layton lays agood foundation

that presents the principles involved.
The final chapter deals with preventive
and corrective maintenance, presenting
tips on how to keep adirectional antenna
system in top condition.
Partial proof measurements are
examined, with the reasons such measurements might be required and the
proper method of making them. The procedure for monitor point relocation is
explained, along with methods of attaching other antennas on array elements.
Techniques for detuning reradiating (parasitic) objects are presented, along with
the circumstances under which such
detuning may become necessary.
This book is self-published and is not
slick by any means. It comes bound with
ablack plastic spiral, and looks more like
a seminar handout than a book. The
graphics and illustrations, some of which
are hand-drawn, would benefit from color and more professional preparation. But
the content is excellent.
"Directional Antennas Made Simple"
is full of illustrations, charts, graphs
and formulas that make it easy to understand the material presented. The book
does not read like a typical text; it is
easy to read and informative. As technical reference books go, it is a "page
turner." Ihave been designing, building
and maintaining directional antenna
systems for many years, and Iam glad
to add this useful volume to my library.
Anyone who is involved with AM
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directional antenna systems should have
acopy.
The book is self-published by Layton
Technical Services for $39.95 plus $5
for shipping. Call (412) 942-4054 to
order with check or money order.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting. He
recently concluded ayear-long series of
articles in RW on the fundamentals of
AM transmission systems.
The following is an excerpt from
"Directional Antennas Made
Simple" by Jack Layton.
"It's relatively easy to visualize
how signals from towers in adirectional antenna system cancel or add
to form the pattern. However, what is
behind the gain in field strength over
asingle element? A 90E tower energized with 1kW will produce an
inverse field of 312 mV/m at 1km.
This same tower energized with 500
watts will produce .707 of this value
— or 220.5 mV/m at 1km.
"Now, take the two towers in a1kW
DA system, each energized with 500
watts. On azimuths where the individual signals are totally in phase and add
together the inverse field will be 441
mV/m. In afour-tower array, where
each is energized with 250 watts, each
element produces 156 mV/m at 1km.
On azimuths where the individual signals are totally in phase and add together, the inverse field will be 624 mV/m."
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ROOTS OF RADIO

Perils of Early Phono Cartridges
Engineers adapted microphone
design to phono pickups. They experimented with variable resistance
schemes, like carbon microphones;
photocells or " electric eyes"; and
capacitor or " condensor" pickups.
Remember the much- later Weathers
pickup of the 1950s, with its thenastonishing 1-gram stylus pressure?
Perhaps most prevalent, then as well
as now, was the dynamic magnet and
coil. The horseshoe magnet in the
drawing is not amere schematic representation. The manufacturers used a
real horseshoe magnet, three or four
inches high!

Ronald Pesha
Home phonographs remained
mechanical devices with spring-driven
turntables and acoustic reproduction
years after record companies had introduced electrical recording.
Those who were around in 1925 can
recall the occasional radio station practice of placing amicrophone in front of
the horn of a gramophone. While
domestic penetration of electrical
phonographs lagged ( due to the
Depression), commercial facilities
quickly developed electronically
amplified reproduction of records.

00

It looks as if they began fabrication
by buying horseshoe magnets from the
local science store. Forget the weight;
even with a tonearm counterweight,
stylus pressure was around five
ounces. Ounces, not grams.
Operation is obvious. The pivoted
iron stylus arm is actuated by the stylus tip and varies the magnetic flux,
generating an electrical signal in the
coil. Note that pivot point. The stylus
pivots from side to side, but cannot
move up and down. There weren't any
stereo grooves in those days!
The actual stylus usually was steel.
The abrasive, added to 78 rpm shellac

records, ground the uncertain tip to fit
the groove. The operator needed to
operate the setscrew to change the stylus for every four-minute side. But did
anyone really change the stylus that
often, even with 1,000 styluses priced
at $ 1.25?
The designer controlled unwanted
resonances with rubber blocks, placed
between the stylus arm and the pole
pieces. But "high-grade" sound systems demanded a superior damping
system, and the manufacturer canned
the magnet and coil assembly in a
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Early Phono Cartridge
leakproof case filled with oil. An oilfilled phono cartridge! We hope it was
leak-proof.
Professional versions of these
dynamic pickups were wound with relatively few turns of wire to feed along
500 1/ line. The then-ubiquitous input
transformer for broadcast gear stepped
up the impedance and voltage to feed a
vacuum tube grid. High impedance
versions were wound with several
thousand turns of wire (more weight
on the stylus), but with a Z around
20,000 1/ to feed a vacuum tube grid
directly with 1to 5V. That's Volts, not
Millivolts.
Pickup variety
The book describing these pickups,
an early edition of Ghirardi's "Radio
Physics Course," shows a variety of
ways to feed the pickup output to
amplification. Some show a potentiometer connected directly across the
pickup coil, while other designs feed
an audio amplifier grid or, via a selector switch, the grid of an AM receiver
detector tube grid. None show aprovision for the bass boost necessary with
magnetic pickups.
Did the engineers of the day fail to
notice that lows were severely attenuated? Or did the brightness at the upper
end sound so much better to 1920s ears
than the old acoustical reproduction?
One two-stage push-pull output audio
amplifier design ( and those UX-224
tubes predate even me) does include a
"tone control" with a series capacitor
wired across the audio to reduce the
highs, ascheme still prevalent in cheap
radios and music reproduction systems
even today.
Perhaps that taming of the excessive
highs was a blessed relief, especially
after a few scourings of shellac record
grooves by a5-ounce stylus tip.
Mina
Ronald Pesha is Associate Professor
of Broadcasting at Adirondack
Community College, Queensbury, N.Y.
Reach him at ( 518) 743-2200 ( ext.
567) or by e-mail at peshar@acc.sunyacc.edu. Or fax him at (518)745-1433.
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Jazz Seeks Moto-Photo Pictures Radio Rewards
Commercial
Foothold
short-term correlation between radio
advertising and sales.
"With print advertising or direct
mail, our franchise owners can hold a
stack of coupons in their hands and see
exactly how much response they got
from agiven ad," Drury said.
"Justifying the expense of radio
advertising is more difficult because
assessing the response is more difficult.
Even when owners run radio campaigns
that say, ' Say you heard it on WXYZ
radio station and take 10 percent off,'

Claudia hacker

S.D. Yana Davis
Although jazz recently has lost
ground on noncommercial stations,
the attractiveness of professionallyproduced overnight jazz services
may work to keep traditional and
mainstream jazz alive and well.
Traditional and mainstream jazz
also have found aniche on successful commercial stations that program smooth jazz.
Phoenix feels the heat
KJZZ(FM), anoncommercial station in Phoenix, axed midday jazz
programming in August 1995, in
favor of an NPR talk package that
includes "Talk of the Nation," "The
Derek McGinty Show" and "Fresh
Air." ( See RW, Sept. 3)
Scott Williams, KJZZ program
director, said KYOT(FM) came into
the market with a 24-hour smooth
jazz format. Conseqüently, KJZZ
lost midday jazz listeners wholesale
to KYOT, because "they could get
jazz there 24 hours a day, without
having to worry about interruptions
from NPR news."
The net effect of the change was

UMW
that many NPR news listeners
stayed with KJZZ through midday,
even as jazz listeners switched to
KYOT.
"We're raising three times as
much money now ( during on- air
fund drives) as we were toward the
end of playing jazz midday,"
Williams said.
At WRTI(FM), Philadelphia, a
public station licensed to Temple
University, Program Director Chuck
Miller said that the recent decision
to drop jazz during midday and
replace it with classical music was
prompted by a combination of factors.
"WFLN, the classical station
here, folded." Miller said. "So the
university administration decided to
pick up classical music, among other things, to enhance the university's image in the community."
And, Miller said that coming in
as program director just five days
See JAZZ,

page
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When a national corporation leaves
discretion for advertising expenditures
to its individual franchises, how and
where does radio fit in? Moto- Photo
offers acase study.
Moto-Photo, Inc., invested $7million
dollars this year in advertising, which
included print media, direct mail, pointof- purchase advertising, and radio.

they're still not sure how many people
they reach."

Measured awareness
Drury said Moto- Photo is conducting
more awareness research to measure
response to radio advertising, but she
had a tip in the meantime for radio
salespeople.
"Radio station advertising staffs
could sell us more air time if they could
help as better determine the effectiveness of
See MOTO, page 48

RADIO BUMPERS

Hooray for Hollywood
WHLY(AM) in South Bend, Ind.,
does things its own way, starting with
promotional window decals rather than
the traditional bumper stickers.
Three years
ago the station
switched
to
an MOR format and took
on the designation " Radio

in Indiana?

Mike Shannon, operations manager. The
station logo incorporates palm trees
and the famous letters, but the letters
in the logo are "a bit bouncier" than
the actual letters on
the
Hollywood hill,

Shannon said.
How does
your bumper
sticker convey
Hollywood."
your station's
"We played
personality?
Radio Hollywood so many songs
Send us one
from Hollywood movies and songs from
along with an explanation, to: Radio
performers associated with Hollywood
Bumpers. P.O. Box 1214, Third Floor,
that we decided to adopt the name," said
Falls Church, VA 22041.

Kathy Drury

AM 1580

Most Moto-Photo advertising, including
radio campaigns, is created by
Freedman, Gibson & White, Inc., of
Cincinnati.
Vice President of Marketing at MotoPhoto, Kathy Drury, said radio is agreat
way to build brand awareness, but it has
one major obstacle: It's difficult to see a
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The Next Broadcast Network?
Alan Haber
The future of webcasting and its role in
radio have generated plenty of guesses
and opinions. As we have already reported in RW, webcasting was a topic of
debate at this fall's NAB Radio Show. In
some ways, one headline session we
attended demonstrated the challenges facing participants in this fledgling medium.
The room was packed for a session
called "Broadcasting on the ' Net: Is
Radio Ready?" But although brimming
with solid cyber-information, the gettogether was in some ways more acase
of preaching to the choir than trying out
new voices.

When Intervox President and panelist
Peggy Miles asked how many people in
the audience were with radio stations that
were already on the Internet, about half
the hands went up.
While this supports the argument that
there is afairly strong movement of stations looking to extend their reach onto
the Internet, it also begs the question of
whether planners of conventions should
divide this kind of session into two versions, one for webcasting veterans and
another for neophytes.
And what about "webcasting"? The
session title contained the word "broadcasting," even though webcasting has
been, for better or worse, been the

accepted term to describe the act of
putting a station's signal on the World
Wide Web. The question of whether stations are "broadcasting" or "webcasting"
when they do so has not yet been
answered. It must be, if stations are to
make abusiness out of this. Remember
that Microsoft is trying to steer the various webcasting players toward astandard
for Internet audio, abig step toward mass
acceptance. The less confusion, the better.
Underlying message
For now, we'll stick with the term
"webcasting."
How will radio stations make money
on the Internet? What are the business
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models for doing so? Miles identified
three: selling "eyeballs," selling intellectual property and selling products or services directly to end-users, possibly in a
pay-perlisten download manner.
How will the next cyber-innovations
affect the cyber-activities of radio stations? Is there room in the world of
"push" for stations to have their own
"channels" and bring their programming
to listeners? Does radio even have a
place on the Internet?
These and other questions remain
unanswered in these early days of webcasting. The underlying message of this
session seemed to be: "Stay in there,
keep swinging."
At the end of the third quarter of 1997,
there were 729 stations doing just that,
according to the BRS Webcasters
Directory. Taking into account Miles'
comment that there has been an increase
of 1,100 percent in the number of webcasters in the past year, the possibilities
are strong.
Progressive Networks General
Manager of Platform Development and
session panelist Russell Braun upped the
BRS number when he said that there are
more than 1,000 radio stations broadcasting on the Internet, including those that
have committed to doing so with
RealAudio but are not on line.
The information presented at this session was valuable, although abit obvious
at this stage of the webcasting game:
Most stations are using either RealAudio
or Microsoft NetShow to get their signals
on the Internet; the number of simultaneous listeners varies (as many as 50,000
seemingly are possible with RealNetwork
from RealNetworks, the former
Progressive Networks); and so forth.
Legal Issues
Neal Friedman, an attorney with
Pepper and Corazzini in Washington, ran
down some of the legal issues affecting
webcasters (stations don't need licenses
from the FCC to go on-line — yet, he
said, to the delight of the audience). He
stressed the importance of registering a
station's trademarks, getting electronic
rights for graphics reproduced on astation's website, and getting ASCAP and
BMI licenses for playing music on the
Internet.
Microsoft NetShow Product Unit
Manager Jim Durkin said his company
believes the Internet is the fourth
broadcast network, and asked if they
could afford to not be there early.
He talked about the growth of technology in the last 12 months, i.e. better
audio quality and audio compression,
and the rapid growth of "earballs." He
predicted better audio codecs, multicast
network proliferation and growth of
sub-PC "earballs" tuned to the Internet
through such options as WebTV.
Greater Media Director of Marketing
and Promotion Ted Kelly suggested
that programs could be tested on the
Internet first and then broadcast over
the air. Kelly also suggested that the
Internet is good for AM stations that
can't get their signals into office
buildings.
In the end, stations must feature
compelling material on their websites.
Miles made this point as the session
came to a close, and it is without a
doubt the best piece of advice attendees
could have taken home with them.
Alan Haber is editor of Tuned In
magazine and acontributor to RW.
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Regional Spending Strategy Works
MOTO, continued from page 45
aradio campaign. Help us justify using
radio to sell our services and products."
Moto-Photo targets consumers aged 25
to 54 with arelatively high education and
an income of more than $40,000. The
company looks for stations with the same
target audience.
It works in D.C.
Each region decides individually how
much to spend on radio advertising, or
whether it wants to use radio at all. As a
result, money spent on radio varies widely
by region.
Moto-Photo's Greater Washington region
allocates roughly 40 percent of its total
$800,000 advertising budget to radio.
Approximately $350,000 of the total advertising budget is spent by the 42 Washington
franchises working together in aco-operative. The co-op budget allocates about

businesses and corporations.)
"Our co-op has used radio advertising for
about eight years. It's been very effective in
providing us with avehicle to gain name
recognition and inform
consumers about our
excellent products and
services," said Richard
Schuman, area developer
for Moto-Photo. "To grab
aconsumer's attention in
print ads, you need to
offer significant discounts. That's not necessary with radio ads. We
get the opportunity to
explain that there's adifMoto-Photo Franchise Owner Michael Carlin
ference between us and
our competitors without needing to reduce
ual franchise advertising budgets and generthe price of products and services."
ally is used for print ads, public relations,
The Washington region targets an audinetworking and "street fighting" (essentially
leveraging ad dollars with tie-ins to other
ence mix of 60 percent women and 40 percent men.
In contrast, Michael Carlin, who owns the
only franchise in Moto-Photo's Newport,
R.I., region, has adifficult time justifying the
expense of radio advertising. Carlin said
Sand Fly has just landed on my hand!
radio may have more impact than print ads,
A single bite from this tiny insect can
but with an advertising budget of $ 15,000 to
put a camel to sleep for weeks.
$17,000, he does not use it frequently. To
Fortunately for me, they rarely ever
test the waters, he first bought 10 spots to
feed on human fl—
sponsor aChristmas concert in December
Sound Effects: Silence, then asnore
1996. His second radio campaign, in the
followed by avulture's cry
summer of 1997, was prompted by special
Announcer: You don't have to travel the world to work world-class woncircumstances.
"A film was being shot on location where
ders with your photos ... just head to
my franchise is located and it was having a
Moto-Photo.
Insert: Here's your chance to
negative impact on all the businesses in my
area," Carlin said. "For six weeks, access to
become aworld traveler! Stop by any
my franchise was blocked about six hours a
Metro area Moto-Photo store through
day and my sign was removed:111e commuSeptember 13th, and register to win a
nity was split on the issue, and Iwas getting
Caribbean Cruise for two! No purnegative publicity for wanting to impose a
chase necessary — enter today.
few limits on the film crew. Iwanted to preAnnouncer: Moto- Photo (
sound
sent my position so Ibought air time on
effect: motorized camera click). Where
WADK 1640 AM. This station has alot of
the experience makes the difference.
listeners because it has news, talk, and

$300,000 for radio ads, $25,000 for yellow
page ads and $25,000 for special events.
The remaining $450,000 from the
$800,000 total budget is allocated to individ-

The Moto-Vulture Spot
Announcer: And now, world
renowned photographer Nathan
Broken-Burrough for Moto-Photo ...
Sound Effects: Desert winds
Nathan: Welcome to the Kalahari
Desert, where today Ihope to photograph the many lifeforms that call
this inferno "home." Iwill then rush
my film to One-Hour Moto-Photo for
prints in my choice of sizes and finishes. Moto-Photo can also restore
old photos, take passport photos, preserve photos on shirts or mugs, even
make photos from photos without a
negative!
And just as Moto-Photo has more
choices than you'd imagine, the desert
has more inhabitants than you'd imagine. Several vultures are now circling
overhead and look — a Narcoleptic

MOTOPHOTO

The Experience Makes the DittenceA national retail photo finisher and
portrait studio company. America's
largest franchiser of one-hour photo
retail stores, with more than 450 locations now open in the United States,
Canada, and Norway.
• Headquarters: 4444 Lake Center
Drive, Dayton, Ohio, 45426
• Annual Corporate Sales: $140 million. (Does not include franchiselevel
sales)
• Annual
advertising
budget:
$7 million.
• Advertising agency: Freedman,
Gibson & White, Cincinnati, Ohio
• Mission statement: Moto-Photo shall
be the premier franchiser and specialty
retailer of high-quality imaging products and services dedicated to enhancing our customers' enjoyment of their
imaging experiences better than any
other provider.
smooth jazz. Ithink the ads helped."
Carlin also spent $4,000 to run a200-spot
campaign through June, July and August this
year. The commercials included astatement
about the franchise and its services, featured
photography tips, and offered giveaways
specific to Moto-Photo, such as wedding
package promotions.
"Radio advertising is expensive for a
business of my size, but if Ican get spots
aired year-round that Ican afford. I'll use
it," Carlin said. "Also, if Iwas in aregion
with other franchises where we could
share the cost, I'd also be more likely to
use it."
Carlin is looking into live remotes tied
to specific events, such as Newport's
Christmas 1997 Concert and Winter
Festival.
Carlin agrees with Drury that it's difficult to track the response generated by
radio advertising, but feels it would be less
difficult with an event-oriented remote.

Products di Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
WATTCHIVIAN®
TRANSMITTER
PROTECTION SYSTEMS
ECONCO

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841
READER SERVICE NO. 91

WATTCIIMAN' protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. Apermanent 19" rack installation used with any dual socket line section 7/8" through 6
1
/
8"
and elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and FM
power. Model 81070 features two easily read meters to
monitor both forward and reflected power. Abnormal
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down.
TERMINATING LIQUID/AM LOADS
(84000/85000 series) available to cover CW
power ranges of up to 10,000 Watts over a
frequency range of DC to 2.4 Ghz. All models are
available with optional thermal overload switches to
interface with the user's interlock or warning circuit.
COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
15210 Industrial Parkway
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 (216) 267-2233
Toll Free 1-800-COAXIAL (262-9425)
FAX (216) 267-3142
Web Site bttp://www.coaxial.com
Small: coaxtalltapk.net
READER SERVICE NO. 18

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION
•STL's • RPU's • TSL's
•Exciters • Optirnods
•AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
•Belar • Marti
•Moseley
•McMartin
•TFT
•And others.

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification
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NaRreem

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
READER SERVICE NO. 93

Now you can get digital technology and PRE reliability in the same console. Integrity:Ifs the first digital on-air board that also speaks fluent analog. All 16 inputs can handle analog
signals. Ten can also accept digital inputs at any sample rate. So you can deal with the hodgepodge of equipment in real-world studios. A unique architecture also guarantees alevel of reliability other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest assured your signal will stay on the air.
What's more, you get on-board DSP voice processing, remote or local configuration controls,
and channel-specific remote control connections. And you can set, save and recall each board
configuration at the touch of abutton for seamless transitions from show to show.
For abrochure, call us at 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.com or e-mail sales@pre.com

The LCD displays audio levels, time-of-day
clocks, session status and event timers with a
Wirubus• interface to powerful configuration
management and session-basedfeatures.

Integrity's difference e more than just digital.
It also offers four eecial-purpose buses to
provide automated mix-minus for telephone
and remotefeeds, each with IFB.

PACIFIC

RESEARCH

Integrity uses an array of state-of-the-an
floating-point digital signal processors to perform its mixing, routing and otherfunctions.
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Each fader has a 10-character aeanumenc
display. The display changes when another
audio source is assigned, which can happen
either manually or at apreassigned time.

Stikistics

Voice Interface for GSC3000
Now you can access and control your transmitter ¶ ite from any Touch Tone" telephone.

Gentner

WE

PUT

THE

WORLD
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SPEAKING

TERMS ."

800.945.7730 ( U.S.A) • 801.975.7200 ( Wor(dwide) • http//:www.gentner.com • FAX - On - Demarcl 800.695.8110 / 801.974.3661 • Approvals:
Try our conference calling service, 1.800.LETS MEET
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Nature's Fury, on Your Website
Peter M. Zollman
The next time atornado touches down
in your area or a hurricane blows
through, you'll have more than your tower and transmitter to worry about. If your
station has developed an effective and
meaningful Web presence, you will have
to pay attention to servers and software
as well.
Listeners who have come to rely on
your website will visit it in times of acrisis. Your website is asignal that reaches
farther than your AM or FM signal; it
reaches around the world.
Develop a plan
Just as you have, or ought to have, a
disaster-recovery and management plan
for your on-air operations, now is the
time to plan for maintaining your website.
Of course, if your website is just a
peripheral part of your station operations, this article isn't for you. But if
you're serious about making your website an important element for your listeners/users, advertisers and overall
profitable station operation, these are
important issues.
"An on-line site is only one element
of covering adisaster, but you have to
be prepared in all areas," said Paul
Skolnick, a broadcast consultant based
in Belleaire Bluffs, Fla., who works
with stations to develop, review and
implement disaster preparedness plans.
"It's absolutely important that every
station plan, beforehand, what they are
going to do, how they are going to do
it, and why they are going to do it,
when a big story or a disaster like a
hurricane or earthquake hits," Skolnick
said.
WCCO(AM) and WCCO-TV, the
CBS owned- and- operated stations in
Minneapolis, had two huge advantages
in developing coverage of the 1997

spring flooding in Minnesota and North
Dakota.
"The National Weather Service had
been giving media the heads-up early
on. ... We started planning for the
inevitable," said Jay Maxwell, managing editor of the WCCO website. "We
tried to put together apackage that was
complementary to the outstanding coverage we did on the TV station and the
radio station. We wanted to ... play to
our strengths, use the rest of the

Websites can
be an afterthought
and a toy, or they can
be a crucial part of
station operations.

Internet and integrate that information
into kind of aone- stop package on the
Web. We brainstormed and came up
with information we thought our viewers (and listeners) would want."
Happily, WCCO's Internet servers
were high and dry during the flooding.
Off-site news
But those at the Grand Forks Herald,
the newspaper at the heart of the North
Dakota floods, were not. The newspaper offices were flooded out, and its
reporters, editors and advertising personnel began working off- site.
The corporate owners of the paper
shipped in laptops with the software
needed to update content on the site.
The primary servers were in Virginia,
so the paper did not have to worry
about electricity, network connectivity
or other technical computer issues.
Whether it's a natural disaster
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(hurricane or earthquake) or aman-made
one (plane crash or explosion), your website may become the instant focus of
worldwide attention by people seeking
news and information. Internet traffic
will soar, advertisers will call to spend
money on line, and you will put the "service" back into your community service
obligation; only this time, you'll be serving alocal and aglobal community.
Websites can be an afterthought and a
toy, or they can be acrucial part of station operations. If your site is an afterthought, ignore it during adisaster and
focus on your on-air efforts and services.
But if your website truly is integral to
your audience and to your business, plan
in advance to prove it when your station
is in acrisis mode.
is
Peter M. Zollman (
pzollman
@aol.com) is a consultant in interactive
services. He is author of "Interactive
News: State of the Art," published by the
Radio and Television News Directors
Foundation.
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Radio Adaptations of Movies os Heard on
The Peabody Award Winning Series, The Lux Radio Theatre
African Queen • Shane • The Maltese Falcon • High Noon • Little Women
Laura • Casablanca • Spellbound • It's a Wonderful Life ... And Hundreds More!
Sixty- Minute Format • Weekly • Barter

For More Information and a CD Demo, Contact

DAVID R WEST AT 1-201-385-6566.
e-mail: dbasyndicators@prodigy.corn

Another Fine Radio Program From Dick Brescia Associates
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•Does your station own, or have
access to, a laptop computer that
can be used to update your site's
content remotely for a few days if
you have to move off- site?
•Has your news or programming
staff considered what information to
put on your website in case of adisaster, and how to keep it updated to
the minute?
• Have you developed advance
material for potential disasters?
This material could be sponsored by
an advertiser.

Radio Station Data Base

BUY-OUT MUSIC — $49

Only $100!

82 :30 & :
60 music beds for .... $49
328 :
30 & : 60 music beds for ...$198
120 production effects "Zings, Zaps
arid Zoodads for
$99
122 New Lasers & Sweepers for . . $99

Addresses, Formats, Phone, FAX
Market Size, Ratings & More!
Also: Group mailing to
GMs, PDs, SMs & CEs.

The Radio Mall
1-888-97-RADIO

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

TOLL FREE

Ghostwriters (612) 522-6256

READER SERVICE 116

READER SERVICE 42

500

Sound Effects
on CD - 59.9
60 day money- back
guarantee! Call Ghostwriters
at 612-522-6256 or write to:
elbecemildurree
2412 Unity Ave N., Dept RW,
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For complete track listings, go to
web site: hlttp://radio-mall.com

106 Xmas hit songs
by the original artists
on 6 CD's for
lr%
only $ 119! eel
i

*

123 Xmas and holiday
commercial music beds and
effects on CD for only $129
For more into,

go to web site:

http://radio-mall.com
or call

(
612) 522-6256

READER SERVICE 42

Say....
"Easily soldr - W/
lguaiity 15 terrific!' - Fl
'One of our Secret Weapons....' - 011
'Easy to sell excellent content ' - AR
7his is agreat way to pick up extra Income.' - II

i
III;

•Have you arranged for an off-site
backup server, preferably one that's
out of town, that can mirror your
site in case your server fails?

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

Our Customers

Ingrid Bergman

Take This
'Crisis Quiz'

'We generally boost SIICS 92-6K orlth your features • - NO

Thanksgiving '97 - 25 :30'a
598 5°
Christmas '97 - 40 :30',A $ 135œ
New Year '98 - 25 :
401:20%
$98 5°
"Mop Locally" Campaign
$199°°
All Features Fully-Froduced: Ready so 5ell Ready to Air(

Hear Samples Now!
24- Hr. Demo Line

(509) 229-1427

(888) 4 7 2 2 3 88

ORDER TOLL-FREE 888-GRACE- 88

1012 hit songs from 1980-1995
1229 hit songs from 1954-1969
545 hit songs from the 70's
819 Kicicin' Country Hits
on CO for Only $499 each
(per set plus shipping)
For complete track listings
NOW go to web site:
http://radio-mall.com or
Email: radiomall@aol.com or
Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at
612-559-6524
For radio broadcast only!

READER SERVICE 115

Al7ENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,
extension 154.
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'Noncommercial Format' Evolves
JAZZ, continued from page 45

before the format change on September
15, he "couldn't defend" WRTI's midday
jazz format based on audience numbers
or music selection, mostly done by
Temple University student announcers.
"There are niche formats in jazz,"
Miller said, referring to the way WRTI
student Ws habitually mixed traditional
and other selections within the same
sets. " You just can't follow Duke
Ellington with Spyro Gyra and expect to
keep the listener."

PRI Public Radio International'

But while midday jazz is becoming a
thing of the past on public radio,
overnight services are thriving. Both
"Jazz After Hours," aweekend overnight
service from Public Radio International,
hosted by Jim Wilke, and "WFMT Jazz
Satellite Network," with seven nights
weekly of mainstream jazz, hosted by
veteran jazz programmer Bob Parlocha,
have dozens of affiliates.
Affiliate boom
The WFMT service, which debuted
only last April, already has 65 affiliates. All are noncommercial, although
the "Jazz Satellite Network" is available to both commercial and noncommercial stations.
"I was surprised how quickly we
reached ( that number)," Parlocha said.
"Public radio looks to be the last bastion of mainstream jazz. This is the
niche for it. This is the place it will
flourish."
However, Wilke, whose show has
been distributed nationally for 12 years
and is heard on 50 noncommercial
stations, was not as enthusiastic. "Isaw
some research recently from PRI that
jazz listeners are not big contributors,"

Wilke said, referring to noncommercial
stations' dependence on listener donations for large shares of station
revenue.
Wilke said that this was probably
behind the decision of stations such as
KJZZ to go with NPR news and talk
exclusively during weekdays from
morning drive through afternoon drive.
"The money ( from listener donations)
is really in news and information programs. Talk radio is more foreground
than jazz, or other music for that matter, and creates a more involved audience."
Commercial alternative
But traditional jazz may have a
future on commercial stations as well,
thanks to the successful principal format of the stations that carry traditional
jazz as niche programming.
"Legends of Jazz With Ramsey
Lewis," a two-hour weekly program
produced by United Stations and
Broadcast Architecture, is heard on 35
smooth jazz stations around the country. Lewis, aliving jazz legend, attracts
audiences from both traditional jazz
fans and from the smooth jazz buffs
who regularly listen to the stations.
"Most listeners don't see a conflict
between traditional and smooth jazz,"
contended Allen Kepler, Broadcast
Architecture vice president. He said the
Lewis show is the same type of "destination program" that many other commercial formats use to draw off-prime
weekend or late-night audiences.
Scoffed at by many traditional and
mainstream jazz buffs as "high-concept
Muzak," smooth jazz pulled its best
ratings ever last summer after 10 years
as adistinct format, according to Frank
Cody, Broadcast Architecture president
and CEO. Cody said his firm helped
pioneer the format, now heard on about
90 stations.
Cody said that KTWV(FM) in Los
Angeles was number two in the key 25

Out of the Comic Strips...
Onto the Airwaves...

„
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HEIWESWith Host Kris Erik Stevens

Superman • Batman & Robin • Tarzan • Dick Tracy
The Lone Ranger and MANY, MANY more!!!
Thirty- Minute Format • Weekly • Barter

For More Information and a CD Demo, Contact

DAVID P. WEST AT 1-201-385-6566.
e-mail: dbasyndicators@prodigy.com
Another Fine Radio Program From Dick Brescia Associates
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to 54 demographic while WNUA(FM) in
Chicago pulled anumber one ranking in
the 35 to 54 demo, meaning the format
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Local Focus]
Can Lead
To Profits
Marlin R. Taylor

Bob Panocha hosts one of
the few overnight satellite
jazz services available, WFMT
Jazz Satell,te Network.
draws heavily among baby boomers.
Other major- market smooth jazz stations that are doing well in the ratings,
Cody claimed, are WQCD(FM) in New
York, KKSF(FM) in San Francisco and
KOAI(FM) in Fort Worth, Texas.
Advertising revenues for smooth jazz
increased about 75 percent between 1993
and 1996, according to Cody.
"Our current format is working
exceptionally well," commented Steve
Kosbau, program director at " Smooth
Jazz
105.9,"
WJZW(FM)
in
Woodbridge, Va. He said his station
had regularly pulled a4.5 to 5.0 share
among 25 to 54 year old adults in the
last three years. WJZW also provides
some traditional and mainstream jazz
with a locally- produced program on
Sunday evenings.
Adult appeal
Allen Kepler explained the appeal of
smooth jazz as " the only format that
features a lot of new music for adults.
Adults get baby-sitters and go out to
the (smooth jazz) concerts. It's a very
active format." And, he said, many
well-known jazz musicians who began
as mainstream or traditional, such as
George Benson. Grover Washington
and Herbie Hancock, have smooth jazz
hits on the charts.
Other musicians associated with
mainstream jazz who are heard on
smooth jazz stations include Kenny G,
Patti Austin and Luther Vandross.
Fleshing out the appeal of smooth jazz
stations to baby boomers are pop
artists, such as Earth, Wind & Fire,
Sting, Mariah Carey and Marvin Gaye,
who are part of the play list at many of
these stations.
So, while traditional and mainstream
jazz are losing ground as midday formats, they seem to have asecure place
as niche and overnight programming,
both on many noncommercial stations
and on highly successful commercial
stations where the primary format is
smooth jazz.
S.D. Yana Davis is afreelance marketing consultant and writer in
Knoxville, Tenn. E-mail him at yana
june@usitnet

There are many stations that are
failing when they could be profit able, and others that could be more
successful if they better understood
what is involved in "serving their
community."
Let's not define "community"
strictly in the geographic sense,
although it does apply in many cases. Instead, think "family," or what
apolitician would describe as his or
her constituency.
Take a few moments to contemplate these two questions: Do you
have a loyal following that makes
your advertisers' cash registers
ring? Does every element of your
programming contribute to building
the loyalty of your "community"
and cementing that relationship?
If you cannot give an unequivocal " yes" to these questions, it's
time to put every second of your onair product under a magnifying
glass.
If you answered both questions
in the affirmative, Ihave two more
for you: Do listeners to your station
feel good about and enjoy hearing
everything that your station airs?
Does every element serve a purpose, providing meaningful information or entertainment?
Saved by serving
If your station is located in a
small market or in the shadow of
large- market signals, your station
mantra must be "local, local, local."
When a person hears about events,
happenings and people to which he
or she can relate personally, it creates abonding that cannot be captured any other way. Listeners
receive an emotional reward for
tuning in your station.
The value of building this relationship was brought home to me
many years ago when an NAB convention attendee told me about generating high revenue in his tiny
community by following three principles:
1. Treat every local event or happening as news and report it as
such. This even includes announcements about plans for a fireman's
parade or fireworks at the fairgrounds.
2. Put the " voices of the people"
on the air, so listeners will hear
their friends and neighbors. Don't
just read the press release about the
Women's Club's Annual Fair. Have
the chairperson come in. Record a
short interview and use excerpts in
newscasts or special features.
3. Take the position that every
local business can and should support the service you provide to the
market, no matter how small their
See FOCUS, page 53
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FOCUS, continued from page 52
budget. Even if it is only 10 mentions a
week in your "Where To Find It" directory, businesses benefit from having their
name heard on your "dynamic, community-oriented radio station."
Notice that only one of the three points
relates to sales. The other two make it
possible for a station to generate more
revenue.
One of my community service rules,
regardless of market size or format, is to
never air a national public service
announcement. You can do alot more to
enhance your station image by producing
localized versions for these organizations
and causes.
Local telephone numbers, local
addresses and local events should be your
focus. Involve local representatives for
large national organizations like the Red
Cross and Cancer Society.
And for goodness sake, avoid PSAs
that are not relevant to your audience.
The other day Iheard an adult standards
station airing a promo for the college
tuition plan of the National Guard. Airing
information that is irrelevant to your
audience communicates a subliminal
message that you don't truly care about
them; you are just putting something on
to fill an obligation.
Try it, you'll like it
See the accompanying box for a few
examples, gathered from here and there,
oi features you can produce to better
identify your station with its community,
and even provide interesting and useful
information to listeners. Some are naturals for sponsorship.
How do you gather and prepare this
material? In your community are knowledgeable persons with journalism training and writing experience who would
enjoy doing this on apart-time basis. I
would seek out one of these people and
employ him or her as your "Community
Affairs Director."
How do you cover cost? Make this
area aprofit center! Sell sponsorship to
one feature and you've paid this person's
salary.
What is your source for this information? Anywhere and everywhere. I'm
sure you receive tons of press releases.
Mine them thoroughly, not just for information, but for ideas too. Once people
find out you are actually using the stuff,
you'll receive even more.
Read local newspapers and regional
and business magazines. Check the websites of large organizations with apresence in your area.
Expect every staff member to play a
role in the gathering process, just as
everyone should be prospecting for
potential advertisers and providing leads
to the sales department.
Focus on serving up more effective
community-oriented programming, and
you'll see your share of advertising dollars begin to grow.
Serving your community is not an
expense; it's a profitable investment in
your future. While scanning the dial the
other day Iheard a radio preacher say.
"We'll win by serving!" And Isaid,
"Amen."
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Marlin R. Taylor suggests these feature ideas as
ways to better serve your community.
ar "Citizen/Person of the Day." This can be aperson of
achievement, aperson doing something significant or even a
businessman you are trying to sell. Ifirst heard this on
WPCH(FM) "The Peach" in Atlanta several years ago. Their
message said, "Our Peach Person of the Day is Marlin Taylor.
When you see Marlin Taylor, wish him aPeach of aDay."
Another approach is to give some background info on the person being saluted and the reason you are honoring him or her.
eir "Scholar of the Week" Salute acollege or high-school student who has excelled academically. You'll find that once you
begin this, many candidates will flow in.
er Create a daily pre-recorded report and name it something like "Moberly in Focus." Fill it with newsworthy items
and happenings in the community that are not particularly time-

sensitive. The program can be aired several times aday, and sold!
ge "Community Spotlight." A one- or two-minute feature
focusing on alocal non-profit organization, preferably one that
has aspecial event coming up.
se Short vignettes about historical events and places of interest in your coverage area. These are timeless and can be rotated forever if each is aired sparingly. Your local historical society will likely do much of the 'preparation in exchange for a
mention.
se' "Pothole Patrol." Spotlight abad road, or even asingle big
hole on abusy road.
Have station staffers make notes in their travels, or let listeners
nominate holes. This can be afun thing, where you simply
salute the pothole; or challenge the appropriate highway official
about when repairs will be made, then report the response on
the air.
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1529.00 Filleskt2I20

Extraordinary value for the budget- conscious
production environment. Aprogrammable, rackmount CD player with pure, clean sound quality.

PLAYERS COOlullEN
$139.00'
fixlick.2130
Meets the rigid specs required by studios and
sound contractors. Premium quality sound, user
friendly controls, price-performance.

CITOS
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1599.00'

FoxImiliF2115

Rock-mountable 5-disk programmable player with
legendary TASCAM quality for commercial and
studio installations. Molts-dish capability at a
single unit price.

04011E11 $ 1,041.00'

fillock12141

Durable, programmable CD player for studio or
commercial use. Auto-cue, playlist customization,
balanced lines and superior audio. Chain multiple
units for coordinated playback.

TASCAM makes it easy to find aCD player perfect for your application. With
more models, features and options, TASCAM has the most durable and best sounding
CD players in the business. That's why they're the number one choice among broadcasters,
contractors and production studios worldwide — from the most space and budget-conscious studio
to sophisticated posting facilities and demanding commercial installations, TASCAM CD players are
everywhere.
Not only are TASCAM (Dplayers built tough, you are sure to find amodel priced in your
budget with the right mix of features: link multiple units. Shuttle. Search. Locate. Custom
program. Memorize. Cue. Repeat. Fade. Remote control. Instant start. The list goes on.
No matter which model you choose, you'll be assured of quality, great sound and the
built-to-last performance that has made TASCAM astandard worldwide.

CI601 $ 1,111.00'

Feilleik12160

Incomparable durability, unbelievable flexibility.
Engineered to take the heat of broadcast and post
production. frame accurate cueing, search, shuttle,
and more in ahall rod configuration.

•

Find out which CD player is right for you. Simply note the Fax8ack number of the decks that interest you, call 1-TASCAM-8
or 1-800-827-2268, then follow the instructions. Comprehensive product info will be foxed to you within minutes.

0101
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Marlin R. Taylor was the founder and
creative director of the former program
syndicator, Bonneville Broadcasting
System, and is now aconsultant. You can
reach him at (215) 348-0707 or by fax at
(215) 348-7708. Got ideas of your own?
Tell us about them.

TASCAM
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Fidockfl811

The best it gets. For broadcast, film and video
post, sound design. Complete editing flexibility
eliminates clipped cues and dead air. Complete
with RC-7remote control unit.
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PROMO POWER

group ownership is that this competition
for ' share of voice' could be controlled. I
say 'could be,' because in most cities, marketing for agroup is still not coordinated.
(A related problem surfaces when many
co-owned stations hold their major events
everyone else in the market is doing at the
same time. When five radio stations tele- on the same days!)
A confused, complicated or bland marmarket to 25- to 49-year-olds at the same
keting message is another reason for outtime, there is an enormous problem.
side marketing failure. It is shocking how
In all likelihood, the stations will reach
many stations will spend $ 15,000 to
the same active households who will first
$100,000 making atelevision spot, and
be confused, then irritated, by the quantity
then fail to test it with afew focus groups
of phone calls from radio stations. There
to see if they comprehend and like the
isn't much you can do about what your
message.
competitor has planned except to use comSchedules in top- 10 markets run from
mon sense about their history.
$200,000 to $ 1million. Similarly, mesMost stations with the same general
manager do the same thing every year. In
sages for direct mail and transit can be easily and inexpensively tested. Iam conWashington, you can predict who will be
vinced most stations don't do any testing
on television and who will do direct mail
because they really do not want to hear a
every fall. However, one advantage of
potentially negative response.

Don't Shoot the Messenger
Mark Lapidus
The argument goes like this:
"Advertising aradio station on television
does not work. If you have decent progranuning, people will find you."
It's fashionable for radio people to deny
the power of outside advertising. From
group heads to general managers, the
mantra in circulation denies the effectiveness of television, direct mail, billboards,
bus backs, telemarketing and any other
mass marketing product that costs money.
Managers might have to admit they cannot afford marketing due to budgetary
woes. Many who bought after deregulation

are having to meet difficult cash flow
requirements. After staff consolidation,
marketing is the next line item to go.
Insult to industry
However, when managers make ablanket statement that advertising does not
work, they are insulting their own industry.
If advertising does not motivate consumers, most of us would be out of work!
Let's look at the variables that affect the
quality of outside advertising at aradio station.
The outside marketing of aradio station
is like playing multi-dimensional chess.
It's not just what you're doing; it's what

Make Crown Broadcast your next move. . .
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when you want to " checkmate" the competition!
Crown Broadcast offers you versatility and flexibility in every broadcasting move you
make. Our fully integrated transmitters can be configured for stand-alone applications,
including satellite-fed networks, as repeaters for terrestrial-fed applications, or as
exciters providing the most cost effective way to get Crown-quality components into
your system. When you want to extend your broadcast coverage, add one of our highly
efficient amplifiers. Like all Crown products these units are designed to provide modularity, reliability, and ease-of- use to strategically position you in the marketplace.
Crown Broadcast champions our customers by providing knowledgeable technical staff,
a3—year limited warranty, and comprehensive product information. This powerful trio
is designed to support you through any broadcasting challenge. Need to make your next
move fast? We can deliver product built to your requirements within ten days ( or
overnight in emergency situations). Just one more way that Crown Broadcast provides
versatile solutions for lasting value.

crown® 5
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222
Email: broadcast@crownintl.corn: Internet: www.crownbroadcast.com
Circle ( 89) On Reader Service Card

Down to the wire
Many marketing campaigns in our business are built at the last minute, with copy
and spots being overnighted for immediate
use. When planning is this poor, there's no
time for testing and then fixing and re-testing. Sure, this is a time-consuming
process, but consider the investment. (By
the way, for regular television users, I
highly recommend atimeless book by
Steve Marx and Pierre Bouvard, "Radio
Advertising's Missing Ingredient: The
Optimum Effective Scheduling System,"
available through the NAB.).
A bad or boring radio station is another
reason why outside marketing fails. Don't
ever market aradio station when the product isn't fabulous. Bringing outside cume
to apoorly executed format can kill you.
It's like inviting someone to your house for
aboring party with bad food. They're not
likely to return for more torture.
Can some stations afford not to market?
Absolutely. There are heritage properties
that have tremendous unaided recall and
enormous cume/time spent listening. They
own aposition in alistener's mind. In this
instance, managers have to watch any
trend of decline and be prepared to market
in the event of adirect attack.
When you're the big dog, it's easy to
slip into complacency. A downfall can happen so gradually you don't notice it at first.
Suddenly, you're not doing double digits
anymore and the first instinct is to 'fix' the
product. Careful! Your problem may be
marketing-related more than anything else.
"I use my own station to market my
product," is another common argument
used in cutting the outside marketing budget. It's agiven that astation should be
using its own air time to market the product. This is anecessary complement to outside marketing, but not asubstitute. The
next time someone lays this one on you,
ask them how many times amessage has
to air on their own station to reach one person three times. Few will be able to answer
the question. It's much more likely that a
salesperson will know the answer than the
marketing director or program director.
When outside marketing fails, look
carefully at the many reasons for failure.
Blame the effectiveness of the message;
the amount of money spent; or even how
flights were scheduled. But don't shoot the
messenger.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Media, which is launching UPCOUNTRY,
an uptempo '90s hits format to compete
with mainstream country.
Contact him at ( 703) 764-3994 or
lapidus@erols.com
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The ' Five Femmes' of WNEW
Vince Santarelli
It was the summer of 1966. The FCC
had just issued a ruling forbidding coowned AM and FM stations from simulcasting 24-hours aday. The ruling opened

What set the station apart was what you
heard between the songs: All of the DJs
were female.
Nell Bassett, who now works for the
North Jersey Arts Center in Bergen
County, N.J., was one of those disc
jockeys.

Alison Steele ( left), Margaret Draper ( bottom), Arlene Kieta
(second from right) and Ann Clements ( right)
up a new medium to broadcasters, who
previously had put all of their eggs in the
AM basket. Some broadcasters simply
automated their FMs and programmed
whatever was available at the cheapest
cost. Others were more creative and came
up with original, pioneering radio.
The underground scene started in San
Francisco and Los Angeles and quickly
spread East. A medium that until then,
was geared almost exclusively to classical
and beautiful music, suddenly, was blaring forth rock ' n' roll. And in New York,
something else was changing: the voices.
Gender bender
Metromedia Broadcasting owned
WNEW-AM-FM in New York City. The
hugely successful AM played music of
the 1930s through the early ' 50s. It was
one of the first stations in the country to
program recorded music and to have regularly scheduled disc jockeys.
When the FCC ruling came down,
Metromedia executives were faced with
the what shall we do with our FM"
dilemma. They decided to take the creative route, playing "the newest, alivest of
today's music" on the FM: "The ' Now'
Sound."
In fact, the music was nothing special.

"The powers- that-be at Metromedia
decided to go with female disc jockeys
because it had never been done before,"
she said. "So they made a six- to-eight
month search of women all over the country and came up with Pam McKissick, an
actress; Ann Clements, abeautiful wellknown model; Alison Steele, who had
been active in radio prior to this; Arlene
Kieta; and Margaret Draper. And then
they decided that they wanted a black
woman. They looked high and low and
they finally heard atape of me and some
work that Ihad done at the Bermuda
Broadcasting Company. The program
director, John Dale, called me, and the
rest is history!"
Bassett was due for a promotion at
Bermuda but decided to "go for it" at
WNEW, as its "Fifth Femme."
"We were all introduced at this gala
luncheon at Tavern on the Green in
Manhattan," Bassett said, "and all of the
AM male disc jockeys were there —
William B. Williams, Ted Brown, Gene
Klavan — and they all supported us 100
percent. It was very exciting. Here Iwas,
an island girl from Bermuda suddenly in
the spotlight in New York City. Ialmost
felt out of my element. But we found that
once we got this thing started, we got

tremendous amounts of help and guidance
from Willie B. and Ted Brown. They
actually took us under their wings and
helped us do our thing on the air."
Quick start
There were personal appearances nearly every night, and the women found
themselves in the spotlight.
"The response from the public was
phenomenal," Bassett said. "We were
involved in public appearances with the
likes of Harry James and Nancy Wilson.
And, of course, through it all, we all knew
that we were pioneers. We actually felt
like we were opening up doors to women
that had previously been shut tight."
They were not the first women to make
their mark as radio air talent, by any
means. But the all-female lineup was a
novelty. The format and the fun continued
for alittle more than ayear, but the ratings were not adequate. For the AprilMay period in 1967, WNEW-FM pulled a
1.1 overall, comprising a 1.6 overall rating among men, and a .9 overall rating
among women. By the OctoberNovember book, the overall number of
men dropped to a .9; female listemership
held at a .9.
The same ratings book showed
"Progressive Rock", WOR-FM, with a
staggering 21.2 rating among 18- to 24year- old males! But WOR-FM saw
greater potential in the top-40 format,
and made a switch in the fall of 1967.
WNEW-FM pursued the male demo,
gradually dropping the female DJs and
adopting the new "Progressive Rock"
format.
"One by one the ladies were replaced
by the likes of Scott Muni and Rosko,"
Bassett said. "Alison Steele and Istayed
until the very end. In fact, Alison came
back with the new format. When Ileft, I
went to work in the television soap opera
field and then worked for acouple of other New York radio stations. But we all
knew that we had accomplished something very special and very important at
WNEW."

Nell Bassett, 1966
The change to the new progressive
rock format was successful. Thirty years
later, the station continues to air cuttingedge rock ' n' roll.
The decision to use an all-female disc
jockey lineup, while not as successful for

MPIT RA910
Your innotent, little radio will
never be the amie. WNEW-F1I bu blended
the cool sophistication of the female
voice with the brightest, aliveest of the
mean ingfulnew music and what have
yeu got/ The 'Now' Sound. Powl

the station, afforded women the opportunity to make inroads into alargely male
domain.
Vince Santarelli is the editor of the
monthly New York radio newsletter Apple
Bites.
He can be reached by
e-mail at Applebiteseusa.net
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Give ' Em aReason to Buy
Dick Taylor
Persistenóe and contact with clients
can be the key to sales success, as this
recollection illustrates.
Back in 1981, I was the newly
appointed sales manager of asmall radio
station WUPE(FM) in Pittsfield, Mass.
We hired a sales representative by the
name of Lee Scaccia. Iaccompanied Lee
on some of his sales calls as we worked
with local businesses on their radio marketing and advertising.
Lee was tenacious at his craft, but
there was a memorable instance when
Lee needed my help to retain adissatisfied client, an instance that shows how

sales managers can assist their new hires,
to the benefit of all parties involved,
including the station.
Enthusiasm to burn
Lee called on a brand new business
that had just opened up on the outskirts
of town. This company sold firewood.
In New England, wood stoves are
very popular for providing ample warmth
at low cost during the winter. The only
problem is that people have to go out into
the woods, cut down trees, cut the trees
up, haul the wood home and stack it neatly before it can be burned in their stoves.
Needless to say, this is alot of work!
This business had acquired amachine

that took the trees and cut them up into
logs that fit easily into a fireplace or
wood stove. They cut the wood and
delivered it in nicely stacked piles, one
cord at atime.
Lee met with the copy writer and production director and they set out to create
the award- winning radio production of
the year.
The radio commercial Lee created
was nothing short of brilliant. Lee then
designed the perfect radio schedule to air
the ads on our radio station, and we went
out to visit the client.
Well, the client loved the spot! Lee
brought back the biggest order he had
ever written, and the radio spots began

airing the very next day.
Thirty days later, Lee showed up in
my office wearing abig frown. He was
depressed.
"The campaign hasn't produced asingle customer. The client is mad and wants
to cancel immediately," Lee told me.
"Well, let's go out and see him," I
replied. " I've been dying to see this
wood-splitting machine up close."
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MUSICAM USA
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the only codec with

Superb Sound.

digital audio codec:
Simple to set up and

dial-on-audio,
hang-up-on-silence,
for convenient,
hands-free connection.

operate, CDQPrima
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intelligence that can
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Superior compression algorithms
that deliver unparalleled crisp,
clear sound

even operate remote
equipment at
the far end.

Maximum compatibility with Layer
II, Layer III and G.722

AND THERE'S

31 Automatic presets and quick
configurations built-in

PLACE YOUR ORDER ROW!

AES/EBU digital audio input/
output standard
(optional on Model 110)
Up to three integrated ISDN
Terminal Adapters

MUSICAM USA

Full contribution quality at up to
384 kb/s

670 North Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 USA
Tel: 732/739-5600 ask for ext. 163

ISO 9002, CE, UL1950 certified

E-mail: sales@musicamusa.com
Internet: http://www.musicamusa.com
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Cutting into business
Lee and Iclimbed into the car and
drove out to see the client. He was busy
cutting big trees into wood stove-size logs
and stacking them in huge piles when we
arrived on that hot summer day in July.
The kind of day the sweat just rolls down
your neck from simply breathing — Hot
and Humid, with acapital "H"!
The client told me he loved the commercial. He heard it played often on our
station, but not asingle customer contacted him to buy some wood. So Iasked
him if people normally buy wood in July.
"No, are you kidding?" he asked.
"They wait until the snow is in the air
and they need to fire up their stove."
"So it's not normal for people to buy
wood at this time of the year then?' Iasked.
"No!" he replied.
"Then why would anyone ever come
11 the way out here to buy wood at this
ime of the year? What would be their
ncentive?" Iinquired.
"Oh, that's easy," said the man.
"Price! The wood Isell at this time of the
year is one-third of what Isell it for in
the winter," he said.
"But we never told the people that
fact in our radio commercial," Isaid.
"That's the most important reason for
people to buy and buy now," Isaid.
"You're right," he replied. "Ithink
now that we know everyone is aware that
you have this fine machine, we need to
tell them to buy now and save one-third
off winter prices. Iwant you to continue
advertising for another 30 days with that
message," Isaid.
"Lee will be back tomorrow with the
new radio ad for you to hear. And Iwill
personally write the copy," Isaid. "We
are going to give listeners areason to buy
in July."
New ad
The man agreed to give it atry and we
left for the station to prepare the new ad.
Without changing the schedule abit, we
aired the new ad — with one voice, no
music or sound effects — for the next 30
days.
By the time we drove out to see the
client, his piles of wood were gone and a
big smile was on his face. "Wood's selling as fast as Ican cut it," he said.
"I knew it would," Isaid. "We spoke
the consumer's language and delivered
the perfect reason to buy now. But not
everyone will buy in the summer, and
that's good news. When the snow flies
we'll stop talking price, and we'll bring
back that awardwinning spot that talks
about not having to go out into the cold,
cold woods and chop-and-cut, drag-andhaul and stack," Isaid.
"When the snow begins to fall, that's
all the incentive we'll need to get the rest
of the people to buy, and buy at full
price, too."
The smile now grew even wider on
the man. Lee was pretty happy too.
U ..
Dick Taylor is the former general
manager of WFPG-AM-FM in Atlantic
City, N.J. Reach him at (609) 652-6625.

STATION SERVICES
Companies with announcements for Running Radio Station Services should send them to:
Running Radio, c/o Managing Editor, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Don/ Let Holiday
Shoppers Get Away
Is out-of-town shopping an increasing problem for merchants in your area?
Does it work against your efforts to
generate new clients or retaining existing accounts? Fight back with the
"Shop Locally" campaign from Grace
Broadcast Sales.
The ads emphasize the same
message: "This holiday season, invest
in your own future. Do your shopping
here at home."
Several holiday-specific features also
are available. A series of 25
Thanksgiving messages (: 30 each)
make up "Thanksgiving Treasures,"
varying from traditional Thanksgiving
stories to lessons in how we can give

Vote Smart
Make sure your
news reporters are
on top of breaking
stories by providing them with the
Project
Vote
Smart package of
reporter resources.
"Congressional
Snapshots for Radio" is a 60- second tape that covers the positions
and voting record of your U.S. Senators;
"The Reporter's Source Book" lists
interview sources and printed summaries of current issues; the " Vote
Smart Yellow Pages" categorizes information from political websites; and
"The Reporter's Resource Center" is
available to provide research and materials
to reporters.
For information contact John
Gordon at Project Vote Smart, (541)
754-2746; or circle Reader Service 3.

The Christmas Box'
Listeners will have aspecial treat this
holiday season, as "The Christmas Box
Radio Special" airs on several radio stations. The holiday tale, based on the
popular book by Richard Paul Evans,
also has aired as aHallmark TV movie.
Last year "The Christmas Box Radio
Special" was carried on 400 radio stations between Thanksgiving Day and
Christmas Day. It will be carried on over
600 stations this year, with many stations airing the program twice.
The two-hour program primarily will
run on talk, AC, country, and oldies stations, targeting the 25-plus age bracket,
but is not limited to any specific group
of listeners.
"The Christmas Box" is available on
a barter basis and is delivered on CD.
Stations are asked to broadcast the program only once between Thanksgiving
and Dec. 7. After that, stations may air
the special any time until Dec. 26.
James Earl Jones and Richard
Thomas lend their vocal talent to the

thanks for each day. " Christmas
Treasures" centers on the birth of Jesus.
The series is composed of 40 features
(:30 each). "Thoughts for the New
Year" is a series of 25 features (: 60
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Esoteric Sports Tours offers packages to
the Super Bowl, the Kentucky Derby and
the Final Four among others.
For information contact Carey Dean at
Esoteric Sports Tours, (800) 321-8008; or
circle Reader Service 6.
A Slice of the Sports Audience

each; : 40 feature/:20 sponsor) sharing
insights from " history's greatest
thinkers."
For information contact Grace
Broadcast Sales in Washington, (888)
GRACE-88; or circle Reader Service 1.

approaching its third anniversary. The
anniversary will be marked by aspecial
broadcast from Walt Disney World.
For information contact Premiere
Radio Networks, (818) 377-5300; or circle Reader Service 5.

an "independent-minded broad."
"The Judy Jarvis Show" is fed on
SatCom C-5, and is aired from noon to 3
p.m., against Rush Limbaugh.
The nationally syndicated program
airs on more than 40 stations nationwide, including 10 of the top 20 markets. Jarvis Productions syndicates the
show through Media Syndication
Services, Inc.
"The Judy Jarvis Show" website is
located at http://www.judyjarvis
show. corn
For information contact Deborah
Shillo, Jarvis Productions, (860) 2427276; or circle Reader Service 4.

SC

There's nothing esoteric about the
opportunities your station has to send
clients and listeners to the top sports events

For more information contact Brandt
Anderson at Richard Paul Evans
Publishing, Inc., (801) 532-6267; or
circle Reader Service 2.

For Judy Jarvis, every day is
Independence Day.
Jarvis brings a solid writing background ( Time, Boston Globe) to her
call-in show. Jarvis refers to herself as

INIIM

Let the Games Begin

broadcast. A big success when it aired
on Thanksgiving Day last year, "The
Christmas Box" is awonderful way for
radio stations to provide a festive addition to their loyal listener's holiday
celebrations.
— Stephanie Muller

An 'Independent- Minded
Broad'

••aff!Irr'

of 1998. It's all spelled out in the latest
brochure from Esoteric Sports Tours.
"Esoteric Sports Tours is working handin-hand with radio companies to fulfill
their special requirements," said Carey
Dean, vice president of marketing for the
company. "We are providing travel for
both individual and group contest or incentive winners.... One call, and all the details
of the promotion or incentive fulfillment
are taken care of immediately."

Golf on the radio? Believe it.
Billing itself as "golf like you've never
seen it," the PGA TOUR Radio Network
and broadcast partner PGATRN offer live
network coverage of tournaments; leaderboard updates for drive time on
Thursdays and Fridays; and aweekly golf
magazine show, "Straight From the Tour."
"We're as comprehensive as television," said Warren Elliot, PGATRN comanaging director and executive producer. "We use digital, computer, wireless,
remote and cutting-edge equipment to
bring professional golf coverage to our
listeners."
The Clearance Group and Network
Partners, Inc., are tasked with building the
affiliate base for the PGA TOUR Radio
Network.
For information contact David Wynn at
PGA TOUR Radio Networks, (888) PGARADIO ( ext. 11); or circle Reader
Service 7.
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Comedian Scoots to ' Boot'
Country music and comedy can make
for a good match. Premiere Radio
Networks is banking on it.
Comedian Ed Steinfeld is now part of
"Boot Scoot'n Party'N Nights."
Steinfeld has performed on or written
material for "The Dennis Miller Show"
and "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno."
Steinfeld
joins " Hollywood
Harrison," who hosts the show, which is
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The Engineer's Dream Machine.

Bugler's Guide
Studio Audio Sources

Radio World

The DA302 Is on the Horizon
Don Elliot and Ann Schwab
"What if you could have a device
that would copy DAT tapes at double
speed, without even tying up the console or messing with levels? What if it
gave you the ability to record two
DATs simultaneously — netting two
tapes of the same generation — or
simultaneously record one analog DAT
and a second DAT from a digital
source ... and in just one rack-mounted box? How much would you pay?
"But wait, there's more! You won't
have to do any patching, unpatching
or repatching, or worry about channel
reversals. You'll be able to make
great, DAT-quality airchecks with an
eight- hour walkaway time. Now how
much would you pay?"
OK, the TASCAM DA -302 won't
do as much as a box of Ginsu knives.
But unlike many of the products
advertised in that manner, this dual
deck DAT recorder/player appears to
have the quality and features to match
the acclaim.
TASCAM reports that it is receiving
positive feedback about the unit,
which received " Cool Stuff' honors
from RW this spring and is scheduled
to begin shipping this month. The professionals in the radio and production
businesses we interviewed were excited about working with the unit, based
on its description and promised specs.
Boston- based station owner and
broadcast consultant Dave MacNamee

said, "As an owner who keeps an eye
on the bottom line, this looks like
something that may save me an hour
or so a day. It would pay for itself
almost immediately."
Roger Maycock, marketing support
manager for TASCAM, said saving
money is part of the idea. "It makes an
exact duplicate of a DAT, with identical ABS times between tapes. Now,
for the first time at an affordable
price, you can back up DAT tapes with
identical ABS and timecode.
"I think that the real key here is that
this is the first time, a dual DAT

machine has been made available to
the public at what we consider to be a
reasonable price point and with the
ability to do simultaneous cascade
record capability, which required quite
a bit of additional hardware in the
past."

Time is money
In an industry where time can literally be money, saving time is critical.
For example, rolling two DATs simultaneously during
a session nets a
"B- roll"
tape
that can be used
for backup or to
give to a client,
who can immediately
walk
away without
waiting for a
backup dub.
Dealers seem
impressed. Gary
Beebe of Broadcast Supply
If you demand the highest
Worldwide said,
quality, competitive pric"The savings in
ing and the quickest turnduplication time
will have agreat
around time of Audio Patch
advantage for
Panels in the industry, then
production stuGentner Communications speaks
dios in making
your language. Gentner offers all these
copies."
features, plus avariety of configurations to
Charlie Tuna,
meet your exacting needs. So start getting
air talent/voice
connected, and call us today!
over talent for
Art
Ferguson
801.975.7200
Productions in
http://www.gentner.com
Los
Angeles,
Try our conference calling
said, "Ido a lot
service, 1-800- LETS MEET
the world on speaking terms"
of
freelance
work, and when

800.933.4804

Gentner
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transferring material digitally to an
external unit — a time-saver for anyone facing deadlines.
For analog connections, the DA302
can be integrated into the studio using

I'm turning out projects where I'm not
paid by the hour, it would be incredible not to have to tie up my console in
the studio to make a dub of a DAT;
this ( unit) makes for extremely efficient and more productive use of my
time."
Why not simply hook up two independent machines to accomplish the
same objective? For one thing,
Maycock said, the ABS would not
match, and the two machines simply
could not accomplish everything that
the "TASCAM Tandem" can.
the recorder's unbalanced RCA inputs
"You can cascade multiple units for
and outputs, or use the optional LArecording," he
D302 balanced kit, which provides
said, "but the
See TASCAM, Page 60
high-speed
dubbing will
only
work
within
the
same unit.
"The DA 302 has asynchronization
cable to lock
machines
together and the units have a pre-roll
overlap at the end of one tape into the
beginning of the next so that no materStudio audio sources can be
ial is lost during the transition from
almost anything: vinyl records and
one tape to the next. The cascade
turntables, reel-to-reel tape, binary
(ability) from one machine to another
numbers converted by hard drives or
makes the DA302 an excellent choice
laser pits read by a laser beam.
for long- format recording, and if you
Every year, new technologies and
drop the machine into the 32 kHz
products that play audio find their
mode, with a standard 120- minute
way into the radio studio.
DAT tape, you get eight hours of conThis month, Buyer's Guide examtinuous record time, which is more
ines studio audio sources. We've
than adequate for even the longest corincluded the newest or most popular
porate board meeting or college
CD players, MiniDisc players, caslecture."
sette decks, two-track voice systems
The unit will copy time code if it is
and DAT units ... and yes, turntables,
present (embedded in the subcode area
reel-to-reels and cart machines, too.
In April, TASCAM received a
on the master).
Based on those specs and features,
"Cool Stuff' Award from RW for its
Ben
Manilla of Ben Manilla
new dual DAT recorder. Don Elliot
Productions in San Francisco called it
and Ann Schwab spoke with TAS "the perfect package for a busy proCAM about the machine and to sevduction studio."
eral people in the broadcast industry
about their reactions to the product,
Technicalities
scheduled to ship this month.
The TASCAM DA -302 dual DAT
Read Burgan spoke with leading
has 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz sampling,
radio industry dealers and distribuproviding a choice for the most suittors to ask about trends in studio
able rate.
audio sources. He uncovers some
The optional WR-7000 synchro
surprising facts and bold predictions
cable allows multiple DA 302s to be
from the people in the unique posiinterconnected, with single- keystroke
tion between the manufacturer and
duplication from the master machine.
the user. He also takes aspecial look
With the " append" dubbing feature,
at past audio sources. Is there amardubbing can be started from any posiket for turntables and reel-to-reel?
tion on the master, eliminating the
You'll also find an extensive list
need to rewind and start from the
of audio source products starting on
tape's beginning each time.
page 58.
There are independent S/PDIF digiPlease e-mail your responses and
tal inputs and outputs for each deck,
suggestions for Buyer's Guide to
enabling each to record digitally or
sgary@imaspub.com
transfer different material simultane— Susan Gary
ously. Deck 1 can be recording
Buyer's Guide Editor
digitally while the second deck is

Your Studio
Source
Resource
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What's Replacing the Carts?
Radio Dealers and Distributors Discuss Trends,
Predict Future Benchmark Studio Sources
Read G. Burgan
The introduction of tape cartridge
machines in the late 1950s signaled a
revolution in broadcasting. Within a
decade, the tape cartridge had become
the medium in broadcasting, and eventually became the predominant medium for
storage — from news actualities to commercials to individual music cuts. It
would be hard to imagine broadcasting as
we know it evolving without tape cart
machines.
If the dealers we surveyed are unanimous on any one thing, it is that tape cart
machines have little future. Although at
least three companies still produce cart
machines, most manufacturers have
turned their attention to other solutions.
Yet it is a tribute to the cart that new
technology still is marketed in cart
machine terms.
According to the dealers that spoke to
RW, the leading contender in the fight

for cart machine replacement is the 360
Systems Instant Replay, a hardwarebased system using an internal hard drive
providing as much as 24 hours of record
and storage time.
Why?
"Instant Replay is CD quality, is never
out of alignment, is never out of phase
and doesn't shed any oxide," Dave Burns
of dealer Harris Corp. said.
The unit has 50 keys on the front panel that can be assigned a maximum of
1,000 cuts in stereo with a frequency
response of 20 to 20,000 Hz and a
dynamic range of 90 dB. It has both
analog and digital inputs; the digital
inputs are capable of converting any
incoming sample rate from 24 to 56
kHz, while the output has a sampling
rate of 48 kHz. Analog inputs and outputs use balanced XLR connectors.
It contains either a 1, 2 or 3 GB hard
drive. A threshold control allows for
automatic recording when the source

Investigating the Future
of Some Old Favorites
With the new technologies and products that radio managers can choose
from, what has become of reel-to-reel,
turntables and other familiar studio standbys? What if stations can't afford all the
new stuff?
If turntables are not dead, they certainly are comatose — although John
Lackness of dealer Crouse-Kimzey
reports he can not keep them on his
shelves. "We thought vinyl was going
away and it's making a comeback
again. We can't keep turntables in
stock," he said.
Most dealers report selling awritable
every few months, mostly to institutions
or to mobile 13.1s. Dave Burns of Harris
Corp. said, "We used to sell 200 turntables amonth; now we sell one every two
or three months to alibrary or an archivist
or auniversity where they're converting
black vinyl to another format"
The Technics SL-1200MK2 is one of
the few turntables still made; it is popular
both with Ills and archivists, and can still
be found in radio studios. Gemini and
BST also make turntables.
Reel-to-reel retains amarket, primarily
among stations with existing tape
libraries. Dealers report that stations also
receive asizable number of commercial
spots on reel from local ad agencies.
"Many advertising agencies that provide conunercials to radio stations, particularly in local or small markets, are still
doing final duplication and mastering on
reel-to-reel," said Tim Schwieger of
Broadcast Supply Worldwide. "So, many
radio stations are forced to keep one or
two machines in good operating service."
Manufacturers still making reel-to-reel
equipment include Tascam, Studer and
Otari. But choices are diminishing while
prices seem to increase each year. One
popular two-track model now costs more
than $4,000.
Radio equipment users are in a

familiar spot: They prefer acertain list of
specialized features on their audio gear,
but they don't want to pay a lot.
Manufacturers that care about the broadcast industry respond with industrial
products designed for radio use. They
must charge more, because they know
they will never sell in the quantities to
which consumer manufacturers are
accustomed. But these products offer
radio-specific features, and the manufacturers tend to understand the radio market, supporting it with service and parts.
Changing gears
The buyer can turn instead to consumer products, which were never
intended for heavy radio use. These buyers save money but must recognize that
the product's life span will be short and
service difficult. Many radio stations
have taken this route with CD players,
MiniDisc and audio cassette machines.
In fact, many dealers find it hard to
keep up with demand for consumer
CD players. Frequent model changes
or discontinuations by big manufacturers complicate matters further, as typified by the recent decision by
Technics to discontinue its popular
SLPG-350 and -450 models.
"Some of the small-town stations
would buy these Technics units, hold on
to them for ayear and toss them out the
door," Lackness said. "They can't do it
any more, so that's putting them into a
budget crunch."
Sony and other manufacturers do
offer some choices for radio buyers
who want a low-end consumer CD
player. But increasingly, consumer
manufacturers are turning to multi-CD
machines, limiting the options for
radio buyers who want amachine that
only costs afew hundred dollars.
— Read Brawn

reaches a certain level. Fifty hot keys
provide instant access to spots.
There are alternatives to the cart
machines and Instant Replay; many are
software solutions. For example, the
Broadcast Software International (BSI)
Stinger provides aPC-based alternative
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What about other studio audio sources?
Most dealers report that MiniDisc either is
increasing or holding its own among
broadcasters. Bob Sheffield of Full
Compass said, "MiniDiscs seem to be a
big deal. We can't get enough of them as
far as consumer-based units go, and they
seem to be going primarily into broadcasting. We're sending aton of them into that
market"
Tim Schwieger of Broadcast Supply

The Instant Replay from 360 Systems is a
leading contender in the race to replace cart machines.
to carts. Stinger is described as an
"instant access audio player."
"A neat thing about Stinger is that
we actually preload the first 500 milliseconds to 1,500 milliseconds of the
file, depending on the sampling rate,
so that startup is instantaneous," said
Ron Burley of BSI. "When you hit that
button, it doesn't have to go open up
the file, grab it and start playing. When
you load that set, all 36 files are
primed and ready to go."
Minnetonka Software Inc. also provides software that can be used as acart
machine called Fast EdDit, basically a
combination of the discontinued Fast
Eddie and EdDitor Plus software.
According to one Minnetonka programmer, one of the chief strengths of
Fast EdDit is the ease of use, requiring
almost no learning curve. "That's its
strength in the radio world. Larger
companies like WGBH in Boston, RTE
in Dublin, BBC and SBC (the Swedish
Broadcasting System) all use it
because it's real straight ahead and
they can sit down and teach someone
how to use it in 10 minutes."

Worldwide said, "We are finding that
many people are using MiniDisc in the
newsroom, replacing not only audio
cassette but cart machines. Rather than
putting their news actualities on cart,
they are putting it on MiniDisc. More
and more portable MiniDiscs are going
out in the field, and they then take it
back to the studio and edit it out."
Supply and demand
While all dealers report strong sales of
DAT recorders, the demand seems to
vary from dealer to dealer. Chris Shute
of Broadcasters General Store said the
rapid growth of DAT sales in the past
few years seems to be flattening out.
"DATs seem to be tapering off. I've
noticed adecline in the sale of DATs as
MiniDiscs have proven themselves."
Whether this means DAT is reaching
the saturation point among broadcasters, or that broadcasters are using other
products like MiniDisc in place of DAT,
is not clear.
Most report that DAT is being used
for long- form archiving like concerts
See TRENDS, page 63
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TARGET AUDIO SOURCE

Source Gear for Your Studio
Manufacturers have developed
many new ways to get crisp audio on
the air. Although the traditional
sources still occupy space in the radio
studio, radio buyers can find powerful
new equipment choices on the shelves
and in the catalog pages of equipment
suppliers.
The cart machine remains afavorite
comparison, even in these post- cart
days. Many developers have kept the
familiar aspects of cart decks and
transferred them to their new
products.

A self-contained unit, the Short/cut
is atwo- track digital audio editor with
built-in hard disk, speakers and a
waveform display. According to the
company, it offers "true cut/copy/paste
editing, a realistic scrub wheel and
conventional tape transport controls."
The Short/cut also adds support for

360 SYSTEMS

an external Zip drive; Zip disks can be
used for recording, editing and archiving, and provides an method of facilitating file transfers. Short/cut can also
create aDigiCart/II Plus formatted Zip
disk and store audio files to the disk
for playback on DigiCart/II Plus units.
Short/cut Version 2.0 comes
equipped with the 360 Systems DNET file transfer capability, which
provides the electronic transfer of
audio files and related information
such as cut names and running times.
For more information, contact 360
Systems in California at (
818) 9910360; fax: (
818) 991-1360 or circle
Reader Service 121.

The Short/cut, Version 2.0 was recently
released by 360 Systems. The new version
incorporates new features and updates to
the Short/cut Personal Audio Editor.

XLR connectors. Either way, one set
of program material can be sent
while the other deck feeds a different set of material to adifferent destination. The headphones can monitor deck 1, deck 2or amix of both.
The user-selectable Copy ID function provides three choices: one digital copy, no digital copies, or unlimited copies — thus giving the user
complete control over the tapes.
The DA -302 uses 1- bit Delta
Sigma A/D and DIA converters,
which the company says provides a
natural, transparent sound. The controls are laid out logically, with
independent transport controls for
each deck, and easy- to- understand
keys and switches for common system parameters. The unit features a
wide fluorescent display showing

SYSTEMS
NIEGRATION

DENON
The Denon C680 is a professional
CD player designed for broadcast studios and discos. The DN-C680 features index search; AUTO SPACE,
which inserts asilent space of approximately four seconds between tracks;
AUTO EDIT, which divides the total
recorded time on the disc in half and
rearranges the tracks to fit on A and B
sides; and display of playback
locations.

AKAI PROFESSIONAL
Akai Professional introduced the
DPS12 12-track digital personal studio at
the AES show in September. The DPS12
is a16-bit, 12-track unit using an optional internal 1gigabyte drive for recording
media. Six balanced analog inputs use
reference-grade mic preamps.
Using the analog inputs combined
with the S/PDIF optical I/O, the

TASCAM DA302
May Prove Itself Soon
TASCAM, continued from page 58

The DPS12 features a20-channel digital mixer with programmable EQ; 12
assignable faders and pan pots combined
with the virtual mixer display allow realtime mix control of all 12 tracks and
eight inputs simultaneously.
For more information, contact Akai
Professional in New York at (
817) 3365114 or circle Reader Service 122.

levels, time displays, start IDs and
so forth.
Will the DA -302 live up to its
promise? The potential benefits are
clear, but only a year or two in the
trenches of radio work will tell if the
machine can impress the notoriously
tough radio crowd. If it lives up to
its specs and features, the time-saving ( and therefore money- saving)
aspects will attract owners, while the
quality and flexibility will appeal to
discriminating producers.
Ann Schwab is afreelance writer
and broadcast consultant.
Don Elliot is a voice actor in Los
Angeles and operates Don Elliot
Creative Services, specializing in
commercial, jingle and promo production. He is the house voice of
KF1/KOST.

DPS12 can record amaximum of eight
tracks simultaneously, with 12 tracks
on playback. The 12 tracks utilize no
compression and offer full randomaccess edit capability with no
generational loss.
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It contains an FL display, which
shows the track number, minutes, seconds, frames and the track name; illuminated rubber buttons; a track search
select knob; and ajog/shuttle wheel. In
addition, the unit features program play
for a maximum of 25 tracks, play and
finish modes, auto cue, an EOM message, pitch control and pitch control.
Pressing the END MON button during standby will cause the unit to preview the end of the track for accurate
"outros." The point at which monitoring starts can be set within arange of
5 to 35 seconds prior to the track's
end. The unit occupies three rack
spaces.
For more information, contact
Denon in New Jersey at (
201) 5757810 or circle Reader Service 123.

DRS AHEAD TECHNOLOGIES
DRS Technologies offers the Series
See SOURCES, page 61
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Pleme contact im
today and put ADG
to work for you!

• On Air / Production Studio
systems
• Broadcast On-Air and
Production Consoles
• Digital Station Automation
systems
• Multi 'Back Digital Editing Suites
• Custom / Modular Studio
Furniture Systems
• Transmitter / RF systems
• Digital / ISDN Telephone

ABG

systems
• Audio / Video Multimedia

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

systems
• Complete Line of Source
Equipment
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99B audio tape cartridge machine.
Formerly made by ITC, the 99B features ELSA for cartridge preparation;
the ELSA system can erase the cartridge, locate and properly position the
tape splice and adjust the azimuth of
the record head.
Three cue tones are standard, as is
high-speed recue. The record amplifier
features large VU meters with LED
peak indicators, input level controls
and a unique meter/special function
panel containing controls for meter
function select, 1 kHz primary tone
add/defeat, cue erase and an internal
test tone generator. All functions are
microprocessor-controlled.
Audio inputs and outputs are XLR
type, and akeyed, positive contact latching connector provides interface for the
record head. A 50-pin locking connector
is provided for remote control.
For more information, contact
Susan O'Daniel at DRS Technologies
in Illinois at ( 309) 662-1941; fax:
(309) 662-1640, visit the website:
www.itc-net.com or circle Reader
Service 124.

GEFEN SYSTEMS
Gefen Systems has a new SFX 4
CD collection called "Click Shop," a
library that specializes in mechanical
and other industrial effects, such as
buttons, switches, beeps, clicks, hums,
motors, machines and industrial backgrounds.
Click Shop also has abroader-based
usage, because along with the industrial effects, the set includes effects that
could be used for sci/fi, fantasy, horror
and cartoon applications: squishy
plops, huge rips, assorted thuds, puffs
and pops, crunches and chops and wire
and rope pulls.
For more information, contact Gefen
Systems in California at (818) 884-6294
or circle Reader Service 125.

Radio World
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tracking system that cuts start lag time
to under 200 milliseconds, and vertically
mounted circuit boards with optional
extender cards. The CD 2001 cues to
music, and recognizes and reacts to syndicators' Index 3 subcodes. The machine
can be programmed for five to 35 seconds of "early warning" endtime. CD
cartridges protect the medium.
For more information, contact
Harris Corp. in Indiana at ( 765) 9628596; fax: ( 765) 962-8961 or circle
Reader Service 126.

16 separate messages for randomaccess playback via remote or local
control.
According
to
owner
Hank
Landsberg, the " product is widely

HENRY ENGINEERING
The DigiCord II from Henry
Engineering is a digital audio
recorder that can record more than
five minutes of audio and as many as

used for non-critical utility recording.
The most common application is (as) a

network news delay recorder, whereby
the DigiCord automatically records an
incoming network news feed ... and
stores it in digital memory for delayed
playback. The user presses the Start
button to begin playback."
Messages can play once or
repeat continuously and can be
recorded from amic, tape deck or
other line- level audio source.
The DigiCord is available with
bandwidth of 5kHz or 8kHz; and
with recording time of 5 minutes
30 seconds, or 2 minutes 45
seconds.
For more information, contact
Henry Engineering in California
at ( 818) 355-3656; fax: ( 818)
355-0077 or circle Reader
Service 127.
See SOURCES, page 63

ABSOLUTE

OT

Nothing at all.

HARRIS
The Harris CD 2001 CD cart
machine is in its third generation.
Harris has kept many features of previous models, but has made a few
improvements as well.
The servo adjustment now is automatic, and the CD 2001 now contains
a 16-bit microprocessor. The unit is

Exactly what our new DSTL does to your audio. Absolutely nothing.
The new digital DSTL featuring the Dolby® AC-2 Digital Audio System.
So robust that if it's not the best sounding STL you've ever heard, we'll
take it back, no questions asked.
Its digital audio coding and modulation schemes assure that your
audio comes out exactly the way it went in. For more information,
contact Broadcast Electronics at 1-800-4STL-RPU or at
www.bdcast.comidstl.
Isn't it time you invested in something that does absolutely nothing?
DOM AC-2
00
DIGITAL AUDIO

I=E
certified CE ready, and uses surface
mount technology. A digital output via
three- pin AES3 is provided, along
with analog stereo.
Features standard to the CD 2001
include an autolock feature that prevents dead air, a flashing EOM ( End
of Message) indicator, a linear

'BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS, INC.

THE WORLD'S RADIO COMPANY
4100 N. 24th Street/P.O. Box 3606/Quincy, IL 62305-3606/(217)224-9600/Fax: ( 217)224-9607
Internet: http://www.bdcast.com • E-Mail: bdcast@ bdcast.com

Dolby and AC-2 Audio System are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
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The PD1 Multifunction Hybrid
This 1in, 3out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.

A full- featured analog hybrid in asmall, low cost
package. The Phone Dock's small size & low price
make it ideal for production studios, news facilities IFB
listen lines, dial- up transmitter monitoring, and remotes.
•Just 8.5 ic 1.75" (desktop)

•Automatic/manual answer

• DC- 100 kHz frequency response

•

•OBAF (touch tone) control

•Microphone & line inputs

• 90 dB signal/noise ratio

•RS-232 Control Port

•Level controls with LED VU

•Relay and OC outputs

•4channel input routing swttcher

• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range

•Available now for $489

•Input mule (
8. much more)

Single/tandem rackrnount

•Automatic disconnect

Take control of your phones! CALL:

• Individual 20- turn output trimmers

Broadcast Telephone Systems

• 13'4" rack mount enclosure

t........

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

•

email: info@innovadev.com
web. www.innovadev.com

Please circle ow bingo numberfor adata sheet and adealer list.
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HIT THE ROAD, JOCK!
\

OVER 350 PAGES

THE MITS ROADSHOW SYSTEM

Audio, Video
& Broadcast
Engineering
Supplies

The first and only system
your multi- line phone system
from your remote broadcast

Since 1925

and control of up to 15 lines,

for over 250 Major

LCD " screener - call-data
display, 5ACTION KEYS

Neutrik, Canare, John Fluke 8( Motorola

for remote control functions
and much more!

Call, Fax or E-mail Stanley Marks for your Free Copy

Take control of your phones! CALL:

[NY] Ph.:718-361-1100 Fax 718-392-7654

Broadcast Telephone Systems

1-800-HLDALIS

E-mail: HIdaliseaol.com
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H.L. DALIS Inc.
35-35 24th St, Long Island City, NY 11106

1-888-890-7424

Innovative Devices, Inc.

TRIED THE REST? NOW TRY THE BEST!
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The Right Radio Tools!
I.esser products limit your station's sound by their poor performance and RF susceptibility: rock solid Benchmark
interfaces have performance way beyond the limits of 16-bit digital!

I

The Audio World - Interface
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• The Audio World Interface"' - Recorder Interface/Line Amp
•The Junior Audio Director"" - Stereo Mode Controller
•The Junior Audio Director"' Plus - 8 Channel Mode Controller

T

he Audio World Interface" is atwo-way recorder interface that is switchable to aline amp or amono mix
amp. The balanced inputs and electronic transformer outputs both have front panel recessed gain controls. The
rack mountable chassis includes LEDs to indicate signal
overload, switch position, and power presence.
tse it to mate RDAT and analog recorders, to generate
Nil ono from Stereo, or as abalanced line amplifier to compensate for level mismatches. Superlative performance,
versatile operation, and an
incredibly low price, make
choosing the Audio World
Interface ' " ano- brai ner!
..the measure of excellence'

•
Two separate 20 contact closure remote ports
•100 memory selections in PC mode ( ENCORE)
•20 memories for ENCORE in contact closure mode
•20 eighteen-character printable ASCII sedal strings in PC mode (StarGuide II)
•20 network channels for StarGuide II in contact closure mode
•Supports channel swapping function in StarGuide Il receivers
•9600 baud RS-232 or RS-485 PC controkprogramming pod
(either locally or remotely via optional modem)
•Two 9600 baud RS-232 receiver serial ports
•Nonvolatile program memory plus apassword/ID option

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099

BROADCAST

to o Is

Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
Internet: vr,vw.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com
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Fits In Even "
STINGY" Budgets!
The hot new "
DELUX",
quality built
SPACEWISE system!
BASIC SYSTEM $1245!
FULL SYSTEM $2540!

DOZENS
SOLD!

USER FEATURES: Two PC system base pedestals ... heavy rack rail systems with easy access standard ... passive ventilation systems
throughout ... adjustable shelves ... wiring block backplane ... customizing ... quick installation.

location. Includes full status

lines including Kings Broadcast, Belden,

Powar

Customized programming is accomplished with anon-dedicated computer.

GENERAL FEATURES: Basic system consists of main counter top and
two PC system pedestals ... then you add on what you need from there,
such as racks and shelf wings or talk table wings for afull system.

that lets you use and control

Authorized Distributor

•

can be configured to control any two of the above mentioned receivers.

Produce and run your show
On Location EXACTLY the way
you would from your studio!

1997
H.L. DALIS
CATALOG

Nationwide

DSR-3610, AD-4595 and Virtex StarGuide II receivers, allowing channel/
memory changing by automation systems or simple push buttons. The DSC-20

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

1-888-890-7424

Innovative Devices, Inc.
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DSC-20 Dual Satellite Controller
The DSC-20 adds remote control capability to the Scientific-Atlanta ENCORE,

nfast paced radio, quick setup is the name of the game.
With the Jr. Audio DirectorTM, you get instant selection of: Stereo, Stereo Reverse, L only, R only, Mono,
and Polarity correction. With the Jr. Plus you get all the
above, plus: selection from four or eight sources, mono
mix from selected sources, variable mix ratio, stereo headphone amp.. and LED mode indication. Optional IRU
rack mount kits are available. With all of this you still
get the absolute finest in performance! Currently used
by ABC. NY, ABC, Hollywood, CBS, CNN, NBC, NFL
Films, PBS, WCIBH and others who care!

DURABIUTY BUILT IN: Top counters are two ply 11/2" thick with quality name brand laminate with protective 1 1/2" solid wood trim raised
on the outside perimeters. Plus ... generous vertical and horizontal
solid wood trim and recessed kickboards.

SPACE WISE' BroadcastlFurniture
CALL 800-775-3660
Visit our web catalog: www.spacewise.com
The Broadcasters Furniture Store"
READER SERVICE NO. 67

AUTOMATED FM
ANTENNA PATTERN
MEASUREMENTS
Signal problems'? Using the Dept. of Defense
Global Positioning System ( GPS), and our hitech airplane, let us show you the signal your
station is really transmitting. We
measure each and every degree of
your station's pattern.
Your signal is your most important
asset. Don't guess. Be sure you're
getting the maximum possible cov-
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STEPHENS COMMUNICATIONS INC.
little Rock, AR. • (S01) 821-5756
44.111›

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.

http://vwuw.benchmarkmedia.com
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SOURCES, continued from page 61

MARANTZ
New from Marantz Professional
Products is the CDR620 Compact
Disc Recorder. The write- once
CDR620 incorporates 1- bit AID and
DIA converters, asample rate converter, digital audio delay and automatic
track incrementing and indexing from

CD, DAT and MD.
It can be used alone or integrated
into a digital audio workstation
system through the built-in
SCSI- II interface, which allows
recording of data in a variety of
formats, including CD-ROM
(XA), CD- Photo, CD- I, VideoCD and CDDA.
The unit also includes several
user- programmable settings such as
digital
fade-in/fade-out
with
adjustable time, auto track increment
level, audio delay, calibrated input
sensitivity and mute time.
During recording, the CDR620
monitors and calibrates the speed and
laser power to compensate for dust
and fingerprints
and includes
adjustable level sensing or subcode
sensing for accurate auto track incrementing. The CDR620 also supports
manual track incrementing.
The CDR620 can be controlled via
remote control and is compatible with
Red Book and Orange Book specifications.
For more information, contact
Superscope
Technologies in
Illinois at (630) 820-4800 or circle
Reader Service 128.

control capabilities.
For more information, contact Otani
Corporation in California at ( 800)
877-0577; fax: (415) 341-7200, visit
the website: www.otari.com or circle
Reader Service 129.

Watching the Market
With the Dealers
I> TRENDS, continued from page 59

PANASONIC
The SV-3800 DAT recorder from
Panasonic is ablend of new technology with the Panasonic SV-3700 DAT
recorder.
The unit features 20-bit resolution
DACs and a 1- bit, 64-times oversampling AID converter. According to the
company, the combination results in
"a wider dynamic range, lower noise
and greater linearity."
The SV-3800 also incorporates a 1bit type A/D converter and high-resolution, ladder- type D/A converter,
which is resistant to clock jitter. Dual
DACs increase stability by processing
left- and right- channel data separately.

The unit features a Single Program
Play function, which plays program
material to the next start ID, then
stops until the play is pressed again. A
Skip Play Cancel function is included.
In the off position, it will cause the
unit to skip unwanted portions of the
tape automatically.
For more information, contact
Panasonic in California at ( 714) 3737277 or circle Reader Service 130.

SONY
Introduced at the September AES
show, the PCM-R300 DAT recorder from

and ball games and the kind of
mastering that in the past was done
on reel-to-reel. At the same time,
since the introduction of DAT six
or seven years ago, reel-to-reel
sales have dropped dramatically.
Art Reed of Bradley Broadcast
said, " DAT pretty much has
replaced the reel-to-reel as a place
to stick two tracks of audio. We sell
very few reel- to- reels." At some
stations, however, reel-to-reel
remains in demand.
Sources of the future
According to dealers, recordable
CDs are making only a minor
impact in the broadcast industry at
the moment. Those who use this
medium generally are buying standalone recorders rather than units for
use with aPC, and are using them to
archive music from other media.
Some sales departments use CD
recorders. Schwieger said, " Some
radio stations are using recordable
CDs in their sales department to
record commercials ... and they're
giving the commercial to the client
on CD.—

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112
Miami, Floriida 33122
Phone: 305-417 0974
Fax:
305-4 170611
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search mode, the DTR-8S uses TOC
information from tape to locate as fast
as 300 times normal play speed. The
48 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 32 kHz sampling rates are switchable from the
front panel.
Other standard features include an
hour meter to help schedule maintenance, rack mount adapters, wireless
remote control and parallel remote

Likewise, re- recordable CDs are
making virtually no impact in the
broadcast industry; the high price of
the individual blanks — currently,
each one sells for nearly $ 30 —
needs to drop considerably.
At least one dealer predicts that
DVD will be the next major format
to have an impact on broadcast
audio. "My personal feeling is that
DVD will have the single most profound impact on audio as we know
it for radio after the year 2000," said
Schwieger. " If DVD ever gets off
the ground to have it recordable, I
think we will find it will replace the
compact disc." With a potential of
10 gigabytes of storage, the medium
offers considerable advantages. (
See
related story, page 12.)
However, as of this writing, there
are no DVD recorders available and
the industry has yet to adopt aDVD
CD audio standard. It may be several years before DVD begins to have
an impact on broadcast audio, but
when it does, it may revolutionize
studio audio in a manner similar to
the tape cart back in the 1950s. Only
time will tell if its potential will be
realized.

OMB America
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Otani Corp. developed the DTR-8S
professional DAT machine, the successor to the Otani DTR-8R. In addition
to the features of the DTR-8R, the
DTR-8S can monitor the input signal
without requiring a DAT tape in the
unit.
The DTR-8S has +4 dBu (- 10 dBV
switchable) active balanced analog I/O
with XLR connectors and has both
AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O. In

Radic World ¿ 3

BUYER'S GUIDE

Sony was designed to replace the DTCA6 recorder and complete the PCM family of professional DAT products, which
includes the PCM-R500 and PCM-R700.
The PCM-R300 incorporates much
of the technology used in previous
Sony DAT recorders and has new features, as well. They include a set-up
menu for preference selection, which
allows users to set level sync threshold, activation of Start ID transfers
from DAT or CD and activation of the
built-in clock. The menu also
includes a switchable ID6
mode (SCMS) and an optional error readout menu.
The unit is rack- mountable
and contains automatic head
cleaning. It also employs
Super Bit Mapping ( SBM) technology,
which converts the audio signal from a
20-bit resolution AID into 16-bit signals. The audio interface includes digital I/O (S/PDIF, RCA pin) and analog
I/0 (
unbalanced/RCA pin).
For more information, contact Sony
in New Jersey at (800) 686-SONY, visit
the website: www.sony.com/proaudio
or circle Reader Service 131.
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MARKETPLACE
Recently Introduced Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional.
Got aproduct for Marketplace? Mail info and photos to:
Marketplace, Radio World, Managing Editor, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
ARM Semiconductor
AK7712A 20-bit Codec
AKM Semiconductor introduced the
AK7712A codec, which integrates a20-bit
stereo A./D, four 20-bit output D/A channels
and an innovative proprietary 24-bit, fixedpoint DSP. The AK7712A provides a
dynamic range of 97 dB for both the A/D
and D/A channels. Its DSP allows 383
instruction cycles, with as many as six operations per cycle, while operating at a48 kHz
audio sampling rate. The AID, D/A and DSP
sections are accessible independently, assuring flexibility.

Problem:
Ineed a new
FM transmitter
but prices are
so high Imay
have to settle
for a used one.

Solution:
The ECC) Series!
Rugged, Feature Packed &
Reliable the EC() series
was built with you in mind.
We've kept the cost low - so
low in fact the ECC, series
competes favorably with the
total cost of a used transmitter.
ctzs quality - unsurpassed!
Plus you will experience the
benefit of lower operating cost
with extra long tube life and
lower power consumption.
The most ECC•nomical
new transmitter on the
market is available in powers
from 2KW to 50KW.
Over 150 IEC4I3s are
already in the field!

Great Products
Great Solutions!
"The Transmitter People"

EnergyOnix
MAC/CAST EQUIPMENT CO, INC

PO BOX 801 • 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY 12184
Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476
energy-onix @ energy-onix.com
Grcle (98) Oa Reader Service Card

The AK7712A is available in a 100 lead
LQFP package, offering PC board savings
when compared to discrete solutions using
separate DSP, ADC and DACs.

Sonic Foundry Acoustics Modeler
The Acoustics Modeler Plug-in software
program from Sonic Foundry, Inc. adcLs the
acoustical coloration of real environments
and sound alteration devices to recorded
audio. Acoustics Modeler was developed for
use with any editor that supports DirectX
Audio plug-ins, including Sonic Foundry's
Sound Forge 4.0.
The program features acoustic signatures,

The AK7712A can be used by designers
contemplating products for the emerging
DVD-ROM markets.
For more information, contact AKM
Semiconductor in California at (888) AKMSEMI, visit the website: www.alcm.com; or
circle Reader Service 106.

Telebyte Technology
ISDN Terminal Adapter

illbruck SONEXtextile
SONEXtextile from illbruck, inc., controls noise in studios, control rooms, or
any place where improvement in
acoustics and appearance is desired.
SONEXtextile panels combine sound
absorption with special non-woven coverings. They feature fire-resistant willtec
foam, a 100-percent fiber- free Class 1
building material.
The panels are 24 inches by 48 inches
and come in thicknesses of 1, 2, or 3inches. SONEXtextile panels come in avariety of colors. Sound absorption coefficients vary with thickness and frequency.
Panels that are 2 inches thick have an
SAC of 0.73 at 250 Hz and 1.17 at 1kHz.
Full test data is available on request.
For more information, contact illbruck,
inc. in Minnesota at 1-800-662-0032 or
(612) 520-3620; fax: (612) 588-8396.
Visit the website at www.illbruck
sonex.com; or circle Reader Service 107.

inches to 6 inches to fit virtually any size
cable or wire, and in eight colors to meet
EIA/TIA606 standards.
The field technician uses amarking pen,
ball-point pen or typewriter to write the
appropriate legend on the Wrap-Up. When
applied, the clear film of the Wrap-Up
completely covers and laminates the written portion, ensuring protection against
dirt, oil, and water. Wrap-Ups are available
for imprinting with laser-printers, and custom Wrap-Ups may be ordered to suit any
identification need.
For more information, contact VIP
Products in Texas at (800) 950-4921; or
circle Reader Service 109.

created from precise acoustic measurements.
Signatures include recording studios, concert
halls, warehouses, tunnels, bridges, and
woods. Recorded material can be filtered
through numerous sound-altering devices,
such as classic microphones and instrument
amplifiers. Users can also record and access
their own acoustic environments with the
Impulse Recovery Function, allowing the
creation of unlimited acoustical signatures.
For more information, contact Sonic
Foundry, Inc. in Wisconsin at (608) 2563133. Visit the website at www.sonic
foundry.com; or circle Reader Service 108.

VIP Products Wrap-Up
Wire & Cable Markers
Wrap-Up Wire & Cable Markers from
VIP Products are designed to provide fast
and permanent field identification. The
Markers are available in widths from 1-1/2

RDS/RBDS
66
Mini-Encoder"
With
this simple,
"dirt cheap"
encoder,
your station
can begin
transmitting
the more important radio-data IDs, service flags and text messages.
Use any PC to quickly and easily enter your station's call letters or
"street name," format identifier, translator frequencies and scrolling
ads or promos. Menu-driven software transfers this information to the
encoder's own non-volatile memory.
This nifty little encoder installs in minutes, locks to any stereo generator and works in to any FM transmitter.
Don't let your station be skipped-over by the new generation of
"smart" radios! At just $
390 there's no excuse for waiting to put RDS
to work for you right now.

MODEL 701 — $ 390

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (
408) 458-0552 • FAX ( 408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com

Cirde (99) Ow Reader Service Card

The Model 464 ISDN Terminal Adapter
from Telebyte Technology, Inc. includes a
built-in NT1 and provides 128 kbps communications links for data applications
between users and remote locations.
The Model 464 ISDN Terminal Adapter
is designed for the single-line ISDN data
transmission popular for fast Internet and
remote LAN access. The built-in NT1 network termination allows direct connection
to the ISDN line via the U interface, without having to purchase any additional
hardware. The adapter card includes a 16bit bus interface.
The Model 464 complies with the
switching protocol of AT&T-5ESS,
Northern Telecom DMS-100, and National
ISDN-1/2.
For more information, contact Telebyte
Technology, Inc. in New York at (516) 4233232 or (800) TELEBY7: Visit the website
at www.telbytetechnology.com or e-mail
sales@telebyteusa.com; or circle Reader
Service 110.

Lumex Low-Profile
Quad Tower LED Block
The low-profile quad LED assembly
block from Lumex, Inc., measures 0.47
inches high and features rectangular LEDs

The tower shape saves space and aids
board- level indication requirements in
equipment such as telecom control boards
and enunciator panels. Each individual LED
is fully enclosed on five sides to eliminate
light leakage and to make the display easier
to read.
The SSF-LXH534xx series is available in
many colors and color combinations.
For more information, contact Lumex
Inc. in Illinois at (847)-359-2790. Visit
the website at www.lumex.com, e-mail
sales@lumex.com; or circle Reader
Service 111.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchan e
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers
ACOUSTICS

Collins hor 4 bay, 95.3 mHz,
40 kW rated, $300 + shpg; ERI
FM- 4 w/heaters, 95.3 MHz.

Want to Sell

ACOUSTIC FOAM

Sound Barrier •
Diffusors •
Bass Traps& More!
*
.

Consistent Pattern....No Innies 8 Outies

*

Long-Lasting....Won't Crumble!
*

1, 2, 3, 4 8 12" Thicknesses
*

10 Vivid Colors In 2 Styles
*

Super Flame Retardant
*

.

60% Better Absorption

*

Best Value By Far!

Call for aFREE Sample Kn. ved our websde
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AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
RTS 410 amps ( 2), 10 W
monitor amp. H Holzapfel,
Westar Bdctg Group, 19201
Seventh St East, Sonoma CA
95476. 707-938-1775.
Fosteor PH- 5 headphone
amp, excel cond, $ 95; Rolls
RA62HA headphone amp,
perfect, $ 80. J Coursolle,
CRMC. 2401 W Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 920-2384242.
Want to Buy
Tube type amps, limiters,
mixers, old speakers etc. J
Phillips, The Great Wireless
Talking Machine Inc. 419-7828591.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

S.W.R.FMAntennas

$1500 + shpg. J Crawley, POB
185, Cambellsville KY 42719.
502-465-8884.
Tower site for lease, for
more info call: 704-648-3588.
3" HEUAX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLE
50Ohm, unused, cut to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.

Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 773-539-3500

TOWER SPACE AVAILABLE
FOR
LEASE: Call Will
Osenga @ 704-648-3588.
Facility # 51155. Located N
Lat. 35 31 58 W Long. 82 51
58, Altitude 2,880' above sea
level. Approximately 15 miles
from Asheville NC and 1 mile
from 1-40.
Want to Buy
CP 6- bay FM antenna at or
near 98.5 MHz. B Campbell,
KACO, 720 N Commerce,
Ardmore OK 73401. 405-2269850.
AUDIO

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSEITES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, F1DELIPAC & RC CARTS
DAT dTHE NEW R-CD

For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1400942 1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Circle ( 232) On Reeder Service Cord
Alesis MIDIVERB4, like new,
tons of effects, $ 240. R
Forsythe, Forsythe/Hines,
59241 Overseas Hwy # 99,
Marathon FL 33050. 305-7433503.
Alesis 02 processor, like
new, $ 339. J Coursolle,
CRMC, 2401 W Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 920-2384242.

tape, 1/
2"x2500' 456, $ 15 ea;
1" 456, 226, 250, $ 25 ea;
Digitec 3.6 sec delay, $ 150;
new pwr dist/filter rack mt,
$75. W Gunn, Box 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92262. 760320-0728.
Want to Buy
Langevin, Flickenger, WE,
RCA mic pros, etc. B Gilliott,
Showplace Studios, 347 S
Salem, Dover NJ 07801. 201328-4400.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

THE AUTO- MATE: Low cost
digital automation for your
P.C. Interface with existing
automation or use standalone. Proven DOS reliability.

Micro FX NR units ( 6), vgc
w/rack adapters, $ 40 ea. C
Yengst, WAWZ, Weston Canal
Rd, Zarephath 08890. 732469-0991.

Easy to use. More info/demo:
503-769-2886, Website:
teww.tevi.com/-automate

UREI 535 dual 10 band
graphic EQ, needs work,
$100. J Borden, Handbasket
Prod, 2909 S Logan Ave,
Milwaukee WI 53207. 414482-8954.

SMC DAS 12, MSP 12, 4
stereo Carousels, 2 slide
drawer cart players, $ 1500. B
Strand, KWXD, 1604 E
Quincy, Pittsburg KS 66762.
316-232-5993.

Tannoy 15" speaker pair,
newly recond, $ 1450; vintage
recond tube mic pre's & mixers, $ 300-$700; new ADC
patch bays 1/
4 "52 points,
$169; ADC TT bays, $ 129 up;
new ADC TT or 1/
4 " TRS
cords, $9; Furman 1/
4"to 1/
4"
patchbays, $95 ea; like new

Digilink II version 3.0, new
1.6 gig hard drive, new pwr
supply, presently on- air,
$2000; Digilink CD multiplay
controller, w/6 used PD-TM3
18 CD players, 2 new PDTM3 18 CD players & 5 used
PDM-501 or PDM-551 6 CD

Want to Sell
(8044

9444-4255

-+EBerlronics
HAU

Scala CAS-150EB/CP w/6
dBd gain, input pwr rating 100
W, tuned to 104.3; ( 2) new
Dielectric 3-1/8" elbows. H
Holzapfel, Westar Bdctg
Group, 19201 Seventh St
East, Sonoma CA 95476.
707-938-1775.
Cablewave 7/8" transmission
line, 300', $ 750; SWR 3- bay
low pwr 3 kW antenna, 6 yrs
old, $ 750. B Dixon, WAWC,
219-457-8181.

NOW AVAILABLE
Audio Vault System,
sound 81 broadcast room
equipment, satellite with
too much to list. Located
in Pacific Northwest. For
more information or a
detail listing contact John
G. Rosenlund at Firstcorp,
First
in
Equipment
Leasing. S03-598-4153.
Sansui AU- 555A amp, 2
phono inputs, $ 40; Sansui
SE- 300 graphic EQ, $ 25. E
Ribner, Sounds That Matter,
3532-A Wyoming St, St Louis
MO 63118. 314-771-2155.

Digital Automation: RDS
Phantom digital automation
system: with rack mount,
486DX/33PC, 4MBRAM, ( 2)
1GB HDD's, relay I/O card, (2)
Antex sound cards, RDL
stereo switcher, 4 port Cybex
PC Expander, ( 3) Cybex
remotes, ( 3) VGA monitors
and keyboards. Perfect for
satellite delivered format. In
excellent condition, $ 10,000
or best offer. Tony Mullins,
910-342-3853.
Want to Buy

Automation system for FM
broadcaster, used or barely
used, complete & ready to
install, 2 chnl, sat u/I-d/I, liveassist, full auto, documentation, need one, will consider
package. C Slacke, WCPE,
POB 828, Wake Forest NC
27588.
1-919-556-5178.
Cslacke@mindspring.com

Want to Sell
Cutting Edge Unity 20001
digital bdct processor w/software
for
PC
control,
$3500/130. G Morrill, Box 973,
Bay City MI 48707. 517-8929700 ext 120.
CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
BE triple deck w/record electr for deck 3, mono w/3 cue
tones, excel cond, $ 1200. B
Hineman, The Sound Man,
2673 Glengyle Dr, Vienna VA
22181. 703-242-7497.

(t Ir
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Pacific Tomcat, rack mount,
PB, stereo cart deck, excel
cond, $ 100. W Jackson,
Broadcast Productions, 1520
University NE, Albuquerque
NM 87102. 505-848-8391.
ITC SP cart deck, $75 +shpg.
J Baltar,
New
Musik
Directions, 67 Green St,
Augusta ME 04330. 207-6231941.
ITC upgrade PB to record,
amps only- no deck, 3 tone,
stereo, $ 175. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.
CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Howe 12 pots, $1500. JArzuaga,
WLAZ, Curry Ford Rd, Orlando
FL 32812. 787-895-0000.

FM Pro 2020
FM Audio Processor/
Stereo Generator
set-up screen.

List
$49995
Fix«
Call Now... Your HE Price is much Lower!

Af

www.halls.corn
Email

4HALL

sales@halls.com

706 Rose liill Drive, tharlottesvilleSA. 22901

Sectronics

(804)984-11A1.1,(4255)Fax:(804)984-FAXX ( 3299)

Grde ( 233) On Reeder Service Card

984-4255

HALL
Electronics

Sounds Great & IT'S LOUD!!!

Digital Control,

0,1

coutpueol ter. head.. I
or

API-EX

Brand New from

PRODUCTION

Great Antenna
Great Price!

KRRI-FM Las Vegas, 24 Hr
Schafer System for sale. Rack
mounted except as noted.
Includes: Main Brain; 6Elevator
Audiofiles: 1Backup Brain for
spare parts; 10 Free Standing
Audiofiles; $ 1000 worth of new
spare parts; 901 System
Engineering books, $ 1500
+shpg, excellent condition, first
come first served. Call Art
Kevin: 702-592-5899 or E-mail:
radioart@ix.netcom.com

Arrakis Digilink GEM- 600
Gemini System w/1.2 gig +
network board & software,
w/cart wall; Arrakis TS- 8C
Trak Star workstation w/270
MG w/network board & software, units are 1 yr old, currently on air & working,
$11,500/60. L Zeve, WHYL,
Box WHYL, Carlisle PA
17013. 717-249-1717,

Compressors & EQs, tube
and solid state. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Automation!

players, presently on- air,
$2000. B Dixon, WAWC, 219457-8181.

Neve, API, Gates, Langevin,
Collins, Lexicon & others; rnic
preamps, EQs, reverbs,
delays. T Coffman, Rolltop
Studio, POB 17203, San
Diego CA 92177. 619-5715031.

ESE ES302 up/down rack
mounted timer, $ 150. P
Cibley, Cibley Music, 166 E
35th St, NYNY 10016. 212532-2980.

Affordable

BEE

66
CONSOLES continued...
Dynamax MXIZL, like new,
$3800;
Dynamax
S- MX
semi/fuse kit, excel, $ 45;
Dynamax test extender TE M,
perfect, $ 25; Dynamax MANMX tech manual, excel, $ 20;
Yamaha MC16041I, perfect,
$220. J Coursolle CRMC,
2401

W

Waukau

Ave,

Oshkosh WI 54903. 920-2384242.
IF YOU NEED

PARTS

FOR

AMPRO-SCULLY
CONSOLES
CART RECORDERS
call

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1-(408) 363-1646
FAX 1-(408) 3634-0957

lnstatape 1080 8 chnl mono
board w/3 auxiliary chnls,
$150 + shpg.
J Reed,
Exceptional Entertainment,
POB 285, Oaklyn NJ 08107.
609-858-3666.
Mackie 1202 VLZ, 4 mono, 4
stereo, like new, $260; Mackie
1202, like new, $ 185. R
Forsythe, Forsythe/Hines,
59241 Overseas Hwy # 99,
Marathon FL 33050. 305-7433503.
Sony MXP 2026 24x4x2 w/18
mono, 6 stereo modules, 4
comp/hm, $ 28K; MBI Series
24 on- air console 12x2 w/10

stereo, 2 mono modules, PPM
meters, P&G faders, $ 7K;
Ward Beck 20x4x2 w/4
comp/hm, P&G faders &
patchbay, $8K; Studer A8ORC
1/4" stereo, $2K; Ampex ATR
104 1/2", $2.5K. M Valovsky,
Eurosound, 1101 Atlantic Ave
#1, Waukegan IL 60083. 847249-3467.
Yamaha 1242 12 chnl 4 group
stereo, ' 93 mdl, mint cond,
$850. M Middleton, WQRX,
POB 309, Valley Head AL
35989. 205-635-6284.
Soundcraft
600
32x16
w/patchbay, mint, $ 4950;
Tascam 512 12x8 mixer,
$750; Tascam 520 20x8x16
mixer, $ 1750; Tascam 30 8x4,
$450; Allen & Heath Syncon
28x24,
great
sounding,
$5000. W Gunn, Box 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92262. 760320-0728.

DISCO-PRO
SOUND EQUIP
Want to Sell
Nady 2 chnl wireless rcvr w/2
wireless mics, excel cond,
BO; Nady WA150 50 W small
wireless PA system w/speaker, amp/rcvr & mic, works on
110V AC or 18V DC, BO. H
Holzapfel, Westar Bdctg
Group, 19201 Seventh St
East, Sonoma CA 95476.
707-938-1775.

FINANCIAL/LEASING
SERVICES

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800)699-FLEX
E We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
u Flexible Credit Criteria
D Flexible Payment Plans
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Want to Buy
UREI, dbx, WE, Gates,
Collins, Altec, all tube types,
etc. J Phillips, The Great
Wireless Talking Machine Inc.
419-782-8591.
Collins,
RCA,
WE,
Flickenger, Orange County,
AOR. B Gilliott, Showplace
Studios, 347 S Salem, Dover
NJ 07801. 201-328-4400.

E No Down Payment, No Payments
For 90- Days Available
To apply or request
additional information
call Jeff Wetter.

E1M
FLEX LEASE, Inc.
LIMITERS
Want to Sell
Texar Audio Prisms (
2) clean
w/manual, $ 1400/pr.
B
Hawkins, WENS, 950 N
Meridian
St # 1297,
Indianapolis IN 46204.
CBS FM Volumax 410, $40
+shpg; AM 864/U voice freq,
tube limiters, $ 35 ea or
$125/all + shpg. J Crawley,
POB 185, Cambellsville KY
42719. 502-465-8884.
Orban 8200ST studio processor, like new, $ 999. J
Coursolle, CRMC, 2401 W
Waukau Ave, Oshkosh WI
54903. 920-238-4242.

Teletronics or UREI LA 2, 3,
4, 1176, Gates, RCA, dbx
(160-165), Altec, Collins. T
Coffman, Rolltop Studio, POB
17203, San Diego CA 92177.
619-571-5031.
Teietronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
EV RE20 ( 2), reconditioned at
the factory. H Holzapfel,
Westar Bdctg Group, 19201
Seventh St East, Sonoma CA
95476. 707-938-1775.
Nady 49HT wireless mic &
rcvr, $ 75; Shure 545-D
Unidyne III, $35; Superscope
EC-3 cardioid condenser mic,
$15; EV 645-TR noise- cancelling telephone handset mic,
$20; EV RE- 50, $ 70; EV

635A, $40. E Ribner, Sounds
That Matter, 3532-A Wyoming
St, St Louis MO 63118. 314771-2155.
Neuman U87A, $1500. J
Arzuaga, WLAZ, Curry Ford
Rd, Orlando FL 32812. 787895-0000.
Advantage One bi-amp 8
chnl mixer, $ 375 + shpg;
Shure
SM
59, $ 125;
Sennheiser ECM10, $ 130; EV
635A, $ 140. J Baltar, New
Musik Directions, 67 Green
St, Augusta ME 04330. 207623-1941.
EV RW20, perfect, $295; EV
309A mic shockmount, perfect, $ 65; Telex V220 sportscaster headset w/cord, XLR
plug, excel, $ 145; OC White
M2MDUR mic arm/R, excel
cond, $65; Symetrix 528E mic
processor, perfect, $ 285. J
Coursolle, CRMC, 2401 W
Waukau Ave, Oshkosh WI
54903. 920-238-4242.
RCA 77DX & 44BX mics completely refurbished. P Hayes,
TCC
Productions,
6327
Bahama Shrs Dr So, St
Petersburg FL 33705. 813867-8330.
Shure SM7, like new, $220;
Sennheiser MD421, gd cond,
$180.
R
Forsythe,
Forsythe/Hines,
59241
Overseas Hwy #99, Marathon
FL 33050. 305-743-3503.
Valley 400 mic processor,
excel
cond, $ 150.
M

CONSULTANTS
diPei E vA
s or...T.,

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

EXPERTS IN:
TV • Abil • Fil • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER
210 S. Main St., ThiensvilM, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evensassoc.com
Member AFCCE

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
E-mail: Owleng19@skypoint.com

AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies
•Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades
•AM Directional Antennas • STL Applications
•High Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections
Ir

1-800-255-2632

(3011913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MD 20815}

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
-Field Work
-Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Don't
Gamble
with your
Advertising Dollars!
Advertise in
Radio World and reach
1E3,000+ subscribers.
Call eimone at
703-998-7600 today!

1-800-797-1338

MET
Mollet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

1110 North Glebe Rd, #800
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 741-3500
FAX: ( 703) 741-0312
Member AFCCE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM -TV

Full Service From Alliivation to
Operation A:WIN/EV/MIX Server..
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities I )esign

WAYNE S.REESE
PRESIDENT

Airport Rd.
Coldwater, Ml
49036

Box 220, 100

517-278-7339

MUSEC HELPERS
consillUnLs
Major Market Sound
Without the Cost
All Formats
•Prograrruning
•Studio Layout
•Promotions
No job too small
417-886-2408 Fax 417-886-3299

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Fax (612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 Member AFCCE"

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

PC —

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping— SU Paths
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 7£13- DOUG

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.

202-393-5133
www . grallanibrock.c,

C.P.

CROSSNO &

ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN, ALLOCATIONS, FCC/FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO, PE.
(214) 321-9140

MEMBER AFCCE

RCA, Neumann, WE, all
types, on air lights, etc. J
Phillips, The Great Wireless
Talking Machine Inc. 419-7828591.
Broken E- V RE-20/PL-20
mics for parts. D Rumble,
Toursound, 2918 N 47th Dr,
Phoenix AZ 85031. 602-2724724.
RCA 77 & 44 or other ribbon
mics, dynamics & tube mics. T
Coffman, Rolltop Studio, POB
17203, San Diego CA 92177.
619-571-5031.
Neumann, Sennheiser, AKG,
many models. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.
RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On- Air lights, recording lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt,
2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-2696131, FAX: 615-292-3434.

Want to Sell
Female- to- female
XLR
adapters (3), $ 15; (2) _" splice
blocks, $25; cassette splice
block, $ 10; discfeet, $5; ( 12)
music DeWOLFE LPs, gd
cond, $20. E Ribner, Sounds
That Matter, 3532-A Wyoming
St, St Louis MO 63118. 314771-2155.

RF Warning Signs

Call Simone TODAY!

9"x 12" $ 13.95

703-998-7600

10"x 19"$19.95
04Chenica

Web Access
RF Engineering Tools

Over 35 years engineering
912-638-8028

Want to Buy

New style on- air signs ( 2),
excel cond, BO. H Holzapfel,
Westar Bdctg Group, 19201
Seventh St East, Sonoma CA
95476. 707-938-1775.

SOFTWARE

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

and consultinge.xperience

RCA 77DX, BK1A, $395; vintage PA mics, Shure 51 Elvis,
$75, EV731, $95, EV 630 or
635, $ 75, RCA mini 77"
shaped, $ 295. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.

MISCELLANEOUS

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower DetunIng
Video/Data/Volce • Statewide Networks • Wide-Area Networks

Middleton, WQRX, POB 309,
Valley Head AL 35989. 205635-6284.

CDS Online

is the first
Web-based RE Engineering System
providing remote access to ahost
of FCC, FAA, USGS, and US Census
databases. CDS Online offers a
familiar look and feel to web
users, Instant graphical
output, comprehensive help, and
accessible technical assistance.
Up-to-date Databases.
No hidden or automatic charges.

cp

•DTV Study
•Master Frequency
File Search
•FM Study

•

•Population Count
•Terrain Averages
•Within Study
•Terrain Profile
•Contours

Communications Data Services
800-441-0034

•

CAUTION

804) 484-4255

SL Waber pwr conditioner,
voltage regulator w/surge &
noise suppressor, 15 amp/138
VAC, almost new, $ 499. R
Chambers, KSUE, 2015
Johnstonville Rd, Susanville
CA 96130. 916-257-2121.
STL MA-23CC & 1000' dbl
shield coax; QRK tables;
Scully tape decks/amps;
Gates automation & decks;
amps; PC data rcvrs, BO. S
Weber, KWVA, POB 453,
Oakridge OR 97463. 541-7822901.
Blank metal base recording
disks for record cutters ( 50),
$200. C Collins, Grunert
Sound,
1977
S 74th,
Milwaukee WI 53219. 414327-4141.

BEE
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MISCELLANEOUS continued...
Eventide BD500, perfect,
$1795;
ESE
ES185
GPS/master clock, perfect,
$1575; ESE ES161A slave
clock, perfect, $ 140; ESE
ES166A slave clock, perfect,
$198; Gentner TS612 6
line/exp, w/screenware pkg,
excel, $2000; Gentner TS 612
network interface, excel,
$275; Gentner TS612 control
surface, excel, $ 275; Telos
One 120-1 hybrid w/rack
mount, excel, $410; Best UPS
L1 3KL, $ 1275. J Coursolle,
CRMC, 2401 W Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 920-2384242.
Industrial Acoustic voice
over booth, new, $900 + shpg;
Grim audio patch bay, new,
$120. J Baltar, New Musik
Directions, 67 Green St,
Augusta ME 04330. 207-6231941.
Onan OT225 automatic transfer switch, 240 V, 3 phase,
100 kW, new in crate. $ 2500.
S Swanson, KBNL, Box
440029, Laredo TX 78044.
956-724-9211.
CBS or NBC call- letter plate
for RCA44 & Altec-Lansing
639A mics. M Harrington,
POB 250995, Little Rock AR
72225.
Yamaha BP-2 bass pedals. B
Meuse, Muse Audio Arts, 600
Rainbow Dr # 107, Mtn View
CA 94041. 650-969-2433.
Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.

MONITORS

RECORDERS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Beier, many to
choose from, tuned and calibrated on your frequency, fully
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
Inc., 402-493-1886.

Marantz PMD 220 prof 3
head,
mono,
2 speed,
portable cassette rcdr, excel
cond, $ 175. S Barker, KAK
Productions, 1994 Sillick Terr,
Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707528-4055.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Moseley TRL-1 telemetry
return link rcvr, vgc, $ 1200. C
Yengst, WAWZ, Weston Canal
Rd, Zarephath ME 08890.
732-469-0991.
Motorola Moxy high band 2way mobile radio, $ 40. K
Starcher, 1570 Meriline,
Cuyahoga Falls OH 44221.
330-920-8035.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
WWI work to meet your receiver needs

Professional / Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

Vertex FTH-7009 (
4) 5 W
UHF hand helds, 6 chnl PI,
programmed for you with
chargers, 450-470 MHz,
$500/all. P Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick
ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

STUDER REVOX
PARTS SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JIVI TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. #156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892
Sony TC-153SD portable
cassette rcdr, mic inputs,
Dolby B, service manual, $75;
Vector Research VCX-500
cassette deck, worn heads,
$35. E Ribner, Sounds That
Matter, 3532-A Wyoming St,
St Louis MO 63118. 314-7712155.
Ampex AG 440 - 2, rack
mount, gd cond, $ 500. B
Lindahl, Lindahl Studios,
10680 SW Wedgewood,
Portland OR 97225. 503-6449643.
Dynamax CTR10 cart rcdr,
vgc w/manual, $ 750; ITC cart
player, vgc w/manual, $ 200. C
Yengst, WAWZ, Weston Canal
Rd, Zarephath ME 08890.
732-469-0991.
Otan i5050, $1800 + shpg. J
Baltar, New Musik Directions,
67 Green St, Augusta ME
04330. 207-623-1941.
Otani MX5050 2 trk, sounds
great, gd cond, $ 800. R
Forsythe, Forsythe/Hines,
59241 Overseas Hwy # 99,
Marathon FL 33050. 305-7433503.
Revox B77 1/2 trk r- rw/manual, excel cond, $ 650. D Brou,
KRVV,
212
Wainwright,
Pineville LA 71360. 318-4454843.

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

Revox PR 99 PB deck &
stand, $ 500. F Ferreri, WLYU,
6214 Springer Dr, Port Richey
FL 34668. 815-845-1063.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Tandberg Series 64X 4-trk
stereo, tube electr r- r, $ 125. J
Borden, Handbasket Prod,
2909 S Logan Ave, Milwaukee
WI 53207. 414-482-8954.

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
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Tascam 32 r- r, perfect,
$1375; Panasonic DAT SV3700, excel cond, $ 600;
Marantz PMD-222, R/P XLR,
2 sp, in in/out, perfect, $300;
Telex ACC- 4000 duplicator,
perfect, $ 1800. J Coursolle,
CRMC, 2401 W Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 920-2384242.
Tascam 48 .
50/inch r- r8 trk
w/8 chnls dbx, manual, tapes,
$1500. J Borden, Handbasket
Prod, 2909 So Logan Ave,
Milwaukee WI 53207. 414482-8954.
Tascam DA88, very low hrs,
w/12' XLR cable, $ 1800; Otani
MX- 5050 MK III- 4, 1/2" 4 trk,
overbridge, wheels, $ 600. G
Hansuld, Act Radio, 301
Merritt, Norwalk CT 06851.
203-840-5767.

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
1M DOWN TIME

tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetattnet

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex machines, recorder
electronics, mixers. W Gunn,
Box 2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.

Burk TC-8 w/67 Hz subcarrier
& new relay panel, $ 1800. J
Arzuaga, WLAZ, Curry Ford
Rd, Orlando FL 32812. 787895-0000.

AIM
VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX " HOTLINE" POTS CODEC
TELOS STEREO ISDN ZEPHYR
COMREX NEXUS ISDN & SW-56 SETS
1, 2 & 3-LINE EXTENDER SYSTEMS
MARTI 8, TFT VHF/UHF RPU SETS
WIRELESS MICS & PORTABLE DAT
RECORDERS
IAICIMIXERSIEADSETiF1ELD PACKAGES
RPU WAUUE-TALKIES áIFB PACKAGES

24-HOUR TECHNICAL SUPPORT
RENT BY THE DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
OVERNIGHT FED-EX DELIVERY
CALL DWIGHT WELLER, CPBE, KB3LA
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
410-252-6351; FAX: 410-252-4261
TOLL FREE: 800•252•8351

Marti M- 30B, (
2) xmtrs, ( 2
mic inputs, $ 125 ea; Wegener
1601-50 ST5 AX main frame
sat rcvr, $ 200. M Williams,
WMBH, 2510 W 20th, Joplin
MO 64801. 417-781-1313.
Moseley 1620 xmtr remote
control studio & xmtr units
w/modem & Taskmaster software; Marti APT xmtr 2 chnl
battery operated or 110V, 2
inputs; Telos 10 digital telephone interface. H Holzapfel,
Westar Bdctg Group, 19201
Seventh St East, Sonoma CA
95476. 707-938-1775.

$34.95 Ea. "
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnolia Blvd #116
818.907-5151
Noah leer#00d. G4 91507 ,an 8157844763

MX70 video playback system,
$900; Gd used _" x2500' 456
tape, $ 20, 1x2500' 996 &
250, $35; new MAL short test
tapes, $229 for 2", save $400.
Save on all other formats too.
W Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 760-3200728.
New & used Ampex 350 style
tape transports, motors &
parts, various prices. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Otan i 5050BII (
2), mint,
#1200, gd, $ 800, portable
case available. Redco Audio,
1-800-572-7280.
Tascam ATR60-2, in stand,
$1200; Tascam 58, 8 trk,
$1950; Tascam 38 8 trk,
$1650; Otan i5050-8 Mk Ill,
$1900; Ampex 1200 PURC
cards ( 5), $ 125 ea; Custom
locator for any deck, $ 495;
Sony 2trks, $ 195 ea. W Gunn,
Box 2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • sit;
Gentner VAC2000 w/ready
panel, VAC 1000 cable, AGC
panel ( 2), $ 2000. B Strand,
KWXD, 1604 E Quincy,
Pittsburg KS 66762. 316-2325993,
Inexpensive Satellite Timel
Low cost satellite airtime available
for remotes, programs, concerts
etc. WE use only 4 hrs per day,
can you use any of the other 21 6,
weekends? Substantial savings, this
opportunity won't last) Uplink form
anywhere in the USA or use our studio. Call IBN Radio, 954-7354070 or email info@ibnradio.com

Gentner VRC command relay
panel, 10 yrs old, average
cond, $ 200. B Hawkins,
WENS, 950 N Meridian St
#1297, Indianapolis IN 46204.
Advertise in Rodio World!
Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

763.1 776 • FAX: 516 763 17r,0

Comrex LTX/R (
2), $ 700 ea;
US Audio Whirlwind Mix- 5S
stereo mixer, $ 225; SKB rackmount case- 4 unit, $ 120,
excel cond. K Starks, The
Voice Fox, 313-480-9981.

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codecs
COMREX

Funk
Grutsktean
AudioNideo
Consultants

610-642-0978

Comrex Nexus ISDN, perfect, $ 1350; Comrex Codec
Buddy,
perfect, $ 1200;
Comrex DXP.1 G.722, excel.
$950; Comrex TCB-1A telephone coupler, excel, $ 95. J
Coursolle, CRMC, 2401 W
Waukau Ave, Oshkosh WI
54903. 920-238-4242.

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue. Use
your credit card to pay, we now accept
VISA. MASTERCARD, and AMEX.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Stellavox recorders/parts. C
King, King Audio, POB 116, E
Berlin CT 06023. 860-6652881.

Want to Sell

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

MCI JH-110, will pay fair price
for capstan motor for 1" 8 trk.
J Borden, Handbasket Prod,
2909
So
Logan
Ave,
Milwaukee WI 53207. 414482-8954.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

FROM STOCK

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(61 9i438-4420 Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

Want to Buy

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 • PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966
Select from these categories
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers 8i Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players

for best ad positioning:
Computers
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors

Receivers & Transceivers
Recorders
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 1997
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Training Services
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

To compute ad costs: Multiply the
number of ad inches ( columns
1x
$69
$52
$105
$74

3x
66
59
100
68

6x
13x
61
55
55
50
95
90
62
56
$2.00 per word
$15 additional

x

inches) by the desired rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example:
a 3" ad at the lx rate is $207, at
the 3x rate $ 195, at the 6x rate
$183, at the 12x rate $ 165, etc.

BEE
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REMOTE continued...
Rent

SATELLITE

in EUROPE

TELOS

EQUIPMENT

ZEPHYR

Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

from

WIRED FOR SOUND
Europe's Remote Broadcast Specialists

•Technical Management
•Equipment & Engineers
•Production Resources

Advertise in Rodio World

Want tole'

1
SATELLITE SYSTEMS
-s

phone 011 44 181 442 8900

Gentner E&F 900A single
line freq extender, send &
receive w/pwr supply, $400. J
Felz, KLTX, 701 N Brand
Blvd, Glendale CA 91203.
310-546-6451.

Satellite Equipment for Radio

in need ot
thorough, reliable
repair service?

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
itPlITTs
Nexus
Aiello

FM Exciters
M's
FM P
M' AMPS
Test Nelms«

If we don't have it, we will get id
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Marti RPT-15 remote xmtr &
rcvr, 455.1175 solid state,
$800/firm. D Doelitrsch,
WFRX, POB 1888, Marion IL
62959. 618-997-8123.
MCI STL xmt & receiver, 2
dishes, 215' transmission line,
$3500. H Morgan, WHJM,
802 S Central Ave, Knoxville
TN 37902. 423-546-4653.
Modulation Sciences composite line drivers ( 2) CLD
2501 & CLD2502, $900/set or
$1700/all. B Landry, WWL
Radio, 1450 Poydras St, New
Orleans LA 70112. 504-5932107.
Moseley MRC-1600 (
2), vgc
w/manuals, $ 1800/both. C
Yengst, WAWZ, Weston Canal
Rd, Zarephath ME 08890.
732-469-0991.
Gentner VRC-2000 with command relay unit, remote control unit, and interconnection
unit for remote control transmitter operation, with operation manual. In excellent condition, currently in use,
$1500.00 or best offer. Tony
Mullins, 910-342-3853.
REPAIR SERVICES

PIKE'S PEAK
SATCOM
Dart 384
SA7300 ( Dat32)
SCPC Recievers
Repair Specialist
Low Rates

Rely on us!

Contact us for Ariel and Zephyrus 700 SCPC receivers.
Upgrade your Fairchild Dart 384 and Scientific Atlanta
7300/7325 to LNB receivers—use existing equipment as
trade-in.

Turn to the leader in repair, upgrades, new equipment, used
equipment and accessories. We can answer all of your
questions.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
615 East Brookside
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151

b id
lal

gig
CO

703-998-7600
for details & deadlines

Richey FL 34668
1063.

815- 845-

Records, Adult Contemporary
format on 76 10.5" reels;
Music
Library
digitally
recorded on 172 CDs of the
greatest standards of the past
50 yrs by original artists, complete buy-out basis, for radio
use only. J Gelo, 941-6426899.
Microtran table top tape
degausser, handles 1"-2"
tapes, $ 150/130; mechanical
tape
timers,
Lyrec &
Seike/Spotmaster, new &
used. M Crosby, 408-3631646.

HTS Premier 70 w/descrambler & antenna relocator. H
Holzapfel, Westar Bdctg
Group, 19201 Seventh St
East, Sonoma CA 95476.
707-938-1775.
MRP-1
Cue
Command
decoder for ABC stations,
$200/80. 1-770-614-0721.
STATIONS
Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
KC rules allows low power AM
radio stations b operate without a
license !! Cover an erdire sown &
bill $ 1500 amonth !! It has been
done !! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD AM
1670, 4 Canal St, Westerly RI
02891 or ca1 401-348-9222 for
more info. FCC Inspected.

Want to Sell
Low pwr FM station in Southern
Ohio area, operates under part
15 of FCC R2R, equipment only,
must move station. Fax replies
to 614-775-4954.

DENON
Regional
Service

Cart

AM,
fulltime,
Central
Georgia. Cheap! Group deal.
912-765-8166 ( pager).
Rebuilt Radio Stations in
Southern Louisana ( new
tower, antenna, transmission line, transmitter &
processor), FM & AM, will
lease or sell with financing.
804-272-7101 or ( pager) 888948-0521.
STEREO
GENERATORS
Want to Sell
Standby Generator, Empire
150 KW Cummins diesel
engine, 1000 hours 120/208
volt or 277/480 volt, batteries,
charger & muffler, $ 9,750.
K.P. Polly, 573-474-4334.

UD

Fast expert repair on Denon Products
Warranty and Non Warranty Service
New! 1Year Warranty on co Cart Machines!
Credit Terms Available

Audio Services

544 Central Drive, Suite 101, Virginia Beach, VA 23454

DEVICES

300B (See SV300B)
3CX300A 1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7/YU148
3C X10,000A3
3CX10,000A7

RF POWER
The Best of Two Wodds!

Tektronix 7633 dual trace
oscilloscope, 7A26 & 7B53A
plug-in units, gd cond, $ 600.
B Lindahl, Lindahl Studios,
10680 S W Wedgewood,
Portland OR 97225. 503-6449643.
Want to Buy
Heathkit 10-10 small portable
tube type oscilloscope from
late 1960s. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-0728.

eeeiz9
Svetlana
Se Hable Espanol
(760) 744-0500. (888)744-3500
Fax: (760) 744-1943
e-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

Grde (224) Oe Reader Service Card

TUBES
Want to Sell

3CX10,000H3
3CX15,000A3
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX20,000A7
3CW20,000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20.000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30,000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

Svetlana

'
Flu lb e s

C, NV

4CPX800A •
4CX 1500A
4CX1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10.000D
4CX12,000A
4CX15,000A
4CX15.000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20,000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX 1500A

5CX150013
5728
6550C (
See SV6550(7)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

Svetlana

www.svetiona.com
Headquarters: 205-882-1344

SV572-3
SV572- 10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3A
SV811-10
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC 130/9019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

6=9

Watch this list GROW!
•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube factory •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on
quality at low cost • Shipment from USA stock

ELECTRON

Fax 205-880-8077 • Marketing & Engineering: 650-233-0429

DEVICES

Fax 650-233-0439

Circle (229) On Render Service Cord
TEST EQUIPMENT

10K AM in North Central AZ.
520-774-0864.

Want to Sell
Sencor SL750I TV- FM signal
level meter w/access, 2 yrs
old, $ 600. AJ "
Anello
Tech, 1809 E 4tAve, Tampa
FL 33605. 813-241-2217,
between 3-6PM EST.
B&W Model 400 dist analyzers, (
2) w/copy of manual, gd
tubes, $ 35 + shpg. J Crawley,
POB 185, Cambellsville KY
42719. 502-465-8884.
HP 1704A 100 MHz scope
w/probes, $ 700 + shpg;
Rockland single chnl real time
spectrum analyzer, $ 950
+shpg; HP 8444A tracking
gen, $ 1200 + shpg; HP H382A
variable attenuator, $ 450;

New 4-125A, 2C43, 7289,
7077; used 5894, 4 X 150,
6970, many others, mostly TV
& audio, new & used. Bob,
916-273-9679.

EIMAC, RCA, AMPEREX, 3500,
3CX1500A7,
4-400,
4X150A, 4CX250B, 572B, 807,
833C. Westgate 800-213-4563.

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
THI50, 6425F, 6427,
8550, 6804, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682,
5671, 7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C
Worn out power tubes purchased

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
—1-800-528-5014508-584-4500 X75

Electronics Co.

NEW

TUBES

We have the altemahves
for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, direct from

SV011ialla

OUR STOCKai

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

e

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/ MASTERCARD

ACCEPTED

i‘o Aueed ADVERTISE!
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RADIO WORLD
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TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD'S
Want to Sell

Cart

757-498-8277

500W daytimer licensed to
Pawhuska OK, studios in
Bartlesville, $50,000, terms to
qualified buyers or $ 40,000
cash. B Campbell, KACO, 720
N Commerce, Ardmore OK
73401. 405-226-9850.

Tektronix 508 1Ghz counter,
$500; Tektronix 501A 2 MHz
function gen, $ 200; Tektronix
DC502 freq counter, $ 200. J
Baltar, New Musik Directions,
67 Green St, Augusta ME
04330. 207-623-1941.

tiL aL 1i11 y

Grde (231) On Render Service Cord

Pike's Peak Satcom

imm
ete*.

Call your advertising representative

ELECTRON

Pre-and post- service technical support along with a6- month
warrranty.

Buy, Sell, Trade

Grde (230) On Reader Service Card

Advertise!

Satellite Systems is respected industry- wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.

Fast Reliable Service

Tel 719-390-6606
Fax 719-390-6616

November 12, 1997

Assorted cart racks, in gd
cond,
many
new,
BO;
Fidelipac carts, gold & grey,
gd cond, $ 1 ea. C Yengst,
WAWZ, Weston Canal Rd,
Zarephath ME 08890. 732469-0991.
Fidelipac Dynamax Type AA,
approx 3000 cartridges, various lengths, $ 1000. F Ferreri,
WLYU, 6214 Springer Dr, Port

Your ad appearing in Radio World's
eve

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
will reach _18,000+ broadcast
equipment buying prospects.

For more information, contact Simone Mullins at

703-998-7600

BEE

November 12, 1997
TUBES

continued...

TRANSMITTERS

vo\St:4)

TRANSMITTERS

BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
USED: FM/AM Transmitters, RPU's.
STL's, FM Antennas, Consoles,
Processing, etc. CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS,
3300
Chippewa, St. Louis MO 63118.
1-800-664-4497 FAX: 314-664-9427.

Want to Sell

CA Ni:N•
ISO 9001 Certified
'The Reliable Manufacturer for

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
TUBE REBUILDING
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax (415) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com
=

69

Aphex Type Ill, $400. J
Arzuaga, WLAZ, Curry Ford
Rd, Orlando FL 32812. 787895-0000.
NEC HPA4536B FM exciter
w/built in stereo gen, freq
agile 50 W; Henry 100D-95
FM amp/xmtr tuned to 95.5,
excel cond. H Holzapfel,
Westar Bdctg Group, 19201
Seventh St East, Sonoma
CA 95476. 707-938-1775.
CCA AM250D 250 W on
1550 kHz, spare modulation
transformer, $ 1000 FOB or
you pick up; Wilkinson FM2500E xmtr on 95.3 MHz,
some spare transistors,
$5000/firm, you pick up. J
Crawley,
POB
185,
Cambellsville KY 42719.
502-465-8884.

tifiers, no PCB's, custom 2
tube PA modification, custom solid-state audio driver
stage, new mod xfmr, wired
for remote control, some
spare parts, met NRSC
proof, on 1050 kHz, working
when removed from service
in 5/97, $ 2000. L Knight,
KORE, 2080 Laura St,
Springfield OR 97477. 541747-5673.
(2) Harris C-Quam AM
stereo exciters. Like new
condition, all manuals, etc,
$1000 each or best offer.
Call Mark 1-800-750-1071
leave message.

50KW AM
RCA- 50J
800-678-4762

_

511•IC

Grde (228) On Reader Service Cord

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

CCA FM12000G3 xmtr w/60
W exciter, current mdl, less
than 2 yrs, BO over
$20,000; Marti RPU-30 xmtr
& mdl DR rcvr, 166.25 MHz,
$1850; Scala STL receive
line amp, $300. B Walters,
WASE,
POB
2087,
Elizabethtown KY 42702.
502-766-1035.
Gates BC5P 5 kW xmtr, 1
kW cutback, solid-state rec-

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626
916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760
arde (227) Om Reeder Service Card
FOR THE BEST PRICE

Used PTEK 500W FM
amplifier, $2950, full manufacturers 2 year warrentee. Other power amps
and exciters also available. 408-448-3342.
Want to Buy

Quality FM Transmitters at Reasonable Prices

703-998-7600

FM Antennas as low as $ 395.00 Per Bay
Jimmie Joynt / Superior Broadcast Products
Ph. 973/473-2577 800/279-3326 Fax 800/ 644 -5958

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes

call Goodrich Ent Inc at 402-493-1886
day or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

17194 Preston Rd. # 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

1988
1986
1977
1973
1972
1978
1982

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
50 KW
50 KW
50 KW
50 KW

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

1980
1982
1982
1978
1981
1981
1982

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

l
eAYLOR
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1
Watt
2Watt
4 Watt
20 Watt
40 Watt
100 Watt
200 Watt
400 Watt
800Watt
1KWatt
2KWatt

On

Reader Service Cord

FM RADIO
TRANSMITTERS

$1,114 Including Stereo Encoder
$1,664
$1,138
$3
$
2:880
138 iwatt
$5,046 30Watt
$6,206 300Watt
$9,874 600Watt
$13,171

1KWatt

$18,295 2KWatt
$22,900 4KWatt
$38,900

TAY L_OR

$1,499
$3,174
$5,960
$8,716
$ 11,905
$20,741

Taylor Bros. ( Oldham) Limited. Lee St.
Oldham England. Tel: 0161 652 3221,
Fax 0161 626 1736

The Transmitter People

da
m,
'

The
15-30,
Single tube, High Power
Grounded Grid Transmitters
up to 32 KW.
• Soild State driver
up to 2KW serves
as emergency
transmitter
• Straight Forward
field proven control
system
• VSWR Protection
&More

• BEST OF ALL THEY ARE ECONOMICALLY PRICED!
Abb.

"The Transmitter People"

EneraYOnix

1306 River St, Valatie NY 12184

Circle ( 226)

,

1

Harris MW-5A
Continental 315F
Continental 315R-1
Continental 317C-1
Continental 317C-1
Harris MW-50B
Harris MW-50B

1077 Rydal Road # 101, Rydal PA 19046

P-30

HELP BUT BLOW YOUR OWN HORN!
There comes atime
when acompany knows
it has abreak through
product. And for EnergyOnix, that time is now.

5 KW AM 1979 Harris MW-5A

Continental 814-R
ITA 10,000B
RCA BTF 20E1
Collins 831G
CCA FM20,000DS
Harris FM2OK
Harris FM25K

UNPRECEDENTED QUALITY

TAYLOR
eameme

•

•
2.5
10
20
20
20
20
25

902-P
.

SOMETHING THIS GOOK YOU CAN'T

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

•

0

WHEN YOU'VE GOT

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

100 W

-

o

TV TRANSMITTERS

Call Simone TODAY!

5Kw. $ 19,990.00
10 Kw. $ 22,990.00
15 Kw. $ 28,990.00
20 Kw. $ 34.990.00
STL Receiver $ 1,790.00
20 w Translator $2,500.00

re co

.

•

a

TAYLOR

mime

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Serizeliat Butedeaaet Pleelact4
20 watt Exciter $ 995.00
120 watt $ 2,500.00
300 watt $ 2,990.00
2.5 kw
$ 10,990.00
STL Transmitter
1.990.00
Both $ 3.500.00

TRANSMITTERS
.
.

FM xmtr, any power range
up to 10 kW. B Walsh,
KWMT, 540 A Street, Ft
Dodge IA 50501. 515-5767333.

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo
modules. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

INCREDIBLE
•

vvvvvv.amfmtv.com

(4) Harris SX _. 5/5 KW status/multimeter boards, all
current revision, all working.
Call Mark 1-800-750-1071
leave message.

Late mdl used AM, nondirectional, 5 kW tuned for
1370 kHz. R Hauck, WOCA
News Talk 1370, POB 1056,
Ocala FL 34478. 352-7328000.

Used McMartin BF- 5M 5
kW- FM tuned and tested on
your freq, completely refurbished; Also 3.5 kW & 25
kW. Goodrich Ent. Inc., 402493-1886.

518-758-1690
FAX: 518-758-1476

arde (225) On Render Service Card

BEE
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EMPLOYMENT

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
NEEDLES,

CARTRIDGES,

BELTS.. all major brands includ-

ing old/obsolete models, one of
the largest stocks in the country.
Expert consultation. NEEDLES
EXPRESS ( 800) 358-2030 or
www.needleexpress.com
Want to Buy
Technics TT w/tone arm & base,
SP10, SP15 or SP25, fast payment. Rich, 800-680-1144.

SERVICES

El Radio Chief Engineer
is needed in Waterloo LA, w/minimum 3 yrs radio bdct
experience in all areas of xrra: F1
studio facilities. Good communications skills, computer knowledge 8 open to continuing
education. SBE certification a
plus.
Gregory fl Dahl
Dir of Engrg
Connoisseur Communications
3901 Brendenwood Rd
Rockford IL 61107
Fax: 815-399-8148
7441,3772@compuserve
NO telephone calls

Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV
Microwave Systems,
Antennas & Towers

TOWEROMM
Communications Specialists

langle Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919)781-3496
Fax (919)781-6454

Advertise in

Engineer for AM/FM with
additional contract duties
for up to six stations. Must
know RF, digital, satellite,
audio and computers.
Great
area
to
live.
Great pay and benefits.
Qualified candidates send
resume with cover letter
including salary history to:
American Media Investments
1162 E. Hiway 126
Pittsburg, KS 66762
or fax to: 316-231-3321,
Attn.: General Manager

Rodio World'

Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

1

ASSISTANT
ENGINEER

HELP WANTED

Tower Sales & Erection

Ben Wall
President

RADIO KANSAS, A 3-SIAT1ON
public RAdlo FM NETWORk SEEkS
A full- rime ENGINEER TO
151 ILIE
DIR.

01
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T111 q o nc, Technologist'
looking to CONTRIbUTE TO A
fOR

RESUME 10 PERSONNEL HUTCLIINSON

Community Collec,e, 1300 N.
Plum, Ilurchinson KS
CHIEF ENGINEER
For a lorge Los Angeles audio
production facility. Must have
extensive experience in studio
maintenance, digital work station operation

and

mainte -

nonce, as well os computer network skills.

iarity with all building support
systems i.e. air, power, etc.
Strong people skills
ethic a must.

and

work

Full benefits, mov-

ing costs and a very competitve
salary discussed upon formol
inquiry.

Send resume to:

Radio

World, POB 1214, Falls Church
WI 22041. Fittn Box 497-10-15-

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month.
J Yes
J No

Signature
Date
Please check only one entry for each category:

Company/Station

I. Type of Firm

Address

D D. Combination AM/FM stationD F. Recording Studio

City/State

ID A. Commercial AM station

CI K. Radio Station Services

0 B. Commercial FM station

El G. TV station/teleprod facility

0 C. Educational FM station

D H. Consultantlind engineer

0 E. Network/group owner

D I.Mfg, distributor or dealer

—

Telephone

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orgaII. Job Function
nizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast EquipmentSales
U A. Ownership
D B. General management

Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word orspecify)
D C.

D J.Other

_

O G.
D E. News operations

Engineering
D F. Other (
C D. Programming/production .

per inch basis.

Category:
Make:
_
Brief Description:

WTS J WTB J

Model:

Price:

j WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Reasonably priced, many yrs
exper, good pipes, creative,
news anchor/producer, prod
voice talent, AT for adult standards. Alex. 513-777-8423.

WTS

Model:

Price:

Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:
•Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

Chief Engineer waiting to make
FM station worries go away.
Love clean powerhouse audio,
music, penetrating RF. 1-904467-3122 or mychucky@funportnet
Morning AT w/plenty of fun &
phones is looking for warmer
weather, 14 yrs PD & MD exper,
interested in any shift at the
right station. 517-739-0328.
Old- Time Radio Show host,
need to produce real country

music show for you, tape/live,
23
yrs
exper,
KCSN/KPFK/KCRW. Bobb,
213-256-5879.
Reasonably priced, many yrs
exper, good pipes, creative,
news anchor/producer, prod
voice talent, AT for adult standards. Alex, 513-777-8423.
Semi fab lock- n- load air talent!
Phones, brains, ratings! Mike,
517-362-7251.
Voiceovers for commercials,
jingles, liners, etc, low rates, 8
yrs exper, currently at large
market top 40 station. Chris,
606-293-2341.

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

Paz

Reader
Advertiser

Service
No.

10
360 Systems
29
AEQ
79
43
36,37
Arrakis
74
8
ATI
28
60
Audio Broadcast Group.
100
12
Audio Precision
30
13
Audio Processing Technology(APT)
54
2
Audioarts Engineering
151
71
Auditronics
104
65
Auralex
234
4I
Autogram Corporation
118
20
BDI
24
22
Belar
59
62.
Benchmark Media Systems
117
15
Bradley Broadcast
31
44
Broadcast Electronics
80
55
Broadcast Electronics
57
Broadcast Electronics
59
Broadcast Electronics
—
61
Broadcast Electronics
101
42
Broadcast Press
—
62
Broadcast Tools
68
22
BSI
35
29
BSW
63
4
Burk Technology
35
Cartworks/DBM
73
41
Circuit Werkes
21
3
Clark Communications
26
48
Coaxial Dynamics, Inc
18
46. . . . Computer Concepts Corp. . . 82
7
Comrex
27
4I
Comrex
94
11
Continental Electronics
53
69
CPI
228
54
Crown Broadcast
89
30
Crown Satellite
39
23
Cutting Edge
—
25
Cutting Edge
37
I6,17
Dalet
56
40
DB Elettronica
77
48
Econco
91
69
Econco
227
33
Enco Systems
41
21
Energy-Onix
34
64
Energy-Onix
98
69
Energy-Onix
225
38
ER!
95
62
Excalibur Electronics
19
6
Factory Direct Sales
50
31
Full Compass Sound
40
50
Gentner
85
58
Gentner
103
51
Ghostwriters
42,115
20 . .
Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co . . 120

Production Director

WTS J WTB J Category:

30 yr pro seeks small market
mgmt opportunity in SE, broad
knowledge, creative, organized,
high integrity. Potential, POB
14706, Greenville SC 29610.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

Position requires

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Title

PT on-air or prod or writing, any
shift,
small/med
station,
Philadelphia area only, exper in
producing, VIO, newscasting.
Demo's & resume avail. Bob,
215-745-0754.

building new studios and famil-

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations and
recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the
example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:

Local weather for your area,
accurate dependable, faxed,
digital, zipped, low rates, also
do voice overs, jingles, etc.
Chris 606-293-2341 or e-mail
wx1534@aol.com.

experience in designing and

ACT I0 N - 0 RANI

Contact Name

POSITIONS WANTED

STRONG bROAdCAS1 SVSTEM. SENd

1RW.

Zip Code

November 12, 1997

Lisa Stafford

Page
No.

Advertiser

Reader
Service
No.

51
Grace Broadcasting —
62
H.L. Dalis
92
65
Hall Electronics
233
38
Halland Broadcast
143
1
Harris
25
18
Harris
32
Harris
60
24
41
High Speed Networks
45
Innovative Devices
46
62
38
Innovative Devices
43
lnovonics
99
64
48 . JSquared Technical Service
93
65
J&I Audio/Video
232
39
Modulation Sciences
75
41
Modulation Sciences
69
56
Musicam USA
97
45
Neutrik
78
20
Non Ltd.
48
OMB Transamerica
102
63
14
Omnitronix
55
21
Orban
58
28
Orban
62
47
Otan i
169
41
PAS
20
68
Pikes Peak Satcom
230
19
Potomac Instruments
57
49
PR&E
84
27
Prism Media Products
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QUINTESSENTIAL

The 801 Series in Every Way
When you need the Best Audio, Auditronics has it. The 801 Series has just what
you need. Extremely Versatile and Flexible and yet Simple to operate. Absolute Top
of the Line quality in every detail with Buses, Logic and Features galore.
40

12, 18, 24 Input Position mainframes

•

Stereo Program and Audition with separate Voice and Music buses

•

Stereo Utility bus and pot mix stereo Auxiliary bus

•

2 Mono Mix/Minus buses

•

Options include:
•Mono/Stereo Equalizers
•Compressor/Limiter
•10 position Line Selectors
•Multiple dual Studio Output modules with Talkback
•Multi- channel Intercom system with Remote Stations

The 801 has the most extensive logic control system in its price range and console
specification exceed those required fir Digital Audio Broadcasting. Get your Best
Audio from Auditronics, with 30 years of Customer Commitment and Service.

QUINTESSENTIAL 801, LOOK IT UP!

MUDITRONICS

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 USA
(901) 362-1350 FAX: ( 901) 365-8629
GSA Contract # GS- 03F- 4032B
CE Compliant
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The D-500 Digital Audio Console.
Ready Now... PLUG IT IN!

315-452-5000
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